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Property tax drops
Hearing
set on
new rate
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Now that tax rolls are certified,
the City of Murray is proposing a
lower residential property tax
rate.
The rate fell from 37.12 cents
per $100 of assessed value to
35.87 cents per $100 of assessed
value.
City finance officer Don Leet
presented the figures to members
of the city council's finance committee during a lunch meeting
Tuesday.
•Because of laws pertaining to
the Kentucky Education Reform
•Act, Calloway's assessments

were "equalized" this year with
other counties. Statutes require
that every county be assessed at
100 percent of its fair market
valued.
Therefore, the Revenue Cabinent implemented a 7.5 percent
across-the-board increase to residential property assessments.
Some properties were excluded
from the increase.
Leet said in order to comply
with House Bill 44, which limits
a city's revenue derived from
property tax to 4 percent annually, the tax rate had to be lowered.
As residential property assessment increase, tax rates generally
have to be lowered so that the
city's income does not exceed the
4 percent limit.

.,••••

S354,870,267 — a $30,677,046
increase from 1993. Real estate
in the city was assessed at
S289,178,6I8 — a $26,283,918
increase from 1993.
Personal property assessments
increased more than $4 million in
one year. The 1994 assessments
total $65,691,649.
But new reel estate additions in
the city totaled $5,108,932 — a
drop of more than $1.2 million in
a year. In 1993, new additions
totaled more than $6.4 million.
City Clerk Jo Crass said the
earliest tax bills will be mailed in
Oct. 15 "which is five weeks
later than we sent them out last
year."
The due date on the bills has
been pushed back to Nov. 30.
Meanwhile, the city borrowed
$150,000 Tuesday to support its
general government operations.
Leet said because tax bills
were delayed, the city has
received very little general fund

Although proposed tax rates
are lower, the city will actually
receive about $60,000 more
revenue than in 1993.
According to figures presented
to the finance committee, total
assessed valued in the city
(excluding vehicles) is

IN See Page 2

DR. THOMAS B. AUER/Spode' to the Ledger

Fire rages out of control for the second time In less than a year at the home of the late Mildred Dodd, who
died last November in an earlier fire.

Fire destroys Dodd home
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
For the second time in less
than a year, firefighters battled a
blaze Tuesday at the residence of
the late Mildred Dodd, who died
in the earlier fire last November.
According to Calloway County
Fire-Rescue volunteer Jeff
Culver, the cause of Tuesday's
blaze is under investigation by
the state fire marshal's office.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said
he asked the state police arson
investigator to look into the
incident.
Culver said Wednesday morning that the two-story brick
house, located just north of Murray, was unoccupied and electric
and gas lines had been
disconnected.
Firefighters were notified of

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

The local Fraternal Order of Police's billboard on Ky. 94 East has a more positive message for those
entering the city.

Good Vibrations
FOP changes sign
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

later. Elkins was again named chief, the lawsuit
was dropped and both sides agreed not to disclose
the terms of the agreement.
Wisehart said Tuesday that the new sign is a
gesture of good faith.
"We felt like our point ha
n made in reference to our salaries an
like city government is aware that we are serious about our efforts
to get our pay increased," he said.
Cherry declined comment on the new billboard,
which reads: "Welcome to Murray, #1 safest university city, retirement community, growing
industry...and we're working to keep it that way!"
Wisehart said the FOP stands by its position
that the city's lawmakers have the responsibility to
find a way to increase salaries, which the FOP
said is significantly low in relation to other Kentucky cities of comparable size.
"We'll back off and give them (the city council)
room to work and hopefully they'll come up with
a workable solution," he said.

When the local Fraternal Order of Police said
last week it was moving its public awareness campaign in a positive direction, it didn't waste any
time.
A new billboard boasting of the community's
finer points was erected last Friday on Ky. 94 East
— just three days after Murray Police Chief Larry
Elkins was reinstated as head of the police
department.
FOP President Ronald Wisehart said sifter Elkins' reinstatement that the independent organization would remove the first billboard it erected in
late August.
It read: "Welcome to Murray, 01 retirement
community, M.S.U., industry...and some of the
lowest paide police officers in the state!"
Many speculated the sign prompted Mayor Bill
Cherry to issue an executive order demoting Elkins Sept. 13. The ousted police chief filed a civil
lawsuit against the city to get his job back.
But the case was settled out of court two weeks •See -Page 2

Tuesday's blaze at 12:41 p.m.
and arrived at the house, located
on Squire Holland Road, nine
minutes later.
The structure was nearly
engulfed in flames when fire
trucks arrived. Culver said the
house was "burning all over" and
was a total loss.
Firefighters remained on the
scene for more than five hours.
Dodd, 62, of Almo died in the
first fire Nov. 28, 1993. That
blaze, which was. reported at
about 11:30 p.m., was ruled arson
by state police investigators.
Dodd's daughter, Saundra
Lamb Clinton, was charged
March 2 with first-degree murder
and two counts of first-degree
attempted murder in connection
with last year's fire.
Because Dodd's brother and

nephew were also in the house
when it was set on fire last
November, Clinton, 42, of Hazel
was charged with attempted
murder.
Gary Dan Lamb and his son,
Nathan, escaped the flames with
minor injuries.
Clinton's case is pending in
Calloway Circuit Court. She is
free on a $100,000 cash bond.
During last November's fire,
firefighters pulled Dodd, who
was already unconscious, from a
second-floor window. Ambulance
personnel immediately initiated
CPR, but Dodd was pronounced
dead at 1:27 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A final autopsy report indicated Dodd died of "smoke and
soot inhalation."

Alexander bends CHE's ear
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Accessibility and reduction of
duplication were two areas
emphasized by Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander as needing close attention
as the future of higher education
is examined.
"We should always adhere to
the goals of equality and access,"
Alexander said. "Access to higher
education and equality go
together."
Alexander was among more
than 150 people who turned out
Tuesday to meet with a panel of
representatives from Kentucky's
Council on Higher -Education.
The panel was comprised of
Dr. Gary Cox, CHE executive
director; Shirley Menendez, CHE
member, Ken Walker, CHE deputy executive director of financial
affairs; and Mike Gardone, CHE
deputy executive director of
academic affairs.
This was the second of 10 forums to be held across the state to
gain input as preparations begin
for a state-wide strategic plan for
1996-2C00.
"The forum process is not new
to Kentucky or to the CHE,"
Menendez said. "We sponsored
forums in the mid- and late-1980s
when developing the funding for-

•
-.

-

DR. KERN ALEXANDER
mula. This one is different, however, because we are preparing a
strategic plan to guide the direction of higher education. We welcome institutional and public
participation."
Alexander, who became
MSU's president in July, said it
is important for the council to
follow specific steps when beginning a strategic plan.

where we are going. Do we want
to continue in the direction we
have been going?"
Alexander urged the council to
make a statement regarding
cooperative ventures between
institutions.
"While it has been enunciated
by the legislature and the CHE, it
is very important that we understand the role of the CHE in the
process," he said. "What are the
services to be offered and the
responsibility of various
institutions?"
The issue of performance based funding, which is a mechanism
that would allow state allotments
to be based on how well institutions meet various criteria, garnered mixed reactions, especially
from Alexander.
"We'd like you to be wary of
the question of performance," he
said. "The issues are difficult
because how can you set these
criteria without encroaching on
•
local autonomy?
"We believe the current formula is very important because it
creates stability and provides a
rationale that can be used. It is a
compromise between accountability and performance."
Rep. Freed Curd also encour-

"We have to know what
delineation of problems or issues
we are trying to solve," AlexanPage 2
der said. "We have to know •See
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V01.11/ITEER U.S. steps up patrols in Haiti with coup leader gone
1-800-LUNG-USA
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PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
.
tArj — rtencopters hovered
over
the Haitian capital this morning
and U.S. military patrols prowled
the streets, apparently in search
of army "attaches."
The increased activities of the
American soldiers came after
Michel Francois, the coup leader
who masterminded squads of
attaches, or army auxiliaries, fled
before daybreak Tuesday to the
neighboring Dominican Republic.
The hasty departure of Francois, whose army auxiliaries were
responsible for most of the
human rights abuses here, eliminates one of the leaders who
might have been an obstacle to
the return of exile,c1 President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
The latest U.S. military figures
say 95 people, many of them
attaches, have been detained and
more than 4,000 weapons seized,
a military spokesman, David
Smith, said today.
Soldiers have worked with
Haitians in recent days to identify
the homes of suspected army
auxiliaries who instilled fear with
their harsh crackdown against
Aristide supporters.
Aristide was ousted Sept. 30,
1991, in a coup orchestrated by
Francois, Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras
and Brig. Gen. Philippe Biamby.
Francois, Cedras and Biamby
were to leave power under a lastminute agreement negotiated with
former President Carter. Cedras,
the most visible of the Haitian
. military leaders, has vowed not to
leave the country.
Aristide
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What You. . Need
to Know
_
about Newspaper Advertising
\dvertising is the most important communication link between the
:•iyer and the seller of goods and services. To make that communica•ion effective, retailers should follow a few, basic steps in their adverT:,,Ing strategies to make the message clear, concise and compelling.
.,pply the following suggestions to all your newspaper advertising.
3enefits for the Buyer -- Consumers don't Just look for products.
:I ley want benefits. Your advertisement should include product and
.en.ice benefits for the consumer.

11

In what could be another promeion fnr ”•••••
Haiti
2 •
feerezi
-.60.* •••••••
paramilitary leader Tuesday
claimed a conversion to pacifism,
Emmanuel Constant, leader of
the paramilitary group the Front
Advancement and Progras and Biamby) should follow for the
ress of Haiti, which has tortured
his example," Port-au-Prince
and killed pro-democracy activMayor Evans Paul, an Aristide
ists, urged Haitians "on every
supporter, said Tuesday.
The U.S. agreement with the side" to put down their weapons
and renounce violence,
Haitian military averted an invaBut Constant's sincerity was in
sion but paved the way for the
doubt: FRAPH is considered
arrival of 20,000 U.S. troops to
responsible for much of the terror
ensure the return
of Aristide,
democratica
llywaged in Haiti over the past year.
Haiti's first
And violence on Tuesday showed
elected president.
Aristide's peaceful resumption of
Aristide told the U.N. General
power is far from assured.
Assembly in a speect Tuesday
U.S. troops found themselves
that he would return home bv
in the delicate position of protectOct. 15.
The Roman Catholic priest, ing Constant, one of Haiti's most
who has been living in exile in notorious figures, as he addressed
Washington, said he hoped to reporters outside the presidential
palace.
bring peace to the nation.
Constant just days ago was one
"We say yes to reconciliation,
no to violence, no to vengeance of Aristide's — and Washing... yes to justice," Aristide said.
Francois' departure, and urged
..__ _...__ coup
____ ._-.5--..... .4.r. el...
WARMS3 UJ UV LING
uic °Inv'
same.
it is an important step toward
the re-establishment of democracy and peace.... The others (Ced-

:eine
••••••er

;tate prices for all merchandise -- Newspaper readers are smart
• --.1oppers and the price is an important factor in buying decisions.
Make ads recognizable and easy-to-read -- Newspaper readers are
.tracted to clean, easy-to-read layouts. Avoid cluttering ad space with
.1 lot of hard-to-read advertisements. Perhaps the most important part
r advertising in newspapers is to remember "white space." White
'are in ads makes for attractive layouts. Attractive layouts attract
aders. Small print should be avoided especially .f your product is
.,lined at the older customer.
r

i Don't forget the basic information -- Remember the "who. what.
-.lien. where- in advertising. Put your store's name, logo, address.
•• lephone number and business hours in each newspaper ad.

FROM PAGE 1

ing formula has served as fair and
in the event that a performance
model is used, please assure that
it is fair.

aged the council to move cautiously before making any
changes to the current funding
mechanism,
"When I first went to Frankfort
in 1980, there was no formula in
place," he said. "When it was
started in 1982, it made it much
easier. I'm not saying it's
perfect."
Sid Easley, chairman of MSU's
board of regents, urged the counto remember that performance
standards are difficult to establish
and maintain.
"We look at the CHE as a protector of higher education that
ensures fairness and lack of
duplication," he said. "The exist-

"KERA didn't happen without
money and if we were to go to
performance based funding, we
must have money with it," he
said.
Dr. Jim Booth, MSU's provost
vice nrpcirient fnr academic
...._
and student affairs, defended the
current funding mechanism.
"We have a formula that works
and it is easier to recalibrate it
than beginning from scratch," he
said. "If we were to go to performance standards, I caution you to
look at each measure to see that
and

Cil

ARLINGTON, Va.(AP) — Air
at Arlington National Cemetery
Force Col. Charles Shelton, listed,. after committing suicide in 1990.
as a prisoner of war for 29 years;
The Sheltons were born in
was eulogized as "one of the
Owensboro, Ky., and grew up
most excellent military officers
there.
our nation ever produced."
"We are honored today to
The Air Force changed his stamemorialize one of the most
tus to killed in action last month
excellent military officers our
at the request pf his five children,
nation ever produced," the Rev.
but they still don't believe he's
Charles Shelton Jr. said during at
dead,
the ceremony, held on the fourth
"He's been gone all these
anniversary of his mother's
years; we want something," Lea
death. "History will prove his
Ann Shelton, 42, said Tuesday at
legend to be more fact than
a news conference. "This is our
fiction."
••• way of creating some closure and
The minister said his father,
getting on with our lives," said
who was shot down over Laos on
FROM PAGE 1
her 38-year-old brother, John
April 29, 1965, while flying a
revenue. But he said the Shelton.
secret reconnaissance mission on
$150,000 loan will be enough to
Their father's name will be
his 33rd birthday, was a proud
get through until Nov. 1,
inscribed on the grave marker of
family man who enjoyed his
Even though the tax rolls have his wife, Marian, who was buried
friends, cherished his children
been state certified, the bills cannot be mailed until the city conducts a public hearing and passes
two readings of a tax rate
ordinance.
The city will conduct a public
SEATTLE (AP) — Limp hens Gary Larson sees the world
hearing Monday at 5:30 p.m. in lying around the Boneless Chickthe council chambers. The first en Ranch. Bears spying campers through a different lens. "I think
wires connecting the lens to
reading of the ordinance will in sleeping bags and exclaiming the
the gray matter are crossed," said
follow.
"Sandwiches!" Smart-talking
his friend John McCosker. "I just
A second reading will be held cows. Dumb scientists. Amorous
wish I could figure out how to do
at next Thursday's regular coun- amoebas.
it myself."
cil meeting.
It's not just that cartoonist
After Jan. 1, he'll have to. LarThus far, Wisehart said public
comment about the new sign has
been good.
The FOP will keep its yearlong contract with the billboard
company, which also owns signs
on U.S. 641 North.
"We plan to have other efforts
to make the public aware of how
valuable police officers are in
this community," Wisehart said.

•Property

c rsn ;c• eist;r;ner
3l.11B

• an illustration to show consumers what they might purchase
to point out the benefits of that product or service
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his syndicated daily cartoon
"The Far Side."
Monday's announcement had
fans running to refrigerators and
filing cabinets for a reassuring
glance at their favorite "Far
Side" clip, such as:
— "Wait a minute here, Mr.
Crumbley," the doctor says to a
man impaled on a rhinoceros.
"Maybe it isn't kidney stones
after all."
— A tyrannosaurus and two
other dinosaurs puffing on
cigarettes over the caption "The
real reason dinosaurs became
extinct."
Larson creates a world of
supersaturated silliness in which

• store name, logo, address, telephone number, business hours

or

it reflects the goals of excellence
and quality."
Booth gave an example of
"space utilization" as one of the
things that he has seen included
in performance standards.
"To us, this is virtually useless," he said. "An archaic way of
looking at space utilization is to
assign one classroom to one
course for one semester. We
don't work that way because of
options such as interactive
television."
Paducah Community College
President Dr. Len O'Hara echoed
many of Alexander's comments,
but also emphasized a need to be
responsive to area business and
industry.

FROM PAGE 1

• white space to make the advertisement easy-to-read

r

,,

He looked relaxed but refused
to talk to reporters. "Soldiers
don't talk, only politicians," he
said in a statement issued through
his brother.

"The economic development
potential in higher education is
growing," he said.
Articulation agreements
between institutions could help
with economic development, said
Barbara Veazey, PCC's dean of
academic affairs.
"In the area of business and
industry, we do urge a responsive
manner," she said. "Maybe new
Programs could be approved on a
pilot basis that could bring innovative funding. At PCC, we are
advocates for success and unfortunately, Kentucky's penchant for
rules and regulations keeps us
unable to respond quickly to
requests."

,

FOP sign... POW getsmarker in Arlington Cemetery

• strong, dominant headline to draw the attention of the buyer

a.

•

•Alexander.••

ill advertising should include:

ra ,

tat for violence remains high.
U.S. soldiers rescued a man
identified as a gunman linked to
Haiti's military from a crowd that
beat him bloody on Tuesday.
Francois' departure may help
defuse some tensions in the capital. He left after his brother
Evans, already living in the Dom inican Republic, wrote an open
letter urging him to join his family in Santo Domingo.
Francois left behind a resignaLion letter defending his actions
and crossed the Haiti-Dominican
border in a four-wheel-drive
vehicle.
After arriving at his brother's
luxurious home in the Dominican
capital, Francois stepped out of
his jeep in a white tropical dress
shirt and slacks.

.

Advertise regularly -- It s important to keep your products and seri
es in front of consumers. Buyers will shop at stores with which they
I .:e familiar.

7 (I

ton's — most despised enemies.
No more violence," Constant
said. "The future of our beloved
republic is at stake."
It was more than Ira Kurzban,
Aristide's Washington-based
lawyer, could stand.
"Constant led and directed
murder and terrorism in this
country," Kurzban said disgustedly. "He should be arrested and
tried."
The 2,000 Haitian onlookers
occasionally drowned out Constant's words with cries of "Murderer! Murderer!" and shouts to
American troops protecting him
to throw him in jail.
On Monday, U.S. troops
stormed the FRAPH headquarters
in downtown Port-au-Prince and
detained more than two dozen
members.
But with thousands of weapons
still reportedly in the hands of
FRAPH members and other
extremists and some Haitians
thirsting for revenge, the poten-

and "fought his foe s
ferociously."
"He served his country well,
very well indeed," Shelton said.
Shelton parachuted onto a
ridge after he was shot out of the
sky and got out a radio message
that he was in good shape.
Rescue helicopters got within
sight of him, but were forced to
retreat because of bad weather.
Six days later, his wife was
told of his alleged cal:dire by the
Laotians.
Lea Ann Shelton said she
believes the government spends
too much time looking for the
remains of missing soldiers,
instead of living people.
"I believe that there's men
over there alive. It's not just my
dad," she said.
,...

Larson to retire as cartoonist

•

43
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animals act like humans and vice
versa. Through characters such as
pudgy little boys and women
with beehive hairdos, he conjures
up absurdity by inserting ordinary
conversation into extraordinary
situations.
His work often teeters at the
,..-1..... .-.0 1....1
CUgG VI I-I4U
.1onally

•....•,.
1.45M

—
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embraces it.

CLARIFICATION
Stories in Monday and Tuesday's paper incorrectly mentioned that Calloway Chief Deputy Brian Wilburn, whose wife
was assaulted and house burned
down Sunday, an is co-owner of
a local private investigation firm.
However, Sheriff Stan Scott said
since Wilburn was deputized in
January, he disassociated himself
with the business and is not
involved with the firm. Wilburn's
wife, Angie, is employed there.
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Letters beg judge to kick TV out of court
LOS ANGELES (AP) "Enough is enough. We are sick
of it," one letter read. "Would
you please be so kind as to force
the media to put a sock in it,"
urged another.
And so it went in some of the
more than 1,000 letters sent to
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
in response to a syndicated columnist's call to ban TV cameras
from the 0.J. Simpson trial.
Coverage that has sent television ratings into the stratosphere
has produced a backlash among

some viewers at a time When Ito
already is at odds with the media.
On Tuesday, Ito barred the
Daily News of Los Angeles the city's second-largest paper from the courtroom during the
trial as punishment for publishing
details of a jury questionnaire
one day before it was officially
made public. A Daily News
reporter will be allowed to attend
pretrial hearings.
The Daily News filed court
papers objecting to the action as
unconstitutional. Managing Edi-

Board looking
for solutions
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - capital investments over the next
Desperate for a remedy for high five years.
The company will report to the
dropout rates, low test scores and
deteriorating buildings, Hartford superintendent, and the board can
has become the nation's first city cancel the contract with 90 days'
to put a private company fully in notice.
charge of its public school
A lawsuit by the Hartford Federation of Teachers to block the
system.
After contentious debate, the contract was dismissed last
Board of Education voted 6-3 month. Teachers' unions have
Monday to make Education contended the company has no
Alternatives Inc. responsible for data to back up its promises and
the education of 25,000 children is more concerned with profits
in 32 schools.
than students.
"This marks a milestone in
The American Federation of
pursuit of academic excellence Teachers has recommended a
moratorium on contracts with
for our children," said school
board member Ted Carroll. Education Alternatives.
"Change is never easy."
But teacher Jane Carroll, wife
But there were many dissenters of board member Ted Carroll,
among the 120 yelling, stomping, favored the move.
screaming and cheering parents
"(My) morale as a teacher will
and teachers at the board climb considerably when I have a
meeting.
copy machine to use, when I have
"What we're going to have
paper that I don't have to buy
left is nothing for the children. myself, when I have construction
You treat them like so much
paper, when my child has a globe
livestock," parent Steven Four- in her geography class," she
nier hollered at the board. "This said. "I will feel a lot better."
is an invitation to corruption."
Education Alternatives is using
Education Alternatives has
the Tesseract system at the School
promised to raise Hartford's test in Miami Beach and in Baltiscores without spending more
more, where it has operated eight
money by using a system it calls
elementary schools and one
the Tesseract Way. The name is
middle school for two years.
from Madeleine L'Engle's childInstead of one teacher lecturing
ren's book "A Wrinkle in
students, a master teacher and an
Time," which describes a corriassociate are used. Together, they
dor for traveling to new worlds. determine how each child learns
The system relies on computers
besrand individual learning plans
and parent participation. Students
are made. Academic competition
help set their own goals and work
between children is discouraged
in groups at their own pace.
and traditional grades are disEducation Alternatives mancarded. Parents are required to
ages nine public schools in Baltiattend four conferences with
more and one in Miami Beach, teachers each year, and the staff
Fla.
closely tracks each student's
Another firm, The Public
progress by computer.
Strategies Group Inc., was hired
Initially, Baltimore teachers
last November by the Minneapocomplained they weren't trained
lis school board as a consultant to
enough in the system, and that
help resolve financial problems
teacher aides were replaced by
better-educated but lower-paid
and boost student achievement in
interns.
a 79-school system. The head of
the firm became school
But things improved as teachsuperintendent.
ers learned the system, computers
In Hartford, Education Alternawere installed, and a settlement
tives will manage the school disworked out allowing the aides to
trict, school board members said.
return to new jobs, such as comIn Minneapolis, The Public
puter tutoring.
Strategies Group performs duties ' In August 1993, the company
set out by the school board and is
said that in three months it had
paid each time a specifc task
raised test scores an average of
assigned by the board is comnearly an entire grade level in its
pleted, school officials there said.
Baltimore schools.
In both cities, the management
But after an AFT study found a
companies can be overruled by
decline in 1992-93 test scores at
the school board. The Hartford
those schools, Education Alternacontract has a provision for refertives admitted making an "uninring contract disputes to a mediatentional error." The company
tor, although the school board
said the scores came from a
could cast aside the mediator's
transition year when its programs
decision.
were not yet in place, and that it
In 1991-92, the last year
would takes at least three years
statewide figures are available,
for academic improvements to
Hartford's dropout rate was 17
show.
percent, the highest in ConnectiEducation Alternatives, which
cut. The figure represents the
was started in 1986, also manages
number of high school students
a private school in Minnesota and
from all classes who dropped out
one in Arizona. It reported net
that year.
earnings of about $2.5 million in
The district's fourth-, sixth-,
fiscal 1994 and about $1.1 miland eighth-graders have for sevlion in fiscal 1993.
eral years scored lower than all
other school districts in the state
on tests in math, reading and
writing.
Under the five-year contract,
Education Alternatives will
essentially control the schools'
$171.1 million budget, as well as
OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC
$29 million in state and federal
grants. It will pay all bills, buy
Call 753-9500
supplies and have a key role in
union negotiations and hiring and
Murray-Calloway County
firing school personnel in the city
of 140,000.
Heating & Cooling
The publicly held company can
-Central Heat & Air Installation
earn profits after all expenditures
•Fiesidential & Commercial
are paid.
Education Alternatives said it
Insulation
would invest $1.6 million in
• VA financing available
schools and about $14 rrrilliort in
FREE ESTIMATES
teaching technology such as comin Olympic Plaza
Located
puters and school operations. The
company plans $20 million in
(502) 759-4459

tor Ron Kaye said the motion
speaks for itself and "the issue
will be resolved in court."
Ito is to consider whether to
bar television, radio and photographers at a Nov. 7 hearing.
A hearing today was on a
defense motion claiming some
evidence taken from Simpson's
Ford Bronco and his mansion on
June 13 was illegally seized without a warrant. Another hearing
today was on a defense motion to
explore the "source and pur- pose" of what it called leaks
from police.
Simpson, 47, has pleaded innocent to murdering his ex-wife
Nicole Brown Simpson and her
friend Ronald Goldman on June
12. Jury selection started Sept.
26; opening statements aren't
expected until November.
The letters to Ito were
prompted by a Sept. 27 column in
which Mike Royko of the Chica-

- Half of the American public
thinks Simpson is guilty, up from
38 percent in July, according to a
Harris poll of 1,250 adults taken
Sept. 17-21. The other 50 percent
split equally between those who
said he was innocent and those
who didn't know. The poll had a
margin of error of plus Of minus
three percentage points.

- Ito has ordered police and
prosecutors to turn over volumes
of documents and other items,
according to court papers
released Tuesday. The items
include photographs of shoes
worn by investigators at the murder scene - where bloody shoe
prints were found - and reports
by Detective Mark Fuhrman
about responding to a domestic
disturbance call at Simpson's
home in 1985. The defense has
been trying to portray Fuhrman
- who found a bloody glove outside Simpson's mansion - as a
A Tribune spokesman said racist who may have planted
Royko was on vacation Tuesday. evidence.
Ito has harshly criticized the
- Simpson's defense team
media for using leaked information, but the action against the attacked the validity of glow-inDaily News was the most severe the-dark Luminol tests for blood
so far. Hundreds of reporters are in Simpson's Bronco. The motion
covering the trial and the passes released Tuesday argues that tests
with the chemical are unreliable
are highly valued. Those not in
the courtroom watch the proceed- and unaccepted in the scientific
ings on monitors in a pressroom. community, and that its use has
led to reversals in other cases.
Other developments:

go Tribune called for a rebellion
against TV coverage of the trial.
He acknowledged that ratings
soar when the Simpson case is
broadcast, but said polls show
"the majority of Americans are
disgusted by what they see as a
sensational media circus."
He urged his readers to contact
the judge and provided Ito's
address. The column ran in
numerous newspapers, including
the Daily News of Los Angeles
and the Long Beach PressTelegram.
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Sale starts October 6 at your local Murray

2 days only!04)
0 finance
/
charge for 6 months!

112 price factory-installed
icemaker-save $50

599.99
Through October 15, Reg. 669.99

A. Save $70

, Kenmore
4114

18.2 Cu- ft.'
refrigerator
Adjustable glass shelves,
gallon door storage, twin
crispers and meat drawer.
All frostless- never defrost
again' Textured steel
doors hide fingerprints.

No billing, no payments, no finance charge
until April, 1995 on all home appliances!'
Plus, free delivery on all appliances priced
299.99 and higher...all projection TVs too"
Free replacement installation on all dishwashers'••
•On qualified purchases of $200 or more with Sears Delayed Billing Option on SearsCharge and
SearsCharge PLUS. Be sure to ask for this option. Our Sales Associates have all the details See
Important credit terms below. A $400 minimum purchase of qualified merchandise is required to
open a SearsChorge PLUS account. Otter good for qualified purchases through October 8
''Get free delivery on all refrigerators, washers and dryers. dishwashers freezers trash compactors
and cooking appliances priced 29999 and higher. Purchase of item required mail-in offer good
on items purchased October 7 and October 8
offer with certificate good on items purchased October 7 and October 8
'
Excludes models 015041 and #15011 See store tor details

499.88
CLOSEOUT! While quantities last Was 66999

A. Self-cleaning

Ice, crushed ice and
water dispenser

ex +rc- arge
cooktcp

11111.0.11111.iib
A. 63871

;r 1 -1

949.99
Through October 15. Reg 114999

B. Save $200
19.5 Cu. ft.'
refrigerator
With adjustable glass
shelves, gallon door storage, meat drawer
and crisper. All frostlessnever defrost again!
Textured steel doors
hide fingerprints.

Kenmore

99
399.

Kenmore

A. 73521

Through October 8. Reg. 569.99

B.

Self-cleaning oven

range with electronic
clock/timer, auto oven shutoff,
black glass door with window.

Electric

B. 53071

B. 93441

Appliance prices are for white. Colors, connectont infra. Ice/maker hookup and dishwasher installation extra. Gas model dryers priced higher Total capacity
65801

25801

15101

SEARS

$245

' Kenmore

Kenmore'

Through October 15.
Rog.'269. White only

Lowest price
ever-save "24
Large capacity washer with
2 cycles and 2 water levels.

427.88

While quontIllso
last Was 50999

Closeout-save "82
America's best laundry system! Extra-large capacity
washer with 12 cycles.

327.88

18649

Kenmore

alio

• •

FREE 3-month supply of
Crystal Clear and Cascade r"
Otter good with purchase and mail in
certificate through October 29

319.9•

While quantities
last Was 41999

Through Octobe, 8
Reg 40999

Lowest price
ever-save '90

Closeout-save *92
Extra-large capacity dryer
features 7 cycles and
3 temperature settings

'

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised. Most larger items inventoried in warehouses Allow reasonable time for delivery

Kenmore

Kenmore

24211
55214 (Mfr 41.11R327)

35712

199.99

Through October 29
Reg 26999

Save *70
12.0 amp upright vacuuriT
features a clean air system
and micron air filtration

179.88

While quantities
last Was 249.99

Closeout-save *70
11 0 amp canister vacuum
features PowerMate and
360° swivel hose.

Support

179.99

Pe

October 15
22999

199.99

Through October 15
Peg 24999

Save *50
Tabletop TV with remote
control, on-screen menu
Cable cornt2atiblel

Save *50
2-head VCR with remote
control and bilingual
on-screen programming.

TV screen sizes measured diagonally. reception simulatisd
••••••

CRAFTSMAN'

CRIME NW
SIMMERS

LCRAFTSMR

'
•••l 1
•

cificru,41,„

35824
•

29.99

Each
Special purchases

While quantities last

A. Cordless drill
a. Saber saw with blades
c. Pad sander with paper
America's favorite
cards at Seers

magi Ifs._
=

99.99

Irilar
17700
Soars
low price

16-gal, wet/dry vac
5-HP-our most'powerful wet/
dry vac! Includes accessories
and caster foot storage.

MASS IMAM COMTISM PINCINO
PLIDOMT We'll meet or beat the
competition • current ochsenneet
price on Ilse identical nem Bring Me
competition • current ad loony or
our *toll stores Offer applies to current merchandise in ow robs storet
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,
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:
o
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r
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199.99

Through October 15
Reg 24999

Save $50
18-in., 2.5-C.I.D. gas chain
saw with turbo air cleaning
system.
I... .a. Seenatence end IleanCharoe PIUS Teems
Amore
rale is 21% unless you fesiOir in nolo
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Through Oct IS

01912999

Save'50
5-HP chipper/shredder
chips branches up to
3 inches in diameter

Owned and Operated By Opal Hart
Store Hours Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Bel-Mr Center • Murray, Ky. Phone
753-2310
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Looking at constitutional offices

Murray Ledger & Times
GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

A couple of Kentucky's constitutional officers have gotten some
unexpected public attention lately,
the kind of attention neither of them
is likely to relish.
Recently, two employees of the
Department of Agriculture's pesticide branch went on national television and said they were demoted for
trying to blow the whistle on shoddy
or fraudulent pesticide control companies and have since been harassed
for pressing a lawsuit against the
department under the state's Whistle
Blower's Act.
The FBI is believed to be looking
into their allegations and Attorney
General Chris Gorman's own investigation earlier forced Terminex,
one of the nation's leading pesticide
control firms, to pay a substantial
fine, re-inspect perhaps thousands
of buildings and perform any corrective work necessary.
That's hardly good news for Agriculture Commissioner Ed Logsdon,
who is known to be itching very
hard to run for another statewide
office.
And then there's Frances Jones
Mills, lately the state treasurer,
previously state treasurer, secretary
of state and clerk of the old Court of
Appeals.
Mills, it seems, has been very
much on the go in the last two years.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Negative or informed?
Dear Editor:
In the "Analysis," published Thursday, Sept. 29, in the Ledger and
Times, tided "Drumbeat of Negativism," Sen. Byron Dorgan D-N.D.
was quoted as saying,"I don't think I've seen the public mood as sour as it
is right now."
As for sources of this negative attitude, he said "It is magazine shows.
It is radio." (Undoubtedly, he means radio talk shows). You don't have
to read very far to discover that, Whoa!, here comes the word
Constitution!
It's a problem somebody has with the Constitution. But who? Sen.
Dorgan warns that people inclined to tear down the work of government
should not be fooled into thinking that the Constitution will hold the
country together regardless of public attitudes. Dorgan is quoted as
saying, "What we believe and accept in our own minds and hearts is
much more important than the Constthition of the United States." Hey,
I've got news for Sen. Dorgan. We can believe and accept in our own
minds and hearts a good many things with or without the Constitution.
It's just that with the Constitution, we are guaranteed the right to discuss
things among ourselves. The Constitution protects free speech, and the
radio is no exception.
Could he be referring to the talk show report on Aid to International
Develepment(AID)? This is the government agency that takes our tax
money to assist factories in moving to foreign countries, taking our jobs
with them. And that when a company having moved overseas goes bust,
again they use our taxes to bail them out. (I think this is called "trickle
down.") And how we've lost to foreign countries critical knowledge and
the very means of production in the process? And how the World Trade
Organization General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs(WTO--GATT)
proposes to give every little dictatorship member country the same
power vote-for-vote as the U.S.A.? And the consequences of not going
along? And that Japan is servicing 33 percent of our national debt?
Why? This is just a sampling.
When Sen. Dorgan first took a scat on the Senate 14 years ago, we
were debt-free. Working Americans subscribe to positivism, not
negativism. Those who still have jobs still get out of bed and go to work.
But they want the whole truth and nothing else. I mean, how can
Washington run a government as they please if the public starts reading
between the lines and getting involved?
Newspapers we've gotta have, but it's hard to read while doing
anything else. I mean, there's only so much a driver can expect from his
seat belt. And, if you're really fired up about something, exclamation
mark and bold caps can only take you so far.
Radio. Radio can get stormy and blow all the cobwebs out of
American patriotism. It's on the AM dial. Ya'll turn your radio on.
Tanny G. Barnes
Rt. 4 Box 119 Murray, Ky.
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California. New Orleans. Idaho.
West Virginia. You name it, Mills
seems to have been there -- with the
taxpayers picking up the tab.
While the charges of Logsdon
undermining pesticide control regulators are far more serious in the
long run than Mills' wanderlust, her
travel records are just the kind of
thing to send the average taxpayer
into fits.
According to news reports, Mills
has spent more than 535,500 on at
least 18 out-of-state trips since
taking office, mostly to national and
regional conventions and conferences for state treasurers. That's an
average of 52,000 a trip and includes the cost of an aide-companion for Mills, who says her office
doesn't want her traveling around
the nation alone.
On at least one trip, this time to
New Orleans, her companion was a
private consultant being paid by her
office and the taxpayers picked up
I -Miro(
1540007
GET AN
AGEN1

his hotel bill. That may have been
improper and State Auditor Ben
Chandler is looking into the whole
matter.
Logsdon and Mills are only the
latest in a long line of political types
who use the various constitutional
offices to further their own political
ends -- which invariably center on
being elected to yet another fouryear tenure on the public payroll in
some capacity or other.
The Department of Agriculture
has any number of important functions, including overseeing pesticide control companies, but the day
is long past when an elected commissioner has any substantive role
in setting the state's agricultural
policies. As tobacco farmers are
discovering, that's being done in
Washington and has been for decades.
As for the treasury, it's a checkwriting operation chiefly and those
checks can't be written without
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And even though Bob Babbage,
getting ready to run for governor,
will disagree, his operation as secretary of state is hardly more than
that of a well-paid file clerk for the
state's official documents.
Someone,of course, must file the
documents, write the checks and
look out after the state's farmers,but
those people should not be elected
in expensive statewide races, given
independent constitutional offices
and all the prerequisites(and travel
expenses) the beleagured taxpayers
can finance.
The only constitutional officers
really needed are the attorney general and auditor of public accounts.
Both Gorman and Chandler have
shown how critical those elected
offices can be in keeping an eye on
official and unofficial shenanigans.
Including, of course, pesticide
companies and a traveling treasury
show.
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Ethical blunders taking toll
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton, who made ethics in
government a major campaign
issue and promised an administration as diverse as America,
is in a dilemma on both counts.
Ethical blunders are claiming
more and more of the people he
brought into his government. And
with nearly every personnel
change he makes, his administration is looking less like America
and more like the Washington
establishment.
The dilemma intensified this
week when Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy resigned — effective
Dec. 31 — in the face of allegations he improperly accepted
gifts.
A second Cabinet member,
Housing and Urban Development
Secretary Henry Cisneros, is
embroiled in a controversy over
payments to a former mistress.
While there is no indication yet
that Cisneros is in as much trouble as Espy, the possibility of his
resignation raises the specter of
Clinton losing two minority
members of his Cabinet. Espy is
black and Cisneros is Hispanic.
Espy's resignation announcement came a little more than a
week after an abortive effort to
replace Dee Dee Myers — the
highest-profile woman on the
White House staff — as press
secretary with a white man.
Earlier, questionable handling
of Whitewater inquiries led to the
resignations of Roger Altman as
deputy Treasury secretary, Jean
Hanson as Treasury general
counsel and Bernard Nussbaum
as White House counsel.
Webb Hubbell, the former
associate attorney general, quit to
deal with allegations that he
overbilled the Little Rock, Ark..
law firm where he had been a
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Sen. Hollings is
Clinton's friend?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Clinton administration officials spent
countless hours consulting with Republicans to ensure approval of
a tariff-cutting world trade agreement before the election.
At every opportunity, they proudly pointed to the administration's bipartisanship.
But they overlooked an opponent within the Democratic ranks.
Sen. Ernest Hollings of South Carolina, who calls himself a
triend of the president, said he warned U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor back in April that he would stand in Clinton's way
if given a chance.
"I told Mickey ... not to come in here at the last minute with a
we've-got-to-save-the-president kind of thing," Hollings told
reporters.
But that is exactly what the administration did when it introduced a bill last week implementing the 123-nation pact negotiated
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
Under the special fast-track rules for consideration of trade bills,
Hollings can hold GATT in his Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee for 45 days.
Just before sending the bill to Congress, Clinton met with Hollings at the White House. Administration officials held their breaths,
hoping Hollings would permit a vote before the Senate's scheduled
adjournment this Friday.
But he stood firm and now the Senate will have to return for a
lame-duck session on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
So, the world trade accord, like health care reform before it, has
become another accomplishment Clinton cannot cite before the
Nov. 8 midterm elections.
And the president will be in the embarrassing position of attending Asian-Pacific free trade talks in Indonesia in November with
GATT still hanging.
GATT supporters are putting the best face possible on the delay.
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
1)-N.Y., said GATT backers have the votes to pass it, plus an
assured date for a vote.
The administration says GATT will create a half-million jobs.
But Hollings says no matter how much freer trade helps U.S. interests in such areas as pharmaceutical patents and computer software,
it will cost jobs in basic manufacturing, including the manufacturing of textiles in South Carolina.
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas said Hollings may
be doing everyone a service by allowing more time for high-profile
debate of GATT.
When Dole suggested in August that the GATT vote could wait
until next year, Democrats immediately jumped on him for cynically risking GATT simply to deny Clinton a pre-election victory.
Now Dole has his delay without the blame.
With friends like Hollings. Clinton doesn't need Dole.

authorization from non-elected officials in the Finance Cabinet. Once a
year, everyone who owes the state
tax money sends a check made out
to the treasurer. No Matter how
important Mills makes herselfout to
be, she isn't.
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POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press writer
partner with Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
And David Watkins, former
White House director of administration, resigned after disclosures that he hopped a presidential helicopter for a golf outing.
Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown was the target of a federal
inquiry into allegations that he
accepted $700,000 to help lift the
trade embargo against Vietnam.
However, the Justice Department
closed the investigation after concluding there was no wrongdoing
by Brown.
Meanwhile, Clinton has been
turning increasingly to the
Washington establishment to fill
high-level vacancies aihe tries to
overcome a plunge in the polls
and put his presidency back on
track.
The latest additions: former
budget- director and eight-term
congressman Leon Panetta as
chief of staff; and Abner Mikva,
a former congressman and federal

appeals court judge, as White
House counsel.
"The president is beginning to
realize he is not well served by
people loyal to him, but who lack
the political sensitivity to govern
effectively," said Steven Wayne,
a government professor at
Georgetown University who specializes in the presidency. "It
really has been a very steep
learning curve for this
administration."
The handling of the Espy case
shows the experienced hand of
both Panetta and Mikva.
And it enabled Panetta to win
back some of the prestige he lost
with the bungled replacement of
Myers — in which Clinton overruled him and promoted Myers
instead of reassigning her as
Panetta had wanted.
The White House took pains to
make it clear*that Espy, a friend
and longtime political ally of
Clinton, had been pressured by

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the edi,tor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

the White House to leave — and
that it was Panetta who applied
the pressure.
The White House even volunteered additional information
damaging to Espy, disclosing that
a foundation run by Tyson Foods,
the large Arkansas-based poultry
and dairy company, had given
Espy's girlfriend a $1,200
scholarship.
The ethics issue is a particularly sensitive one for Clinton,
given questions raised about the
his and his wife's investment in
the Whitewater land development
project in Arkansas while he was
governor and other business dealings — all the subject of an
ongoing independent counsel's
investigation.
Furthermore, Clinton himself
has long political ties to the president of Tyson Foods, Don
Tyson. And the company's general counsel, James Blair, helped
Mrs. Clinton turn a $1,000 stake
in risky cattle futures into a
$100,000 profit in the late 1970s.
While Clinton of late has been
turning to Washington establishment figures when he is in trouble, thiftrend could soon come-to
an end.
Warren Christopher is widely
expected to leave as secretary of
state by year's end. And there is
new speculation that Treasury
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen is also
eager to return to Texas and a
private life.
Christopher, 69, and Bentsen.
73, are the oldest members of the
Clinton Cabinet.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum covers the White House
for The Associated Press.
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areas.
She is the daughter of Terry Lane. made available by the Murray State
Three upper class students from
presented
are
Scholarships
Alumni Association. Selection is
Murray have been awarded $500 Jr. of Clarksville, Tenn,. and Alice
University
State
Murray
the
through
on
based
outstanding
in
records
Pembroke.
of
Lane
Century Club Scholarships for the
Scholarship Office.
The Century Club awards are both academic and extracurricular
1993-94 academic year at Murray
State University.
-- Pamela Dawes,a senior organizational communication and sociology double major, is a 1976
graduate of Madisonville North
Hopkins High School. She is also
minoring in anthropology and business administration. After graduation from Murray State,she plans to
pursue a career in training and
education.
Dawes enrolled in MSU in 1987.
Her honors include having received
1407 Main
a certificate of merit by the KenPhone 753-4682
tucky Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped and a certificate
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
of achievement in accounting at
Cobol-Career Community College.
Dawes,who has a son and daughter,
was named the recipient of the
Women of MSU Scholarship in
1993. She has also been recognized
as a Dean's List student at Murray
State.
Dawes is invloved with the Playhouse in the Park, Business Council
for the Arts, Purchase Leadership
Toastmasters, Jackson Purchase
National Organization for Women,
Purchase Area Senior Games and
U.S.Choice
Extra Lean
Extra Lean
West Kentucky Playwright's FestiBor eless
val.
-- Diane Davis, an animal health
technology major, plans to pursue a
career in a veterinary diagnostic
laboratory. She received an associI Lb
Lb
ate of arts degree and an associate of
I Lb
science degree with highest honors
from the North Iowa Area Community College in Mason City.
Davis, a 1972 graduate of Mason
City High School, enrolled in Murray State in 1993. She has two
children.
Davis has been a member of the
North American Veterinary Technician Association, Kentucky VeterKraft
inary Technician Asssocaition,
Pillsbury
Hunts
Murray State Animal Health Tech4 Pk
nology/Pre-Vet Club, Gamma Beta
Phi honor society, Never Ever Too
24 oz
Old Club,Phi Theta Kappa Interna18 cz
tional honor society,Omicron Delta
Kappa national leadership honor
society, and the national fraternity
of Alpha Zeta. Her other honors
include having received recognition
PUT THE WORLD
in the 16th annual edition of the
CHILD'S FINGERTIPS,
YOUR
AT
National Dean's List, a 992-93.
AT A TIME.
VOLUME
ONE
-- Michelle Lane,a special eduta7.:
Lion major with a minor in elemenTHIS WEEK
tary education, plans to pursue a
VOLUME 8
career in teaching after graduation
VOLUME I AT 9'
Only 84.99
from MSU. A 1986 graduate of
AVAILABLE
SITLL
Hopkinsville High School, she enThE GROLIER
1992.
in
State
Murray
rolled in
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF KNOWLEDGE."
While at MSU, Lane has served as
president of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority, African-American Recruitment and Retention, and the
Student Evaluation Committee.

Prices Good
Oct. 5 Thru
Oct. 11
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Dawes,Davis, Lane receive awards
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Owen's Best

Extra Lean Boston Buff

Ground Chuck

Pork Roast

Lb

Pork
Steak

leers
genints.

Shoulder
Roast
$ 1 79

$ 1 19
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$2

Sauce

Meat
$ 79

1

Bacon
Family Pack

mokies
69
BBQ

Sausage
$ 59

Boneless & Skinless

Eckrich

Chicken Breast

Smoked Sausage

Lb.

Biscuits

89'

89'

Partins 1 Lb

29
$3
89'

Ketchup

Lb.

U.S. Choice

Chuck Steak 1-Bone Steak
1 69
I Lb. Country 299
Lb
Stew

99!

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

Bryan Cocktail

cide
sury

U.S. Choice Boneless

Have Your Beef And Veggies, Too!

FREE
Buy 5 Lbs Or More
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Chuck Roast
1 49

Flav-O-Rich

Cornwell
is named

and
lied

Beatrice J. Cornwell, a senior
from Benton pursuing an area in
business administration, has been
awarded a scholarship for the
1994-95 academic year at Murray
State University.
Cornwell is the recipient of a
$600 Adults Belong in College
Scholarship. Recipients of these
scholarships must be enrolled or
planning to enroll full-time at MSU,
and be 23 years of age or older.
After graduation from Murray
State, Cornwell plans to pursue a
career in education.
She is a transfer student from
Paducah Community College where
she was named to Who's Who
Among Students in American Junior Colleges.
presented
are
Scholarships
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.
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Libby's C.S. or W.K. Golden

1% Milk

64 oz.

Apple Juice
Potato Chips

6 oz

89°

Coke, Diet Coke, Cat. Free Coke,$109
12 pk.
‘10
Sprite, Tab
Hyde Park Saltine

Crackers

1 lb

2/1

Baby Back Ribs
$489
Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Cole Slaw

0
99
•

16 oz.

Scott Economy

Peanut Butter 18 oz. $ 1 59
Nunn Better Self-Rising
Corn Meal Mix 5 Lb.99

Napkins

Orange Juice

Scott Single Roll

Hunt's Assorted Varieties

3/99'

250 ct $ 1 19
Hyde Park Frozen 12 oz.

59°

Paper Towels

79°

Tomato Sauce 15

gitoctitce

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best

Turkey.,Breast

$38!
Owen's Best
Storemode

S..

• ••

Golden
Ripe

Fresh Crisp

Bunch
Juicy Red

Bananas

Broccoli

Grapefruit

Lb.
•

89' 4/1

Owen's Best

Red Delicious

Crisp Head

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

BBQ Ribs
$159

Apples

lettuce

Onions

‘10

Lb.
$269

•-

BBQ Pork
$499

L

Piml!oor Pe

••

Green Beans

20 oz. 2/$ 1

Peter Pan

Olen
Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

17

Libby's F.S. or Cut

Pineapple

46 oz

Charles

•

Corn

gal.

3 Diamond

Lb

SUBSCRIBE
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Prairie Farm

Lucky Leaf

parade entries

se

$ 1 99

Orange Juice

Homecoming

Entries are now being accepted
for the Murray State University
Homecoming parade.
MSU's Homecoming celebration
is scheduled for Oct. 27-30. The
traditional parade is Saturday, Oct.
29 at 9:30 a.m. Serving as grand
marshal of the parade will be Wells
Loveu of Owensboro,a member of
the class of 1944. Lovett is a
member of the MSU board of
regents and the grandson of Murray
State's founder, Rainey T. Wells.
The deadline to enter the parade
is Friday,Oct. 21. Bands,organizations or businesses interested in
having an entry in the parade should
call the Student Government Association office at (502)762-6951.

Get Free
5 Lb Pkg. Russett Potatoes
1 Lb Pkg. Carrots

Hyde Park
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ODAY
Almo-Dexter meeting Oct. 13
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District will hold a special meeting on
Thursday, Oct. 13, at 7 p.m. for the purpose of signing a le3ase for the
new fire house and renewing the fire protection contract with Calloway County Fire Department. This meeting will be held instead of the
regular meeting usually held at 7 p.m. on the second Tuesday of each
month.

West Murray plans services
West Murray Church of Christ has planned a special series of gospel meetings beginning Sunday, Oct. 9, and continuing through Friday, Oct. 14. Barney Keith, gospel preacher from Birmingham, Ala.,
will be the speaker for services at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and
at 7:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. The church is located at the
corner of Doran Road and Holiday Drive.

FIVE GENERATIONS — Jesse Bailey, seated right, is pictured with the
other four generations in his family. Bailey is holding his great-greatgrandson, Corey Allen Parrish. Seated left is Max Bailey, son of Jesse
and great-grandfather of Corey Allen. Standing left is Carol Arnold,
granddaughter of Jesse, daughter of Max and grandmother of Corey
Allen. Standing right is Heather Parrish, great-granddaughter of Jesse,
granddaughter of Max, daughter of Carol, and mother of Corey Allen
Parrish.

•

German Shepherd Club will meet
German Shepherd Dog Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 6, at 7:30
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. For more information call
436-2858.

Debbie and Anthony Rogers
Schempp taking part
in university program Party will be Saturday

Alexia Schempp

1,101,1 imports*
ft,,

BRIDAL
RiEGISg9Z7

Pier 1 Imports is
pleased to have Dawn
Wynn, bride-elect of
Michael Bucy,join our
registry
by
bridal
choosing pottery & decorative accessories.

LEXINGTON — Alexia
Schempp, a 1994 Calloway
County High School graduate,
was chosen to participate in
Transylvania University's First
Year Urban Program (FUP).
Schempp is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James I. Schempp
of Murray.
She volunteered for a week of
community service projects with
17 other entering Transylvania
students.
In its sixth year, FUP is a student led organization sponsored
by Omicron Delta Kappa, a leadership honorary, and modeled
after a program at Harvard
University.
FUP's goals are to give firstyear students the opportunity to
serve the community, to develop
their interest in community service and to discover how to make
community service a permanent
part of their lives through a shortterm, hands-on experience.
During the week long program,
participants completed three service projects, including as resurfacing a track for the Lexington
Parks and Recreation Department
at Russell Elementary, performing trail maintenance at the Buckley Wildlife Sanctuary, and
repainting and renovating offices
and the gym at the Manchester
Center.
Supplementing FUP's volunteer experiences were tours of
service agencies in the afternoons
and speakers in the evenings.

Debbie and Anthony Rogers will be honored at an anniversary party
on Saturday, Oct. 8.
The event will be in celebration of their first wedding anniversary.
The party will be at the home of Lois Dixon, Murray, from 6 to 7:30
p.m.
Invitations are being sent. Friends and relatives are invited.
The couple was married Oct. 8, 1993. Eldon Rogers officiated at the
ceremony at Finger Church of Christ, Finger, Tenn.

Jehovah's Witnesses
Assembly to be Sunday
The Owensboro Sports Center,
1215 Hickman Ave., Owensboro,
has been selected as the location
for a special assembly day for
Jehovah's Witnesses in western
Kentucky and southern Indiana.
Twenty-two congregations
including the Murray congregation will assemble there Sunday,
Oct. 9.
"Keep Bearing Witness to the
Truth" will be the theme of the
program which will focus on the
example of Jesus Christ and how
he took advantage of every
opportunity to share the truth
with others.
Mike Joria, circuit supervisor
for Jehovah's Witnesses,

CollEtAnd On
The World'!.Best Books!

e

eA--j. k04
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Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$1,000 Letter
• 14 Games

H Jackpot'!!

$100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
• Letter "H" 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1.0001
(Consolation Prize $100)
• Special Games Double Bingo pays 60% 75% and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121
North, Murray, Ky.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Oct. 6, at 3 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. All members of PAWS (pets are wonderful society)
and other interested persons with their pets are invited to take part in
this activity.

Kirksey-area Seniors will meet
Kirksey-area Senior Citizens Group will have its monthly meeting
on Monday, Oct. 10. They will be driving through the Land Between
the Lakes to see the fall colors. Each is asked to bring a sack lunch
and canned drink for a picnic in the LBL. The group will leave the
Kirksey United Methodist Church parking lot at noon. All senior citizens in the Kirksey community are encouraged to attend.

Parents' Night Out at First Baptist Church will be Friday, Oct. 7,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Reservations must be made by noon Thursday,
Oct. 6, by calling the church office.

11,41R SALON
Announces
the addition of

1608 N Hwy. 721 Bypass, Murray

Pet Therapy planned Thursday

All interested persons are welcome to attend the entire day's
program beginning at 9:50 a.m.

Moms And Dads Invited Too!

Appointments &
Walk-ins Welcome

A country ham breakfast will be at Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons on Saturday, Oct. 8, starting at 5:30 a.m. The event
will be at the lodge hall, located on Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road, at Highway 1660, Johnny Robertson Road. This will be the
same good food and price, a lodge member said.

Calloway County Republican Party will have its monthly meeting
on Friday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Everyone is invited to attend, according to Max T. Canady, county
chairman.

BOO
FAIR!

Cut Ups

to our staff.

Masonic Lodge plans breakfast

Another speaker, William H.
Nonkes, is a representative from
the world headquarters of the
Witnesses in Brooklyn, N.Y. His
subject will be "Bearing Witness
to the Truth — What It Accomplishes." His discourse will begin
at 2:55 p.m.

Book Fair at Public Library

1-800-LUNG-USA
tAMEIUCAN LUNG ASSOCSATION.

Rose Grubbs
Yates

TOPS KY #469 Murray Chapter will meet Thursday, Oct. 6, in the
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to
6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. This week's program
will be a special guest speaker because of the celebration of the annual open house. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those
interested in weight-loss. All visitors are invited to attend.

Republicans will meet Friday

Parents' Night Out Friday

One By One Singles plan event

VOLUNTEER

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

explained: "This special day will
surely deepen our appreciation
for the Bible and emphasize our
-responsibility as disciples of
Christ to imitate him in bearing
witness to the truth." Joria will
be one of the speakers.

TOPS meeting on Thursday

"wfutlaisei.
Itiook Fin111,1

Lois Pharris, chairman of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club,
shows the sign about the annual Book Fair being held at Calloway
County Public Library. Funds raised at the fair have been used for various projects that promote literacy. Recipients include Books for
Babies, a plan where parents of newborns at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital receive a packet of educational materials, including babies
first book and a book for parents instructing "how to raise a reader as
well as information about the services offered by the Public Library and
other agencies with a literary focus. Adventures in Spanish, a summer
language program for young people offered at the library, and local literacy programs have received support from the Alpha Department
Other recipients have been W.A.T.C.H., Murray City Schools' Understanding Special Education Program, and Calloway County's Family
Resource Center where Mrs. Pharris works as a volunteer. The fair will
run through Monday, Oct. 10, In the Library foyer.

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
'Computerized Records
'Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
'Health & Beauty Items
109 S. 4th St.

'Super Saturday' scheduled
Penny Pumpkin Patch will host a "Super Saturday" on Saturday,
Oct. 8, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. All aged children and their parents are
invited to attend. Events will include magic shows at 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.; pumpkin hunts throughout the day; professional pumpkin
carvings; professional pictures; face painting; straw maze; refreshments. The patch is located on Forest Coleman Road off PennyAirport Road. For information call 753-7224.

Community wide yard sale Saturday
A community wide yard sale will be at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr., Murray, on Saturday, Oct. 8, starting at 9 a.m. All
individuals and groups are welcome to participate with a yard sale,
flea market, arts/crafts, game type booths, bake sale or concession
stand. There will be no charge to participate in the event, but each
group will be responsible for their own set-up and clean-up. The purpose of the community event is to give the Fern Terrace residents an
opportunity to have mroe interaction with people within the community. For information contact Janie Underwood at 753-7109 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Palestine Church plans event
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a special event on
Sunday, Oct. 9. This is a special welcome to any person to auend who
ever attended Palestine School. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, as speaker. A
potluck meal will be served at noon with the church furnishing barbecue, bread and drinks.

Oaks' Couples Bridge planned
Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m. Those members NOT already signed
up, but wishing to play, please call either Kathryn Outland at
753-3079 or John Fortin at 753-3719.

Horse Feed $475

;."

12%
50 lb.
Chicken Feed t550
J..ayer 15 w

50 lb.

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church will
visit Columbus Belmont State Park on Saturday, Oct. 8. The group
will leave the church at 10 a.m. Each one is asked to bring a dish for apotluck meal to be served. Children are welcome to attend this event
to relive Civil War Days at the park. This ministry is to offer supportive community of caring Christian fellowship for all single adults.
For more information call Joan at 753-8196.

753-1462

SHOEMAKER SEED
Old Concord Rood•Murrop7153-3•00
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 5
A.A. meeting br disabled and nondisabled persons/6 p.m./Center for
Accessible living. Info/753-7676.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
New Lite Christian Center study/7
p.m./1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer m••ting/6
p.m./Dixieland Shopping Center.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
Include Teen life/7 p.m.; MSU
Cookout/5 p.m.
Si. John 4lecopel Church events

include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Alan Vinson
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Lisa Carole Fennell and Mark Alan Vinson were married Saturday,
July 16, at Bellevue Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Fennell of
Memphis. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Vinson Jr. of
Murray.
Dr. Adrian Rogers officiated. Music was by Dr. Bette Stalnecker
and Dr. Thomas P. Lane, soloists, Carter Threlkeld, trumpeter, Margaret Lafferty, pianist, and Scott Sturtevant, organist.
The church was decorated with three columned pedestals holding
urns of gladioi, figi mums, alstromeria and snapdragons, Centered on
the altar were three 15-tiered candelabra flanked by spiral and tree
candelabra decorated with Boston ferns.
The bride, escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
parents, wore a formal gown of white satin with a sabrina neckline.
The fitted bodice and long sleeves were adorned with Alencon lace,
seed pearls, iridescent sequins and dangling pearls. Her tiered fingertip veil of illusion was attached to a crown of Alencon lace, pearl
clusters and iridescent sequins. She carried a cascade bouquet of white
casablanca lilies, gardenias, stephanotis and white roses intertwined
with English ivy and Tiki fern. •
Miss Karen Barker of Humboldt, Tenn., was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Mary Karen Dixon, Alicia Espy and Ginger White, all of
Memphis. The attendants wore tea length royal blue satin dresses.
They carried floral bouquets of pink anna roses, white freesia, pink
astilbe, pink alstromeria and white gerber daisies.
The groom chose his father as best man. Groomsmen were James
Anderson, Mt. Pleasant, Miss., Mark Jackson, Sedalia, Mo., Robert
Rudolph Jr., Murray, David Vance, Tupelo, Miss., Gary Walker, Jackson, Miss., and Joe Vella, Mark Harris and Jerry Byrum, all of
Memphis.
The groom wore a black pin-striped tuxedo, accented with a white
bow tit and cummerbund. His boutonniere was white stephanotis. The
groomsmen wore black pin-striped tuxedos with black bow ties and
cummerbunds and white rose boutonnieres.
The mother of the bride wore a two-piece teal chiffon and lace
dress. The groom's mother wore a tea length rose chiffon dress. Their
corsages were white orchids.
The guest register was attended by Jan McNeill of Memphis, Tenn.
The wedding programs and rice bags were distributed by Lyndsay
Trulove of Memphis and Mallory Rudolph of Murray.
A reception followed the ceremony.
The bride's cake was a fourrtiered cake decorated with pink roses
and baby's breath. The top two layers were supported by pedestals
and a miniature bride and groom statuette was placed inside. The
groom's strawberry cake was in the shape of an opened book that
included titles of some of the groom's favority literary works.
Assisting were Theresa Barnett, Union City, Tenn., Patricia Campbell, Adamsvillc, Tenn., Lana Jones, Olive Branch, Miss., Susan Wallace, Covington, Tenn., Stephanie Cooper, Karen Faircloth, Paula
Lawler, Chris Trout and Gayle Vella, all of Memphis.
After the reception the couple was chauffeured by limousine to the
Peabody Hotel, Memphis. The next morning the couple left for a
cruise to Bermuda.
Mr. and Mrs. Vinson are now residing in Memphis.

Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Super Wednesday dinner/530 p.m.;
Bible Classes and Singles Support
Group/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westsid• Baptist Church events
include business meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Handbell
Choir/3:15 p.m.; Children's Choir/4
p.m.; Koinonia Kids/5 p.m.; Finance
Committee and Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m.; Adult Handbell
Choir/6:15 p.m.; Administrative
Board/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Small Prayer Group/7 p.m.
Bible classes/T p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Adult I Marriage Enrichment, Youth
Bible Studies, Praise!/6:30 o.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Missions
Committee/7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary

Thursday, Oct. 6
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Knights of Columbus meeting/7 30
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Christian Singies/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak, Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m hot
senior citizens activities.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon dosed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
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Harleigh
Winchester
born here
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Winchester
of Rt. 5, Box 59, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Harleigh
Elizabeth Winchester, born on
Saturday, Sept. 24, at 12:49 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 1?
inches. The mother is the former
Crystal Kimbro. A brother is
Zakari Shaye Winchester.
Grandparents are Bill and Margie Winchester, Ronnie and Patty
Kimbro, and Patricia Butler, all
of Murray.

MARILYN McCUISTON photos

Joe Pat James, left in top picture, directed and was toastmaster at the
Kirksey area reunion held Sept. 3 at Curris Center, Murray State University. James with the assistance of many persons planned this special
occasion. His wife, Lola James, is pictured center and at right is James
V. Edwards of Sedalia, Mo., who led in group singing with Ola Cathey
Harrell of Paris, Tenn., as pianist. Dwane Jones introduced the Rev.
Glen Armstrong and the Rev. Billy Turner who led in prayers. A highlight of the informal evening was having all persons stand and introduce themselves. Decorations were planned by Aliese James Paschall.
In the bottom photo are pictured some of the 310 persons attending.

COYPLIMETARY
FACIAL
Mary Kay has a skin
care program designed
for your skin type.

Choir/7:45 p.m.

.
7)

MARY KAY
FACE TO FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'.

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available

_

FALL SALE-A-THON
Machines Starting At $144.00
re.

Quintessence

Sale
(Is
"
Oct. 15
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Model XL100

Nsloss. se ow

by D.K. Kelley

B
A

Electronic Monogram Machine
State of the Art
Unlimited Stitches

3DAYS ONLY!
Weekends, do they ever come
soon enough? Weekends are all about ease and comfort. At D.K.Kelley
we have lots to choose from. Great
jackets, layers of shirts and sweaters. Twills, clothes that are cut for
rest and relaxation - knits that feel
great and all the accessories that
compliment it.
A classicjacket,jeans and an easy
going shirt,and sneakers. These are
the comfortable clothes for times
when you need to relax.
And for times when weekends
mean a little more polish we have
that too.
Remember the brand Outlander?
It is now Theo Miles and we have
just received some great knit dresses that everyone will love. We have
lots of new things in at D.K. Kelley
including some new Misty Lane
dresses, Wild Rose dresses and pant
sets. More khaki shorts have arrived. Sweaters by Perlita, everything you need including colored
tights and trouser socks.
We have a special 1/2 price rack
and great shirts at 20% off. Our
sizes start at 2 Petite and go up to
18.
Come by soon for your homecoming needs or just to browse. Stay
tuned for next week's Fun & Fashion report
Hours: 10-5 Mon.-Sol.

The StyllstTM
Machine Model 9217
Sews 23 stitches•Exclusive sixsecond threading•Wind-in-place
bobbin•Free-arm for sewing
cuffs and sleeves•One-step
buttonholer•Automatic tension
•Top cover storage•Built-in
carrying ha".a

al
11 I!
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MSL
$38
$699.99
Singer UltralockTM
Machine Model 14U34

Millf Mtn

Sews 3-thread overlock and flat
lock stitch plus 4-thread mock
safety stitch• Built-in sewing
light• Sews Up E01.300 stitches
per minute• Singer-exclusive
free arm and lay-in threading
• Stitch length adjustment controls• Narrow rolled hem plate
included• Carrying handle

"
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306 South 12th
---,Aurray, KY • 753-7441

/

MSL
$699.99

0
411
.

Wood. Solid Quality"

Door Prizes!

Front drop-in bobbin • Sews
buttonholes, elastic and stretch
fabrics• Three needle positions left, center and right•Bobbin
winder stop • Built-in sewing light
.Needle-plate guidelines for
perfect, straight seams• Timesaving, snap-on presser feet.

$359

$144
MSL
$299.99

Lay Away Now For Christmas

See Our Selection of
Hand Crafted Furniture

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
Murray

Bel Air Center

Heritage Furniture

11:[
41

311:1=.1 (next to Dutch Essenhausl
4

.
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Fashion MateTM
Zigzag Machine Model 8002

NO1 1

Hwy. 121 North • Murray • 753-3981

.
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Ala

Cabinets
and Cases ----To Fit
All Models

Come In For
Free Demonstration
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October 6th, 7th & 8th •9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Very Griffin Theater/3:45 and 645
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Casino, Metropolis, Ill
Into/1-800-935-7700.
Wrath*, West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m and 1 30
to 430 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theatot/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Casino, Metropolis, Ill.
Info/1-800-935-7700.
Land Between the Lakes events
include City of Starsil I a.m. and 2
p.m., Twin Lakes Star Party/8
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center
Info/1-502-924-5602.

Kirksey reunion held hen'

Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dr. Maurice Nyquist lecture/8
p.m./Freed Curd Auditorium of Collins
Center, Murray State University. Public
invited at no admission charge.
Murray State University Volleyball
team hosts University of Tennessee at
Martin/7 p.m/Racer arena.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Casino,
Metropolis, Ill.
Info/1-800-935-7700.
Thursday, Oct. 6
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meetings p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Young in Hearts
Class/10:30 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.

FUN & FASHION

Jay,
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Thursday, Oct. 6
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray High School events include
Academic Team at GCHS for math vi/
CCH6/4 p m Tripleheader Soccer at
MCHS/4 pm.
investment Workshop/7-9 p.m/Room
211, Collins Center, Murray State.
Info/762-2160.
"The Tin Drum", German film to be
shown/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theatre, Murray State. No admission.
New Car, Truck and Van Show/11
a.m.-8 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center. No admission charge.
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HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
30, have been released as
to
Newborn admissions
- Lane baby boy, parents, Delores
and Ronnie, Rt. 1, Box 374, Dexter,
Powers baby boy, parents, Julie and
George, Farmington Sq. Apt. D,
Farmington;
Woodruff baby boy, parents, Cheri
and Jason, 71 Lionheart Rd., Benton
Dismissals
Kenneth R. Radford, Rt. 1, Box 217,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mandy Spindler and
baby boy, 43 Scillion DC, Calvert City
Ms Norma G. Gilbert, 101 Magnolia
St. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Pamela Dean
Gilliand and baby boy, 1406 Stadium
View Dr., Murray;
Frank E. Burkeen, NCR 75 Box
156K, New Concord; Mrs. Monica A.
Wright and baby boy, 631 North
Fourth St., Apt. B, Murray;
Miss Deborah L. Oliver, Rt. 1, Box
198, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Clara
Nelle Howard, Rt. 1, Box 36, Farmington; Alfred B. Hughes, At. 4, Box 374,
Murray;
Ms. Rudy Lee Nall, Rt. 3, Box 287R,
Murray; Mrs. Robbie J. Hutson, 100
Fox Meadows, Murray; Harland D
Burklow, 94 Evening Shade Lane,
Benton;
Cassel 0. Garrison, At. 4, Box 312,
Murray; Mrs. Lucy G. Winningham,
#121 Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs. Lucille
Peeler, 823 Hurt Dr., Murray.
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Oct. 1, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
John W. Brinkley, At. 2, Box 147,
Hazel; Mrs. Stephanie M. Lovins, 408
South 10th St., Murray; Seldon Jones,
1990 Princeton Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Lori L. Jones and baby girl,
320 Birch Calvert City; Alton B. Shackelford, West View Nursing Home,
Murray ;
Mrs. Tracy L. Brittain and baby girl,
At 6, Box 186, Murray; Julius Paul
Johnson, 1603 Catalina Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy V. Scott, At. 1, Box
173, Murray; William 0. Reed, 109
Spruce St., Murray; Ronnie J. Ross,
At 7, Box 83, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Pauline lrvan, At. 5, Box 223,
Mayfield.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
2, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hall baby boy, parents, Tammy and
Jerry, Rt. 1, Box 216, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Ms. Jeania Gail Williams, 206 Walnut, Murray; Steve W. Moore, At. 1,
Box 235-A, Mayfield; Ms. Kimberly
Lynn Ivy, 1632 Jefferson, Apt. D,
Paducah;
Mrs. Edna Mae West, 1111 W
Broadway, Apt. 6, Mayfield; Mrs. Dorothy M. McClure, 210 South 11th St..
Murray; Mrs. Inez Smith, 830 Hurt St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Cheri L. Woodruff and baby
boy, 71 Lionheart Rd., Benton; Ravia
Layne Shanklin, At. 4, Box 92, Murray:
Mrs. Elaine E. Etherton,,P.O. Box
871, Murray; Mrs. Delores Ann Lane
and baby boy. At. 1, Box 374, Dexter
Expiration
Aubrey W. Steely, At. 4, Box 29,
Murray,
• • • •
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Oct. 3, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Miller baby boy, parents, Teresa
and Roger, At. 3, Box 371 H. Murray
Disamissals
Mrs. Nikki G. Smothers, Rt. 1, Box
375A, Camden, Tenn.; Mrs. Minnie E.
Kostock, At. 2, Box 30R, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Charles M. Burkeen, At. 3, Box 380
Murray; George E. Hargrove, 1210
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray; Mrs. Nellie S.
Fields, Rt. 1, Box 4, Sedalia:
Mrs. Liddie M. Evans, Hwy. 62
Country Side, Bardwell; Mrs. Carnell
Grubbs, At. 2, Box 273, Paris, Tenn.
Expiration
Homer Joyce, 310 Locust, Benton.
•

•

•
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Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

PRICE

S GOOD WED. 10/5/94 7

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.

REG. OR LIGHT
BLUE BONNET

PETER PAN

FOR

n-

1

I LB.
QTRS.

PEANUT BUTTER

(11ELYEE'llIrirSHELLS

MARGARINE

sadu
--t"'--

1

C

12 OZ.
BOX

39

18 OZ. S1
'Pew' JAR
tP111

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

I

I

FILLED

GRAPE JELLY
32 OZ.
JAR

69cl

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE
SMART SHOPPER CARD

p--\

KRAFT

PEPSI

PEPSI
COLA

BRAWNY

12 PK.
12 OZ.
CANS
TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

$299
99°)

BETTY CROCKER

1 LB. BOX
ALL VARIETIES

BUY I GET I

POTATO CHIPS

FREE

99°

AU GRATIN

WITH COUPON BELOW

BUTTERMILK

OUTIti!holt.s

1/2 GAL. CARTON

6
seee•••;•

FAMILY PACK

99°J L99°

CHARLES REG. $1.39

SPECIALTY POTATOES

PORK
STEAK

JERSEY FRESH

CRACKERS

63 SQ. FT. ROLL

L67

FRESH

NABISCO SALTINE

PAPER
TOWELS

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH OR HARPS

KELLY

KELLY'S
CHILI I EANS

119
LB

Rr

DEL MONTE

TOMATO JUICE

TOMATO

RIICE
15 OZ.
CAN

46 OZ.
CAN

C"I

COOKEDHAM

ggc

$239
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KRAFT WRAPPED
AMERICAN

INGLES
PREPR10ED $1.79
12 OZ. 16 SLICES

SNOWS

ASIX

NORTHERN

IlAilliGER
HELPER

Ig

COUNTRY CREEK
GRADE 'A' LARGE

• '4

99

L

88' 1

SPECIAL ORDER OR
1DOUBLE TOP PIZZA

J

WITH COUPON BELOW j

.
4firl
TOMBSTONE REG. 4.99 ,l-TOMBSTONN
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HEALTHY CHOICE

icrthiEird 1

I FROZEN DINNERS

oz. 2 $5

HEALTHY
tcHorE.ig irg

$359

12 CT.
BOX

12 INCH

$219

14.

PKG.

FOR

BUYERS

SOUR
CREAM

ICE
CREAM

8 OZ. CARTON

DISIIWASHING
LIQUID
42 OZ. BOTTLE

SAVE

ainama rs

COUPON

P08-10-060

09584200

•

With This Coupon
'"`"*"-

VOLUMES 1-14

ON SALE NOW!

1
_

Lop,i

09584200

ONION
ROLLS

DOG
8 TO 10 OZ. PKG.

COUPONS

COUPON

P08-10 190

BAKERY

T.V.
DINNERS

9'
1

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

4P
akilW
BANQUET

1/2 GALLON

COUPONS

FRESH
PORKETs
uRN
$189
A LB

FUNK 6 WAGNALLS

DAWN

GOLDEN ROD

BATH
TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.

C

°
WITH ONE num
AR )
SMART SHOPPER CD

J
1'4

EGGS

Nr • ',.
ChISSYNNOIS

DINNER
ROLLS

COUPON

4.P08-10-075

FREE 2For

12 CT.

09584200

$3 .

Buy 1, Get 1
With

Betty Crocker Helpers

This Coupon

Hamburger/Chicken/Tuna

All Varieties Natue Valley Granola Bars

Good Week of 10/5194 trait 100144
bmn One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Food Gant

Good Week ot 10/5/94 thru 10/11,84
Lyre One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Food Gant

•

COUPON

P08- 10-090

Buy 1, Get 1

FREE

,.Buy 1, Get 1

Coupon
Betty Crocker 6 Serve
Specialty Potatoes

UI

- • .•

•

.• •

-.M. a• • so ••• •••

I

I

I

I
%

position required to get the program on the air. Box said. However, they probably will not do the
same job every week. This will
allow them to learn every facet of
the news operation, she said.

•-

FRE

This Coupon
Betty Crocker
Fruit Roll-Ups

With

Good Week of 10/5/9I thru 10/11/4
Limn One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Food Giant

•

COUPON

I P08 10 180

With This

•

$49
$49

CAKE
2 LAYER

SAVE

99
99

6 CT.

With This

Coupon

Any Betty Crocker Supreme Dessert Bars
01Zt ANL
or Easy Delicious Desserts
Sunkist
Good Week of 10/5194 thru 10i11/94
tfia#.
,
3 -t,
Ltrrot One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Gant

Good Week of 10,5'94 Ihru 1001(94
Lin* One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storeys Food Gant

COUPON

09584200

!.

Buy 1, Get 1

FREE

BOAST BEEF.. LB.

Sq ueezits
•
i

MISS WISCONSIN

COTTO
SALAMI

This Coupon
Betty Crocker 6 Pk.
With

4.1

09684200

Good Week Of 1045/91 thru 10/11/94
Limit One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Giant

••--••••••

$39

BRYAN CAJUN

on•

The idea originated with Tommy Spain, WBBJ station manager, according to Box. "We
'appreciate the opportunity he is
giving our students to gain this
valuable experience," she said.
Wyatt, a junior from Murray.
will be a co-anchor for the news
program. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. Wyatt.
Studentl will occupy every

410.10:411. OW.

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

15 TO 16 OZ. CANS

Joy Wyatt
is named

ilk- ay-

4111e Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

•

HENDERSON, Tenn. Freed-Hardeman University student Joy Wyatt will join students
From other West Tennessee
schools to produce a 10 p.m.
Saturday night news program on
WBBJ, beginning Oct. 15.
WBBJ, who previously had no
Saturday night news, has offered
local college students the time
slot, FHU broadcast teacher
Amanda Box said.
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-DOUBLE COUPONSNOW AT STOREYS
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer s coupons,
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

NED. 10/5/94 TRW TUES. 10/11/94

•

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

nen

en 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

KRAFT

WE JELLYe

HALVES OR SLICES
ROSEDALE

KRAFT PREPR10ED 1.79
WRAPPED AMERICAN

PEACHES

SINGLES

290Z.
CAN

R ONE FILLED
SHOPPER CARD

59

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

PORK
;TEAK

WHOLE TOP
SIRLOIN

WILY PACK

SLICED FREE

119

12 OZ.
SLICES

96

LB.

SWIFT BUTTERBALL

TURKEYS

9169

LB.

FRESH BONELESS

FRYER
BREAST

j

LB.

FAMILY PACK

FIELD

CHILI STICK

i.r

S198
1 LB.
PKG.

39/
//
$
2
•••••\$

LB.

to
.

Th

beiLOGNA

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

. BONELESS

SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST

FIELD
REG. OR THICK

1111110IN
'EAK

BOLOGNA

029

WHOLE BOSTON MITT

$259

$119

LB.

PORK
ROAST

LB.

1 LB.

'

ESN LEAN

CUTLETS;
1189 /
LB.

171611111fir

179

1 LB.

FIELD PRO

R

WIENERS

I

89'

12 OZ.

FRESH PRODUCE SPECIALS

AKERY

C
99
ec
L

FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOL

6 CT.

IER
AS

12 CT.

BUNCH

GRIEITONIONS

CHOCOLATE $499

a

3P1
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SLAW MIX
,
99
,
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Bmwmis
BANANAS
sic
3/9
FLORIDA JUICE

AIUN

$399

BEEF.. LB.

SCONSIM

HEESE .... LB.
MI

•

FAMILY PACK

WITH ONE nun
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

FRESH

BRYAN

1

GROUND
BEEF

$699

I

FRESH I LB. BAG

DOLE PREMIUM

$199
Ls. A
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PETS OF THE WEEK —
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top, "Pee Wee," a female
Beagle mix; "Nibbles," a female
Ppastel Torti kitten; "Bridget,"
a female Basset mix pup; "Kitty," a female black and grey
Tabby spayed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are
1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday.
Humane Society is a United
Way agency. For information
call 759-4141.

Jessi Linn
Harrell born
here Sept. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Dustin Harrell of
Rt. 3, Box 126C, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Jessi Linn
Harrell, born on Monday, Sept.
26, at 7:08 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Christy Anderson.
Grandparents are Jessie and
Belinda Anderson of Rt. 7, Murray, and Bill and Norma Harrell
of Rt. 3, Murray.
This announcement is being
republished as the article on
Monday listed the parents incorrectly. The Murray Ledger &
Times regrets the error.

Stallings girl
born Sept. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Landon Stallings
of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter, Olivia Raven Stallings, born on Tuesday, Sept. 27,
at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven
pounds and three ounces. The
mother is the former Michelle
Miller.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence E. Stallings of Puryear.
Tenn., and Carl E. Miller of
Waverly, Tenn., and the late Nancy S. Miller. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Bennett of Paris and Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Jones of Murray
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Popular vehicles to be
featured in annual show

Vaccine to be offered
The Calloway County Health
Center of the Purchase District
Health Department will be administering the influenza vaccine for
1994 on Thursday,Oct. 13 at 8 a.m.
and again Oft Thursday,Oct. 27 at 8
a.m.
This year the flu vaccine contains
Arfcaas. A/Shangdong, and B/
Panama strains. It is especially
recommended for persons 55 years
of age and-older;adults and children
with long-term or chronic health
problems, persons who have disorders which lower their normal resistance to infection, health care workers, and household members of high
risk persons. Children under 18

must have a doctor's order and
should be accompanied by a parent
or guardian.
Anyone who is allergic to eggs,
has ever had a serious allergic
reaction to a flu shot,or has ever had
Guillian-Barre Syndrome should
not receive the vaccine. In addition,
pregnant women and persons who
are acutely ill will not be given the
vaccine.
Anyone who has Medicare, Kentucky Medical Assistance, or insurance should bring the cards to the flu
clinic. There is a 54 charge for the
vaccine this year, however, no one
will be denied because of inability
to pay.

Judge suspended for
violating conduct rules
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
judge received a 30-day suspension for recommending that a
rape defendant find a girlfriend
and giving female court employes panties on Valentine's Day.
Criminal Court Judge Douglas
A. Meyer conceded Tuesday that
he violated state laws and judicial
onduct rules.
Meyer said a man found innoL'ent of rape by reason of insanity
last February "needs a girlfriend
because if he doesn't, he is going
to have bad dreams again." The

•

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 of Murray, presented a check
to Murray High School Project Graduation. Shown at the presentation from left to right: W.O.W. Field Associate Dale Hughes,
Lodge 592 representative "Red" Willoughby, W.O.W. Field Associate Robert Duncan, Project Graduation representative Vicki
Holton, W.O.W. Area Manager Tim Scruggs, Project Graduation
Rosemary Graham, and W.O.W. Field Associate David Hudspeth.

judge also recommended that the
public defender arrange a dating
service for the defendant.
Meyer told the court Tuesday
that he knows rape is a violent
crime. "I know that a sexual
offender does not just need to get
a date or get married," he said in
a statement.
Meyer also admitted that he
"crossed the line of propriety"
in giving red lace panties folded
into the shape of roses to a court
reporter, bench clerk, assistant
public defender and investigator.
NVoodmen of the World Lodge 592 of Murray presented a flag set
(American and State) to the office of County Judge Executive J.D.
Williams. Shown at the presentation are left to right: W.O.W.
Area Manager Tim Scruggs, W.O.W. Field Associate James Jackson, County Judge Executive J.D. Williams, Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott, and Field Associate for W.O.W. Dale Hughes.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Nosy Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS
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Glad There's
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THE 2ND ANNUAL

MURRAY
NEW CAR
TRUCK
AND
VAN SHOW

Have they got a deal for you! If
you're looking for a new set of
wheels, you won't want to miss the
2nd Annual New Car, Truck, and
Van Show coming- to the West
Kentucky Exposition Center, Oct.
6-8.
Sponsored by the Murray New
Car Dealers Association and the
Bank of Murray, this year's show
promises an expanded display featuring some of the most popular
vehicles on the markei The show,
which premiered with over 3,000
visitors last year, is expected to
draw an even larger audience during
this three-day period. Added incentives are attractive loan rates and
on-the-spot financing available
from the Bank of Murray. Among
those who came to "look" last year,
over 100 became new car owners.
Murray auto dealers participating
in the show include Cain's
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge-JeepEagle, Inc.; Carroll Mazda-NissanVolkswagon, Inc.; Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet-Toyota,Inc.; and Trucks,
Trailers and Buses, Inc. They will
feature a large selection of new
1995 models, as well as factory
executive and pre-owned cars.
"Last year was unbelievable,"
said Phil Riney, Bank of Murray

senior vice president of consumer
lending. "Bank of Murray and the
Murray New Car Dealers Association are really looking forward to
this second show. I'd like to invite
everyone to come out and look over
the great selection of vehicles that
the dealers have, and to take advantage-of the speical reduced interest
rate that the Bank of Murray is
offering."
Located on College Farm Road,
one mile from the main campus of
Murray State University, the Expo
Center includes a 25,300 squarefoot clay arena that is easily adaptable for exhibitions such as the New
Car, Truck and Van Show.
"We go the extra mile to see that
the building is clean to detail for
shows of this type," says Expo
manager Mary Kay Kirks. "The
arena floor requires special preparation to provide a pleasant and
comfortable atmosphere for promoters and visitors alike."
Hours for the show are daily from
11 a.m. until 8 p.m. There is no
admission charge and plenty of
parking is available. For additional
information, call the Bank of Murray at (502)753-1893, or the Expo
Center at 762-3125.

Stambaugh awarded scholarship
Melony Stambaugh, a 1994 graduate of Murray High School, has
been awarded a scholarship for the
1994-95 academic year at Murray
State University.
Stambaugh, daughter of Tommy
and Virginia Stambaugh of Murray,
has been awarded a $250 Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Ryan Memorial Scholarship. The Ryan award is presented to a Murray High School graduate enrolled full-time at Murray
State. Recipients must maintain a
minimum 2.5 grade point average.
While at Murray High, Stambaugh served as secretary of the
class, Tr -Alpha, and Future Homemakers of America. She also served
as a cheerleader,class treasurer,and
Student Council representative. In
addition, Stambaugh was a member
of the chorus and speech team. Her
honors includehaving been named
the Junior Class Favorite, and "Best
All Around" her senior year.

KLGNY STAMBAUGH
Scholarships
are
presented
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.

Golf course planned for Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — Developers plan to build an 18-hole golf
course, country club and more
than 100 residential units on the
southeast side of Cadiz along the
U.S. 68 bypass.
"It just givei.us another feature to attract people who retire
or want a seasonal home," said
Bill Fuller, president of the Bank
of Cadiz and an investor in the

project. "We need this as a way
to attract a little different type of
retiree than we have in the past."
The golf course, which will be
open to the public, is scheduled
to be ready for use by July 1996.
Memberships will be sold for the
country club, which will include
tennis courts and a swimming
pool.
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SPONSORED BY:
MURRAY NEW CAR DEALERS ASSOC.
and THE BANK OF MURRAY
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Murray Home & Auto

West KY Expo Center • October 6, 7 & 8
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Dry forces prevail
after wet-dry vote
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Dr. Kern Alexander (seated, right) president of Murray State University, recently signed a proclamation designating 1994 as "Make
a Difference Year" and recognizing the American Humanics program as an important part of the university's educational and service leadership. Pictured with Alexander are representatives of
various service organizations participating in Campus Connections program which matches student volunteers with local
groups. Pictured are (seated, from left) Tina Pollard, a MSU student; Donna Herndon, Family Resource Center; Roger Weis,
Humanics director;(standing, from left) Anne Silkman, Humanics
secretary; Russ Wolff, Murray YMCA: Susan White, United Way;
Eric Kelleher, Senior Citizens Center; and Mark Cotton, a MSU
student from Murray.

It.

Country fair to end
Rockwell celebration
The National Scouting Museum's
year-long celebration of Norman
Rockwell's 100th birthday will conclude with a Rockwell Country Fair
Saturday, Oct. 8.
The fair is designed to create a
feeling of Americana as Rockwell
portrayed it in his illustrations,
according to Linda Horner, curator
of interpretation at the museum.
Throughout the day, there will be
food, games, crafts and demonstrations.
The National Scouting Museum
on the campus of Murray State
University houses the second
largest collection of Rockwells in
the world. The museum's collection
contains more than 50 of Rockwell's
finest oil painting and sketches. The
collection spans Rockwell's entire
career, from his first Scout oil
painting in 1918 to his last in 1976.
"Rockwell was without doubt the
most well-known and beloved illustrator of American life for over 66
years," according to museum director Mark Hunt. He was best known
for his 47 years of work with the
"Saturday Evening Post." He produced 321 cover illustrations for the
magazine. Rockwell's affiliation
with the Boy Scouts of America

lasted 64 years.
Among the activities planned at
the free fair are quilting demonstrations by the Murray Quilt Lovers'
Club, Scout pioneering skills by
Boy Scout Troop 77 of Murray, a
petting zoo, Norman Rockwell
look-alike contest, music by the
Murray Woman's Club Chorus,
crafts and storytelling by the Spinners, the museum's professional
storytellers.
Girl Scout Troop 1223 of Murray
will also be selling pre-painted
pumpkins annierbert Brandon will
be making handmade birdhouses.
The museum's Explorer Post 762
will operate a photograph booth
were people can dress up like
models in a Rockwell painting.
A country fair wouldn't be complete without food and there will be
plenty. Among the variety will be
hot dogs, hamburgers, polish sausage, barbecue, funnel cakes, caramel apples, lemonade, hot apple
cider and soda.
The fair will be held on the
grounds of the museum at Murray
State. Horner urges people to bring
chairs and blankets. In case of rain,
the fair will be moved under the
museum's breezeway.

"I pledge personally my support on anything they propose to
try and deal with this situation,"
he said. But he added that if
opponents of legal sales had not
done anything within three years,
he would be back with another
attempt at getting the issue
approved by voters.
Dry forces considered the victory something of a surprise.

They had been caught off guard
by the wet forces' advertising
blitz and got a late start campaigning for their side.
"The people have spoken
strongly," said the Rev. Russell
Trotter, pastor of Sulphur Spring
Baptist Church and member of
Citizens United Against Alcohol.
"I hope this sends a strong message to those that want to endorse
legal sales."
In the last 14 years, voters
have defeated legal sales twice
countywide, once in Franklin and
once in a single-precinct vote,
when Dueling Grounds Race
Course sought permission to sell
liquor by the drink.
The wet forces said they
wanted Franklin to join other
cities in the region - Bowling
Green, Hopkinsville, Madisonville and Russellville - that say
they have benefited economically
since legalizing alcohol. The
Simpson County Tourist and
Convention Center passed a
resolution last week endorsing
the legalization of alcohol sales.
Trotter said that voters didn't
buy the argument that Franklin
would benefit economically from
alcohol sales. As for Cline's
other argument, he said legalizing
sales would not stop bootlegging
and other alcohol problems.

Ano
Jumpy CD
6.25%

API -

2 Year CD

If ratesjump up, so can yours!
• If rates go up, you have a one-time opportunity to
Jump Up to a higher Republic two year rate for the
balance of your term.
•$500 minimum deposit; available for IRAs

We also have great rates on
standard 12,18, & 36 month CDs!

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

#

Financing Available

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Member FDIC

1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

r

6.25% annual percentage yield (APY)off4d as of 10-2-94.
Substantial penalty tor early witrldrawal.
Affiliated with the Kentucky owned, statewide Republic group of banks.
Bagdad *Benton•Bowling Green•Elizabethtown•Frankfort•Lexington
Louisville•Mayfield•Murray•Owensboro•Padueah•Shelbyville

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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FRANKLIN, Ky. (AP) Franklin residents rejected legalized liquor sales, despite an earlier indication that the southern
Kentucky city might go wet.
With about 54 percent of registered voters turning out, 1,401
voted no and 1,106 voted yes on
the issue;said Lisa Bowen, deputy Simpson County clerk. The
unofficial figures included absentee ballots.
The issue was defeated two
years ago in a countywide
referendum, but city voters supported legal sales, 1,201 to 1,145.
That had given wet forces hope
that they would prevail in Tuesday's balloting.
Tracy Cline, a local lawyer and
chairman of Franklin Citizens for
Legal Alcohol Sales, said if anybody else had another solution to
the city's problems with illegal
liquor sales, he would be behind

STOCK*
94424

DESCRIPTION

Cars

1994 Geo Metro Auto, A/C

9,131

94375 1994 Geo Prizm 5 Speed, A/C
94354
94353

MSRP

1994 Geo Prizm Auto, A/C

13,155
14,355

1994 Geo Prizm Auto, A/C

14,355

94384

1994 Chevrolet Cavalier 5 Speed, A/C 11,995

94451

1994 Chevrolet Corsica Auto, A/C

13,495

94411

1994 Chevrolet Camaro Convertible

21,927

94495

1994 Chevrolet Camaro Cony. Z28

26,232

SALE PRICE

7,900"
'11,99914
92,99514
12,99514
'10,849'
'11,92882
99,31369
22987°4

1995
Chevrolet S10
Stock #95003

MSRP

SALE PRICE

15,147"
'
13,9726
19,95343
620,19536
618,95993
16,92443
'
18,8464
19,22663
18,245"
621,96245
621,977"
626,94253

94429

1994 Chev. S10 4X4 Black, 5 Speed

17,325

94300

1994 Chev. C1500 Silverado

16,940

94345

1994 Chev. C1500 Silverado Cony.

23,632

Ground Effects, Leather Interior
94470

1994 Chev. C1500 Silverado Cony.

23,968

Teal Green w/ Grey Leather

MSRP $13,928°°
Discount
& Rebate

1 s96927
Sale Price $11,95873

94518

1994 Chev. Extended Cab Silverado

21,667

Teal Green/Silver
94519

1994 Chev. Silverado

19,332

Indigo Blue, 350, Auto.
94520

1994 Chev. Extended Cab Silverado

21,535

Indigo Blue, Silver
94521
MSRP

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Red, Grey Cloth

Vans
STOCK #

Trucks
STOCK I

94097

1994 Chevrolet Astro CS Value Pkg.

18,847

94346

1994 Chevrolet Astro Conversion

21,951

94360

1994 Chevrolet Astro Conversion

24,658

94430

1994 Chevrolet Astro Conversion

24,658

94264

1994 Chevrolet G20 Raised Roof Cony.28,649

94270

1994 Chevrolet G20 Raised Roof Cony.28,649

1994 Chev. Extended Cab Silverado

sl 6,46817
18,81452
'1 9,18781
'1 9,1878
'
21,766"
621,766"

21,977

Summit White, Blue Cloth

SALE PRICE

2.2 Liter MFI Engine
Automatic
Air Conditioning
AM-FM Cassette
Aluminum Wheels
LS Decor
P205 75R15 White Letter Tires
Rear Window Step Bumper

94523

1994 Chev. Extended Cab Silverado

20,883

Victory Red, Garnet Cloth
94527

1994 Chev. Extended Cab 4X4

25,117

Silverado Pkg, Buckets
94507

1994 Chev. Extended Cab Cony.

26,258

Leather, Alloy Wheels, Ground Effects
94522

1994 Chev. Suburban

29,119

Fully Loaded, Red/Silver Two-Tone

Sale prices do not include taxes, title & license.

Check Our Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles!
1994 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham
Good Miles, 1-Owner, New Cadillac Trade

1993 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
350 Automatic, 20,000 Miles, Black, LWB

1992 Cadillac Brougham
White w/ Blue Cloth, 26,000 Miles

1994 Chevrolet Silverado
Two-Tone, 350, Automatic, 7500 Miles

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited
Red WI Beige Leather, CD Player, Traitering Package

1992 Pontiac Sunbird
Aqua Four Door Sedan, Automatic, 35,000 Miles

1994 Buick Century
White w/ Blue Cloth, Full Power, 7,400 Miles

1992 Oldsmobile Toronado
White wi Blue Leather, Fully Equipped, 36,000 Miles

1992 Cadillac Brougham
Carmine Red w/ Garnet Leather, 37,000 Miles

1993 Ford Aerostar XL
Emerald Green, Grey Cloth, 27,000 Mlles, Fully Loaded

1992 Chevrolet Camaro RS
V-8, Alloy Wheels, CD Player, T-tops, 58,000 Miles
Burgandy w/ Grey Cloth

1989 Oldsmobile Cutlass Clore SL
V-6, Fully Loaded, 31,000 Miles, New Car Trade

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

ANN
CHEVROLET
Geo.

PEPPERS

Hwy. 79 East • Lake Highway
2420 East Wood Street. • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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This Week:
RACERS at Austin P•ay
UT-Martin at Mickli• Tenn.
SEMO at Tennessee Tech
Tenn St at Eastern Ky.

MURRAY

SPORTS

III VOLLEYBALL: MSU vs UT-Martin —

7 pm

• SOCCER: Murray (GB at Marshall County
IN SOCCER: Calloway (G) vs St Mary — 7 p.m

Wolfpack offers U of L major test
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Final exams are not until December but Louisville coach Howard
Schnellenberger says the Cardinals have their toughest test of
the season Saturday when No. 18
North Carolina State visits Cardinal Stadium.
"This is a major early-season
football game for us," Schnellenberger said at his weekly new
conference Tuesday. "Everything
I've seen of them, they've lived
up to their billing. They're about

as solid a football team as you'll
play."
The Wolfpack (4-0, 2-0 in the
Atlantic Coast Conference) enter
Saturday's contest with the
nation's fourth-best defense. To
Schnellenberger's surprise, the
New York Times had N.C. State
the No. 4 team in the nation in its
computer power rankings.
N.C. State also has the nation's
fourth best rushing defense, but
Schnellenberger is confident after
senior tailback Anthony Shelman
ran for a career-best 160 yards
against Pittsburgh in Louisville's

• North Carolina State is coached by former Murray
State assistant Mike O'Cain. O'Cain served as the Racers' offensive coordinator under current Virginia Tech
head coach Frank Beamer in the early 1980s.

33-29 win last Saturday.
Shelman's totals were buoyed
by an 84-yard touchdown scamper in the third quarter. But
Schnellenberger said the 6-foot-3,
214-pound tailback has become a
proficient scorer as well.
"If you've been .out there
watching practice, every time he

carries the ball he'll run 60 or 70
yards — he'll run all the way to
the end zone," Schnellenberger
said. "The older the backs get
and the closer they get to the
potential of being a pro player,
then they understand what I mean
when I say, 'Be a touchdown
maker.' In order to be a touch-

down maker, you have to practice talk about a bowl game; we have
running touchdowns. We practice to talk about North Carolina State
with him running from the and a lot of teams before (a bowl
50-yard line on into the end zone. game) becomes a viable
And he's done that very, very opportunity.
"But certainly a win would
well."
Schnellenberger said a win help inch us along."
Schnellenberger also took time
against a recognized and
respected opponent like the Wolf- to reflect on his 50th win at
pack would give the Cardinals a Louisville, Saturday's victory
boost for bowl -game over Pittsburgh in the Cardinals'
home opener.
consideration.
"It's awfully good to win a
"Even though a bowl is in our
dreams and hopes, we're a mil- football game like that," Schnellion miles away from that,"
Schnellenberger said. "We can't • See Page 13A

Calloway boys
roll to 9-0 win
over Caldwell
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
After a slow start, the Calloway County boys' soccer team
finished with a seven-goal flurry
in the second half to crush Caldwell County 9-0 Tuesday night.
Scott Earwood led Calloway in
scoring with three goals, followed by Nathan Keller with two.
In the first half, Calloway forwards fired 16 shots at the Caldwell goalkeeper, but came way
with just two goals. Senior Trent
Nix converted on a penalty kick
following a Caldwell handball to
put the Lakers up 1-0.
Scott Earwood came down the
field quickly following the first
goal to set up Keller's first goal
of the game.
Calloway (7-4-2) was frustrated by excellent play from the
Caldwell goalkeeper in the first
half, but that changed in the final
40 minutes.
Stfortly into the second half,
Brock Jones scored to put Calloway up 3-0. Earwood then scored
his hat trick on three-straight
goals. He was assisted by defenders Brandon McCoy and Justin
Morris. Keller's second goal of
the contest made it 7-0.
Derek Vandermolen sent a
long pass to Jeff Nix, who picked
up his first goal of the season.
The ninth and final goal was
scored by freshman substitute

Calloway hosts
JV boys tourney
Calloway County High
School will host Its first-ever
Junior Varsity Tournament this
Saturday at the Calloway soccer complex.
The four-team boys' soccer
tournament will begin at noon
with the host Lakers meeting
Heath, followed by Murray taking on Reidland at 1:30 p.m.
The consolation game will
start at 4:30 with the finals set
for 6 p.m.
Russell Hargrove.
Calloway has a week off to
prepare for a rematch with cross
town rival Murray High next
Tuesday at Ty Holland Field.
GIRLS
Calloway 6, Caldwell 0
Julie Smotherman dished out
three assists for goals and scored
one of her own as the Lady Lakers posted a shutout win over
Caldwell Tuesday night.
Carrie Bell and Tracey West
took passes from Smotherman
early on before Smotherman
scored herself for a 3-0 Calloway
lead at halftime.
In the second half, Smotherman picked up where she left off,

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Krista Doron (3) contends with a Caldwell County player in last night's game at the Calloway County soccer complex. Doron
scored a goal early in the second half as Calloway posted a 6-0 shutout win.

See Page 13A

Buddy perfect against Dallas
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Dallas
and Buddy Ryan. They go
together like a cardboard in an
omelet.

ROBYN MYHILL

LEIGH HAvERSTOCK

Heath girls take title;
Lady Tigers shoot 408

•

r

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PRINCETON — Last year's
girls regional golf tournament
was a boon for Murray as the
Lady Tigers won the team title by
25 strokes and had the individual
regional champion, Joy Roach,
on their roster.
But those days seemed long
gone as Murray's girls ended the
1994 golf season Tuesday with a
sixth-place finish at this year's
regional tournament in Princeton.
None of the Lady Tigers qualified for the state tournament.
Murray finished with a team
total of 408. Individually, Robyn
Myhill and Leigh Haventock led
the squad, both shooting 98,

while Rachel Cella and Carrie
Griffiths both shot 106 and Kim
Alexander turned in a 112.
Heath won the girls title with a
team score of 378, lead by Jermy
Throgmorton's 71, 11 strokes
ahead of her nearest competitor.
Other team scores were: Caldwell County, 380; Mayfield, 382;
Marshall County, 387; Fulton
City, 403; Lone Oak, 432; Trigg
County, 461; and Hickman County, 485.
Individual state qualifiers were
Susan Loyd of Reidland, 82;
Mary Beth Blewett of Mayfield,
90; Brittany Henson of Graves
County, 91; and Heather Hill of
Marshall County and Lori Gray
of Trigg County, both of whom
shot 91.

"I really don't know how good
they were last year," the Arizona
coach said of the Cowboys on
Tuesday. "They were world
champions, and I don't think they
feel like they lost anybody they

minded losing."
Despite the fact that Ryan acknowledges Troy Aikman and
Emmitt Smith as the best in the
NFL, and despite the Cowboys'
seven-game winning streak in the
NFC East rivalry, Ryan believes
his Cardinals (1-3) can beat Dallas (3-1) Sunday in Texas
Stadium.
The game and an Oct. 23
rematch in Sun Devil Stadium are

Curry misses Tat Calls';
says he's not bailing out
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — For the first time since coming to
Kentucky in 1990, football coach Bill Curry was unable to make
his weekly radio broadcast.
Ralph Hacker, moderator of Cat's'Calls, said at the start of Tuesday night's broadcast that Curry had "pressing personal business"
that prevented him from attending.
Hacker said Curry was concerned that some fans might think he
was "bailing out" because of Kentucky's poor record.
Hacker then read Curry's office phone number on the air and
said the coach wanted all fans who weren't satisfied with the
answers given by his stand-in, assistant coach Tommy Limbaugh,
to call him Wednesday.
Limbaugh also said that Curry wanted him to stress that he was
not avoiding the fans.
Limbaugh said the personal business '"came .up at the last
minute. It was a serious matter that needed to be dealt with."
Neither Hacker nor Limbaugh revealed what kept Curry from the
I show.

so important to him that he
assigned them to himself. Each
week, Ryan puts someone on his
staff in charge of finding an emotional or technical edge which
can lead to victory.

ning streak against the Cowboys.
"We made it a big game.
When I went to Philadelphia,
they were afraid of Dallas, but
we made it special. The team got
into it, the fans got into it," Ryan
said.
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"They're the best," Ryan
explained. "Why assign a
Texas Stadium has never been
rookie?"
kind to Ryan. Fans threw fake
Ryan, a former Philadelphia pork chops at him one year after
coach fired after the 1990 season,
has a personal seven-game win- III See Page 13A

Prep Football
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The lop term in Ihe
Kentucky Associated Press high school football
polls, with tirst-place voles. records, lalal points
and previous renbogs:
Claw AAAA
FPV Rod TP Pve
Renit-Sclsool
(12) 6-0 173
Lou. Male
1
(6) 6-0 187
2 Boone Co.
2
3 Fern Creek
5-1 121
5
5-1 110
Henry Clay
3
5 Henderson Co.
6-0 100
7
4-2 97
6 St. Xavier
4
7 Campbell Co.
6-0 37
8 North Hardin
5-1 36
II
5-1 32
9 Lou. C.entral
Sheby Co.
4-2 32
9
Others receiving voles: Lou. Butler 30, Lou.
Trinity 26, North Laurel 9, Marshall Co. 4.
Class AAA
FPV Red TP Pve
Rank-Scheel
(15) 6-0 174 . I
1 Bowling Green
(3) 6-0 147
2 LesNe Co.
2
6-0 130
3 Franklin-81mo.
4
4 Bell Co.
5-1 12$
3
4.1 111
5 F.T. Highlands
6
5-1 93
6
6 Lincoln Co.
7 Conner
4-2 60
9
3-3 47
13 Warren Central
4-2 43
7
HopkinsvIlle
•
6-0 14
10 Harrison Co.
Others receiving voles: Pt/Micah TIlphrnan 12,
Covington Catholic 10, Pulaski Southwestern S.
Breathitt Co. 5, Knox Central 4, Wheley Co. 1,
Nelson Co. I.

Clews AA
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pve
1 Danville
(17) 6-0 170
1
2 Bullet East
6-0 148
2
3. Webster Co.
5-1 116
3
4. Russell
6-0 110
4
5. Maylield
4-2 96
5
6. Middlesboro
5-1 83
6
7 Lawrence Co.
5-1 56
8
8. Corbin
4-2 49
9
9 Allen Co.
5-1 28
10. Rockaastie Co.
4-1 22
7
Others
voles: Whhesburg 13. East
Caner 11,
Catholic 9, Somerset 7,
Fort Knox 3. Boyle Co. 2, Fort CampbeN 1, Madison Southern I.
Clews A
Rent-Scheel
1 Beectivrood
2 Harrodsburg
3 RussellviNe
4. Bardstown
5
7 PlkevIlle
wom msburo
6. Erlanger Lloyd
9
0
10.G
Mnaselino
ar
urirrifd Co.

TP
PPV
(111) leee
11.0 ISO Pve
l
3
el
5
5.
5.
-1 103
5-1 125
4.
-2
2
56.-0
,

67
33

4-2

31 .

1

61
29

Others receiving votes: Lexington Catholic 26,
Paris 25, Cumberland 9. Trigg Co. 7, Hazard
Newport Cath. 2. Dayton 1, Everts 1.
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•Buddy...

BRIEFS
CADIZ - Thurman Foster's 75-yard kickoff return for a
touchdown pulled Murray Middle even with Trigg County,
but the hosts soon pulled away for a 36-20 win Tuesday
night.
Trigg pushed the letid to 30-8 in the second half before
Markise Foster scored on a one-yard run. After Trigg's final
TD, Markise Foster tacked on a 15-yard scoring run to make
it 36-20.
Murray (2-4) closes the season next week at Crittenden
County.

Purcell fires hole in one at Murray
Ken Purcell of Murray fired a hole in one on Sunday, Oct.
2 on Murray Country Club's par-3 7th hole. Purcell used a
6-iron and a Titleist golf ball on the 160-yard hole.

Wolfpack...

time
n at
:tory
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FROM PAGE 12A
lenberger said. "At first analysis,
I didn't think we played as good
against Pittsburgh as we did
against Arizona State or Texas or
Kentucky. But the difference was
the same thing that was the difference down at Arizona State the kids made the plays to overcome adversity and find a way to
win. That's good, but it would
certainly be a lot better if we
could learn to play better, earlier
and longer."
Schnellenberger was hoping to
expand the team's depth after
having two weeks in preparation

'in a
hnel-

for the Pittsburgh game. Many
reserves saw action in Saturday's
win, but Schnellenberger was
disappointed.
"All those young players we
were trying to get ready to fortify
the first units - we were unable
to get much of that accomplished
in the game," Schnellenberger
said. "We didn't develop much
depth during that period of time
- it wasn't because the week of
practices went poorly, the week
of practices went fine. The way
the game developed, we still
don't have enough confidence to
put them in."

in 1989 he put a bounty on tor•
mer Dallas kicker Luis lendelas
The Cowboys lost their first eight
that season and were 1-10 under
coach Jimmy Johnson going into

a Nov. 23 game that Ryan's Phi
ladelphia Eagles won 27-0.
"II was a Thanksgiving
game, and they were fixing to run
him out of town, and he L'JIliC up
with that," Ryan said. -Then he
(Johnson) said he put a bourns oo
him about three weeks later
because he missed about three

field goals."
Ryan said he doubted he could
afford to trade for more help
before Tuesday's league deadline.
He denied that he was usinv
quarterback Steve Beuerlein. v. ho
has lost his starting job to Ja‘
Schroeder, as bait.
Smith, who strained his
hamstring in the second
of Sunday's 34-7 win (1‘,CI
Washington, is the best 11111111th!
back in football, Ryan said
But the Cardinals ground

game, which jumped

from 2111

22nd in the NFL after Ronald

• Goll Lessons Available •

Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets

Practice Range
Miniature Golf
753-1152

$1.75

Batting Range

_

50c

N. 16th St.. Murray

Ryan spoke derisively about
Hearst's lack of incentive last
spring, but he said Tuesday that
Hearst is ahead of schedule after

RACER
ATHLETIC ASSOC.
MEETING

reconstructive knee surgery.
Hearst, the No. 3 draft choice
in 1993 and a player often com-

Thursclail • October 6th
5:3() ).111. at...

spoirft
GRILI
(
I

Coach Houston Nutt speak before the
e
upcoming game this
Saturday at Austin Peay

+ THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND •

ilutaiontii

showed a lot of poise at every
position, and they made smart
runs and passes."
Tuesday night was senior night
at Calloway, and the five senior
players, Bell, West, Erin Gillum,
Erin Grogan and Heidi Wilson,
were honored.
Calloway, now 6-7 on the year,
hosts St. Mary Thursday night.
The junior varsity game gets
underway at 5:30 with the varsity
contest to follow.

dishing off an assist to Krista
Doron for another goal. Bell and
Missy Stubblefield then added
goals for the 6-0 final.
Calloway out-shot Caldwell
24-6 in the game.
"It was a really good game for
us," Calloway coach Sharon
Arant said."We played solid, and
our passing game is improving
every game. All of our players

Moore gained 82 of his team's
109 rushing yards in a 17-7 win
over Minnesota on Sunday, is on
the mend, the coach said.
"I think Ron Moore took the
challenge and started running like
he's capable of," Ryan said.
The attack could get an additional boost Oct. 16 against
Washington, when Garrison
il ilec. rst is eligible to rejoin the
active roster after six weeks on
the physically-unable--perform

pared to Smith and Barry Sanders
during his college career at Georgia, must run 880 yards in less
than 21A minutes and then work
into 9-on-7 drills, getting used to
contact after a year out of
football.
"If he shows he can practice
and knows the offense, we won't
ask him to do the whole thing,
hut we might put in a small package for him," Ryan said.

$3 00
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4 00
18 Holes
$7.00
18 Holes

Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

(22/ We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

•Calloway...
FROM PAGE 12A

Golf

Sceilifia.a 4
° 1 9 Holes

FROM PAGE 12A
he nearly choked on a real one
Then there were the stories that

Murray Middle falls 36-20 at Trigg

,ould
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scoRE130.ARD
Sponsored By:

1

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
Stan /Aar

753-9627

041,UN•. I
•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stale Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NFL STATISTICS

0010

AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
Clusetsrbedur
Al Cam Yds TO
HurrohrIse, S.D.
ICS 67 964 6
Marino Ma.
187 118 1574 14
Bledsoe, NE
229 138 1751 11
Hattough, Ind.
108 IN 1106 4
Montana, K.t
140 101064 6
HoMsOsr, RIO
122 89 917 6
klmr.
152 90 $40 6
EM,. Dm.
167 105 1121 5
Richardson. Hou
126 64
6
Tortawerds, Cis
152 87 1131 7

oron
Foster, Ph.
Faulk, Ind.
C. Warren, Sea
J. Johnson. NY-..1
Means, S.D.
'Roma, Bur.
G. Brown, Hou
emits, N.E
lOrby, Ma.
Anon. Kt.

oys.
ime.

but
got
tyan
been
fake
after

Calm N.E
Blades, Sae
Rood, But
Thrown, N.E
&gars. Ms.
Marin. Us
Tumor, N E
Frvar, Ma
Moons, NV-,)
Jams, Hou

Rushers
Alt
Ill
104
106
80
MI
78
71
83
80
90

Yds Avg
518 4.4
459 4.4
424 4.0
352 4.4
341
3.9
326 42
204 41
243 29
233 3.9
3.7
221

Rscolvors
No Yds Avg
35 529 15.1
26 322 11.5
416 114
150 13.0
2211 5.4
302 11.$
254 9.8
539 21.6
3114 154
310 12.9

at
2
5
7
3
5
4
3
5
3
11

LG TO
29 3
52 6
211 5
90 2
17 4
V 2
18 3
19 5
30 2
13 2
1.0 TO
62 5
45 2
37 1
34 3
34 3
30 1
32 0
54 4
38 2
50 3

WARRANTY

NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OusrIsMidos
Al Cam Yds TD
Kramer. Chi.
91 83 762 6
At
190 125 1327 9
CunNGslitni.ng
1478411067
S Young, S.F.
167 110 1297 9
Erickson. T.B.
126 71 932 5
Da Brown. NY-C
91 55 891 6
Aikman, Dar
124 II 874 4
Fnosz. Was.
133 $1 1016
Favre. GB.
218 132 1427 $
Everett NO
187 118 1350 6
Rushers
Aft
117
130
103
72
73
67
72
72
96
59

Sanders, Del
Brats, Rams
E Smith, Dal
Mn
Pogrom, All
Tillman, CM
Wawa. S F
Broziks, Was
RhstL TB.
Hogg's, HY-Ci

tartar, Min
Maths. AS
Roan. All
Rico SF.
Bannon. GB
Sharp., GB
Road, Min
Elkard. War
Early. N.O.
Ervin', Was.

Yds Avg
627 5.4
507 3.9
452 4.4
364 5.1
218 3.9
272 3.1
223 3.1
212 2.9
202 3.1
197 3.3

Rsoolvers
No Yds A
41 418 10.2
40 107 10.2
37 4911 13.4
34 523 15.4
33 220 6.7
32 3114 12.0
31 367 11.8
29 567 20.2
26 356 12.7
27 175 6.5

FREE TESTING ON STARTERS, ALTERNATORS & BATTERIES
Int
2
4
1
7
1
4
3
7
5
6

Remanufoctured
American & Import
With exchange
Store stock only

Remanufactured
American & Import
With exchange
Store stock only.

Halogen
Headlamps

Anco
Windshield
Wiper Blades
and Refills

10 TO
55 2
19 2
46 5
45 3
25 1
17 3
14 1
13 1
12 1
24 3
LCI TD
44 3
41 3

N
N

17
48
21
73
33
21

4
2

-4-

LIVE ilgrb
Thoroughbred Racing

4 lamp system H4651
H4656, H5001, H5006
2 lamp systemH6024,116054 - $9.97

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY FREON
Only certified AC fechnc,ans can buy R-12 Freon- in 12 oz. cons
However, there are no restrictions on the sate 01 20 and 30 lb cylinders
Effecttve November 14 1994. certification will be required
to IDUrChOSe P-12 Freon. in any size container

\\ Havoline
Motor Oil

Pvs

7
East
rt 7.
ladl-

6 tvillee' S19 99
8 Cv'nile S24 99

1 blade or 2 refills

ATTENTION

October8thru November 13:
Live Races Wednesdays thru Sundays!*
2
3
4
5

Ultra Spark"
Spark Plug Wires

All weights in stock.
limit 3 cases

PLUS!Enjoy Live Simulcast Racing

SAVE $20 - $30 ON CYUNDERS
On JonuiptY 1 St, 1995 a new 51 DO Per pound Federal Tax will be
added 10 011912 Freon' purchases

Mobil Super HP

Wednesdays thru Sundays!*

89C qt EVERYDAY
Case Price
Mail In Rebaie
Atter Rebate

Televised live from Turfsvay, Meadowlands, Belmont, Pimlico, Ellis Park,
and many other tracks. Simulcasting begins at 12 noon.

Limit 3 COM.

10 68
2 40
8 28

Rebate Per Household

•(Track is dosed Mondays and Tuesdays.)

NW R-12627 Iglo R-12
12 oZ
Corm

iglo R-12

189°' 049°'
30 lb

.)
,iinders

Poe

MURRAY
753-8971

S. 12th St
in Southside Center
21

Take Interstate 24 to Paducah,Exit #4• 1.5 miles to Dovrip Drive
Call 1-502-444-7117 for information and reservations
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Foley 'not panicky'in fight for political survival
SPOKANE. Wash. (AP) —
Thirty years ago, a young Spokane attorney campaigned for
Congress, urging voters to thank
their 11-term lawmaker for all his
hard work — and to vote him out
of office.
That young challenger, Thomas
S. Foley, won the election and
went on to become speaker of the
House. But today his career is in
jeopardy — and his opponent is
using the same "bring-him home" tactic.
Democratic leaders and campaign strategists say the 15-term
incumbent is in deep trouble,
bearing the brunt of voters' anger
with Congress and President
Clinton, unhappiness with the
Democrats' handling of health
care reform, taxes and other
issues, and a backlash against
incumbents, pork-barrel politics
and perks.
In a state that approved congressional term limits and where

Ross Perot maintains a strong following. Foley is being vilified for
"suing the voters" by filing a
federal lawsuit against the termlimits law.
The National Rifle Association
has taken aim at Foley for the
first time in his career. His largely rural eastern Washington district is full of hunters.
A group of Perot backers has
begun a "De-Foley-ate both
Washingtons" campaign that
includes an appeal for funds on
the Internet computer network.
Haley Barbour, chairman of
the Republican National Committee, calls Clinton "the albatross
around Foley's neck" and is gunning foe a big symbolic victory as
part of the GOP's attempt to
break the Democrats' 40-year
hold on the House.
"The stars have lined up,"
says Foley's opponent, Spokane
attorney George Nethercutt, a
political moderate who is making

his first bid for public office. He
is 49, and has pledged not to
serve more than six years if he is
elected. One of the lines in a
Nethercutt ad is: "We don't need
a speaker — we need a listener."
Foley professes not to understand what all the fuss is about.
"I'm not panicky. Why should
I be panicky?" he told reporters
who trailed him in his home district over the weekend.
He insists he counts each race
in the "fiercely independent"
district as a big challenge, and
won't concede he's in the race of
his life. With a "what-meworry?" shrug, he says he'll do
nothing differently in this
campaign.
No sitting House speaker has
been dumped in 134 years, but
polls indicate this could be :he
year.
Foley was held to a dismal 35
percent of the total vote in the
state's Sept. 20 open primary, in

which all candidates run regardless of party. Four Republicans
split the other 65 percent. Nethercutt wasn't far behind Foley, with
30 percent.
Opinion polls show the speaker
trailing Nethercutt by as much as
19 points; Foley's own poll
shows a 12-point gap.
Foley, 65, has stayed in office
since he was 35 by tending to the
needs of the Republican district's
ranchers and farmers, by fighting
off electric rate increases from
the Bonneville Power Administration, by keeping the Fairchild Air Force Base off closure
lists and through other uses of his
increasing clout.
So he is not without admirers.
While the speaker officiated at a
wheelchair race for a multiple
sclerosis fund-raiser over the
weekend, Molly Brown, who was
wearing a "Pushy Grandma" Tshirt, came up to him and stroked
his cheek as if he were a little

"SPECIAL PURCHASE"

"Beat the Price Increase"

MRGAIN

Several to Choose From

14 X 70

'0,

6i0

FLEETWOOD

County Line Pumpkin Patch

e,

2 Bedroom - 1 Bath

boy.
"I'm plugging for you," she
said softly. "They say you've
been in for 30 years. Well, I say
that gives you the experience and
all the know-how. Why should
we vote in somebody new?"
But at another Spokane event,
Bob Engard, 79, said Foley
should go. "The entire system
stinks," he said. "This is the
only way for us to send a
message."
Independent pollster Stuart
Elway says voters seem inclined
to dump Foley as a way to vent
their anger.
"The political system is THE
issue in this election, and who
represents Congress more than
the speaker of the House?" he
says.
The speaker's party leaders

think he's in trouble, too,
although they insist he will win.
Foley's campaign manager.
Janet Gilpauick, acknowledges
that the meager primary showing
was a warning and that the campaign will step up its efforts, particularly after Congress adjourns
this weekend and the speaker can
come home.
Foley already is airing folksy,
shirt-sleeved television commercials touting his accomplishments
for the district.
But Nethercutt calls Foley
aloof, out-of-touch and out of the
district mainstream.
"That Washington becomes
your universe," he said of the
speaker. "He can't represent the
president and the president's
program and still represent the
views of the district."

Grant awarded for distance learning
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Economic Development
Administration has awarded a
$451,235 grant for the Murray
State University-Purchase Area
Development District distance
learning telecommunications
network.
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow on
Tuesday announced the grant,
which is in addition to a
$319,000 grant awarded for the
network from the Rural Electrifi-

cation Administration.
"The network, headquartered
at Murray State, will enable medical professionals in western Kentucky to instantly access diagnostic and other health care information," Barlow said. "Having
access to this network will allow
doctors and nurses to keep their
patients in their hometown
offices instead of sending them
elsewhere, saving everyone time
and money."

r-ID•0111
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• *Custom-Painted Pumpkins (special orders,too!)
• Jack-Be-Littles. 25$ each
• Baby Bears. 3/$1.00
• Pumpkins - 75e. $1.00, $2.00, $4.00, ex-large $10.00
• Long-Neck Pumpkin, $1.75 & up
• Winter Squash, 50e & up
• Gourds - all sizes. 61$1.00
• Indian Corn - small & large. 3/$1.00
• Straw, $2.00/bale

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Delivery
• Setup
• Snack Bar
of:

-- Wall to Wall Carpet
• Stove
• Refrigerator
See Our Selection

• Mums. $5.50 & $6.00
*Artists: Murray State Students
Karen & Janice Accornazzo

14' SINGLE WIDES; 16' SINGLE WIDES; TRIPLEWIDES
Regster to win a 100 lb. painted (witch)
pumpkin to be given away Oct. 8th,

KEITH BAKER
HOMES INC.

121 North, Calloway & Graves County Line

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79 E Paris, TN

(901) 644-0012

_

1-800-533-3568

Sgt. Melodic Jones talks to Micah Rayburn, Steven Rutledge, Brian
West about the D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) Program.
Jones made a presentation to all the students at Murray Elementary
School. The students will complete the program Thursday. Willie Farless, librarian, is sponsoring the program.
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Prices Good Thru
October 11

Hwy. 641 North - Murray

at
SMOKED
SAUSAGE

Classic
Franks
Original
Pizza Dog

Field Regular or Polish

Smoked Sausage
29
.
$1

Field Wieners
Lb.

son

Regular
Garlic
Thick

$1.49

I ie!
Six
1
era
Hui

Field Bologna

1.49

(W.

Lb.$

Lb.

THICK SUCED BACON

SLICED BACON

CONDENSED

CONDENSED

DOU ADO MOM

YOU ADO VAMP

Kent,
IWO
Gilts
US I
.S I
US 2
IS 3
•—•.•

CHILI with BEANS

Field Bacon

Field Bacon

89

Regular or Thick

Field Chili

•
1
12 oz.

1.49

Lb.

Lb. Roll

2

.Frold

FRESH HAM
SAUSAGE
Field
Finest

,b•rk

,•

\

Ham Sausage

Baked Ham
Lb.

kt

Regular or Lite

4.G9

Oat

Pro-Leaguers

$
-

Lb.

1.59

12 oz.

1.O9
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Mrs. Debora L. Smith Kittle

Robert Gaylon (Sonny) White, 67, Elizabethtown, formerly of
Hazel, died Monday at 11 a.m. at his home. His death was from an
apparent heart attack.
Born Dec. 29, 1927, he was the son of the late William Gaylon
White and Belva White.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Susan White; two daughters, Major
Gaye Cochran and husband, Major Todd Cochran, Elizabethtown, and
Mrs. Laura Schwister and husband, Capt. Mike Schwister, Washington, D.C.; two sons, Dr. Frank White, Knoxville, Tenn., and Charles
T. White, Calvert City.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. Burial will follow in Calvert City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may, be made to Hazel Alumni Scholarship Fund.

Debora L. Smith Kittle, 38, Monroe Center, Rochelle, Ill., died
Monday. Her death was from injuries sustained in a motorcyle accident in Boone County, Illinois.
She was a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High School and a
member of St. Paatrick's Catholic Church, Rochelle.
On May 11, 1979, she married Thomas A. McMahon at Prospect
Park, Pa., who died Jan. 21, 1984. Born Feb. 6, 1956, in DeKalb, Ill,
she was the daughter of the late Robert Lee Smith and Bonnie Joan
Beishir Smith. One infant daughter, Bridgette Ann, also preceded her
in death.
She later married Earl J. Kitde on March 30, 1985, in Rochelle. She
and her husband coach their daughter's softball team at Monroe
Center.
Survivors include her husband. Earl J. Kittle; three daughters, Bonnie L., Angela D. and Jaclyn M., and three sons, Jason B., Christopher
T., and Kevin J., all of Monroe Center; her grandmother, Mrs. Vivian
Yarno, Scottsdale, Ariz.; three sisters, Cindy Smith Irving, Sycamore,
Ill., Christine Smith Hilleson and husband, Scott, Byron, Ill., and Paula Jean Ellis and husband, Kenneth, Maricopa, Ariz.; two brothers,
Robert Lee Smith II, Orlando, Fla., and Charles E. Smith, Malta, Ill.
The Mass of Christian burial will be celebrated Friday at St. Patrick's Catholic Church, Rochelle. Fr. Francis P. Kennedy and Sr. Judy
Herrmann will officiate. Interment will be at St. Patrick's Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday at Lyons Cluts-Simes
Funeral Home, 704 North Sixth St., Rochelle, and at church for one
hour prior to mass. A wake service will be at 8:30 p.m. Thursday.
A memorial has been established for the Kittle children.

•

Graveside services for Ben Purdom were today at 11 a.m. at Elm
Grove Cemetery. The Rev. Heyward Roberts officiated.
Pallbearers were Dallas T. Doran, Roy Gene Dunn, Paul Redden,
Wells Purdom Jr., John N. Purdom and Danny Mac Dunn. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Purdom, 82, Murray, died Monday at 10:41 a.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was an Army
veteran.
Survivors include several cousins including Margaret P. Blalock,
Leighton Purdom, Ora Lee Dunn, Laurine Doran, Mary Lou Swann,
Opal Parker, Gertrude Youngerman and Geneva Brownfield, all of
Murray.
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Mrs. Lillie Compton Wilkinson
The funeral for Mrs. Lillie Compton Wilkinson was today at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoc officiated. Music was by Juanita Lee and Bobbie Burkeen.
Burial was in Lone Oak Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. Wilkinson, 94, of Oakview Manor at Calvert City, formerly of
Murray, died Monday at 4:50 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Her husband, Dewey Wilkinson, died Dec. 22, 1975.
Survivors include one son, W.T. Wilkinson and wife, Louise, Paducah; three granddaughters, Betty Fiers, Hays Smith and husband, Bill,
and Jo Ann Belt and husband, Wayne, all of Paducah; six greatgrandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews in Calloway County.

Ernie Darnall
Services for Ernie Darnall will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell and the Rev.
Glen Cope will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mr. Darnall, 83, Houser Road, Benton, died Monday at 9:25 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Lou Darnall, Benton; two
sons, Narvin Darnall, Princeton, and Carl Wayne Darnall, Benton; two
grandchilderen, David and Rachel, Princeton, and Jason, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Pe,arlene Starks, Benton; one brother, Earl Darnall, Hardin; two half sisters, Mrs. Mildred Adams, Murray, and Mrs. Rebecca
Woodruff, Cadiz; three stepbrothers, Roy Smith, James (Buster) Smith
and Donald Smith, Benton; three grandchildren.
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Robert Gaylon (Sonny) White

Ben Purdom

William Tamron(Tam)Eaker
William Tamron (Tam) Eaker, 101, native of Murray, died Friday,
Sept. 2, at Twin Towers Methodist Home, Cincinnati, Ohio.
His wife, Mrs. Ruby Scherffius Eaker, died in 1950. Also preceding
him in death were one daughter, Helen Infante; three sisters, Lillian
Rhodes, Lenore Howard and Susie Parks; two brothers, Charlie Eaker
and Bryan Eaker.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Manon Cushman, Cincinnati; two
grandchildren, Richard Infante M.D. and Janice Bellville; several
nieces and nephews including Mrs. Jack (Millie) Ward of Murray.
Private graveside services were Saturday, Oct. 1, at 11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Garry Evans officiated.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
rrangements.

$11,224
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Mrs. Fannie Odelia Laird
Final rites for Mrs. Fannie Odelia Laird were Tuesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Robert Johnson officiated. Burial was in Camp Beauregard Cemetery.
Mrs. Laird, 84. Rt. 4, Mayfield, died Sunday at 5:09 p.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield. Her husband, Paul Laird, preceded
her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Wanda Laird, Murray; one son,
Thomas Laird, Pryorsburg; four grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Lillie Mae Wimberley
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lillie Mae Wimberley were Monday at 2 p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Paul Griffin
and Gary Drum officiated.
Pallbearers were Clovis Wimberley, brother-in-law, and Tracy,
David, Tony, Randy and Terry Wimberley and Ted and Tom Hicks,
grandchildren. Burial was in Olive Branch Cemetery, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.
Mrs. Wimberley, 77, Rt. 1, Paris, died Saturday at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris.
She was a member of Wesley Chapel United Methodist Church in
Weakley County, Tenn., employed by Merit Clothing Manufacturing
Co., Martin, Tenn., and was a member of Central Home Demonstration Club.
Born Dec. 16, 1916, at Cottage Grove, she was the daughter of the
late Lee Jenkins and Beulah Autry Jenkins.
Survivors include her husband, John Aden Wimberley, to whom she
was married on Dec. 25, 1933; one daughter, Mrs. Sue Hicks and husband, Jim, Jackson, Tenn.; two sons, Billy D. Wimberley and wife,
Peggy, Paris, and Gene Wimberley and wife, Carol, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Hattie B. Nichols, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; seven grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
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Aubrey W. Steely
Private family graveside rites for Aubrey W. Steely will be today at
2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Tim Adcock will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Howard Steely, Walter Lee Steely, Terry Meals,
Barry Vaughan, Tim Butler and Mike Conner. Miller Funeral Home of
Murray was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Steely, 85, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at P.Iiirray-Calloway.
County Hospital.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angel Fund of Family
Resource Center, Rt. 6, Box 57AA, Murray.

$14,476

Time runs out on bill

Mrs. Helen Speed Morris
Mrs. Helen Speed Morris, 69, Mayfield, died Tuesday at 10:30 a.m.
at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James Morris, and two
sons, Michael Gene Morris and Joe Harold Morris.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Teresa Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield; one son, Ronald Morris, Rt. 1, Farmington; one brother, Bobby
Speed, Mayfield; six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Mark Fulcher and Dwaine Warren will officiate.
Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
'Wednesday).

HICKMAN, Ky.(AP) — Time
apparently will run out for congressional authorization of funds
to make repairs to the Hickman
bluff.
The Senate on Friday will
adjourn for the year without considering the Water Resources and
Development Act, which includes
S3 million to make repairs to the
bluff, according to U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell.
The Republican senator, however, said the authorization bill
will be reintroduced in January,

199 ,,,c,RAKOTA

at which time he will work for its
approval.
The money would be used by
the Corps of Engineers to stabilize erosion that is threatening
several homes, a water tower, and
a public building that houses the
fire department and ambulance
;cry ice.
McConnell and U.S. Rep. Tom ,
Barlow, D-1st District, said
money for the project is in the
1995 federal budget but can't be
spent until the authorization bill
is approved.

$10,995

Sows
US 1-2 270.350 lbs.
US 1.3 344-400
US 1-3 400-525 lbs.US 1-3 525 and up lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 1b4
Boars $16.50-17.511

CHIROPRACTIC

520.40-21.00
S21.40-22.00
S25.110-211.04
$15.04.20.00

FOR BETTER HEALTH

1O,695

1995 S !!1,,,RtOKEE

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......... -3936
*DJ1A Previous Close.......3801.13
Air Products--.....—..44s/s • 34
A T & T...... ......
52 • s/s
Bell South
.5234 - 54
Briggs & Stratton...—. 681/4 • 3/4
Bristol Myers Squibb...55'4 CUT Corp. Ky.'
448 46A
„Chrysler
431/2 • 1/2
• Dean Foods
2934 • 1/s
% Exxon ..... ..........
5614 • s/s
Ford Motor
26'4 - 14
General Electric...............A7 unc
General Motors............441/2 - sh
• Goodrich.
,41' - s/s
• Goodyear.--.................. 33 • '4
I B M ........
sts
341/i 3/1
Ingersoll Rand

UNDER 30
REBATE

— 300

HOG MARKET
Federal Stale Market Sees Service Ocl 5, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Flog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 370 Ent. ISO Barrows &
tints mostly .50 lower Sows steady .54 lower
LS 1•2 230.250 1b6..
S31.00-31.50
S I•2 210.230 lbs.524.00-3430
s 2.3 230-260 lbs...
.530.50.3100
IS 3-4 2602,0 Mt.S21.50-30.50

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
K-Mart
17 - 1/2
K U Energy
27 unc
Kroger .....................
1/2
LG& E
36s/s • s/s
Mattel—........ .......... 2634 unc
McDonalds
26 Merck ....................
• s/s
J.C. Penney....................50'4 • 1/1
Peoples First'.........203/4B 2134A
Quaker Oats..
74s/s • 'Is
.70'4 • 14
Schering-Plough
Sears..........................
• 54
Texaco
60 + I.
Time Warner
33'/s - 1
UST
28 - 14
Wal•Mart
22'4 unc

151
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MEDICATING SYMPTOMS
We have been taught since childhood
that if there are -no symptoms," we are
well. We have been preconditioned by
advenising media to believe that anytime a
symptom appears which makes us uncomfortable, we need simply "pop this pill" or
"swallow that liquid," and all will be well.
Drugs and medications have become so
commonplace that we do not question if we
should take them or not, but rather, which
ones should we take and what dosage.
In reality, all we do many times is to hide
the problem (symptom) by medicating it.
We also do other things to fool ourselves
into thinking we are well, such as eliminat-

fr.f
I
••••••••••
_

ing activities which cause distress, or by
not eating foods which cause us to feel
uneomfortable. By continuing to approach
our health in this fashion, we are in essence
avoiding or masking the symptoms, rather
than correcting the cause. The chiropractic
philosophy is help the body heal itself.

J
AMA

,.•0"

16.995

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Court Square
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CHATMER
Plymouth

2400 East Wood St
Paris, TN
642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Choice
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4,0

ROUND
STEAK

Fresh 73%
Lean 27% Fat

GROUND‘
BEEF

Choice
44411.

* RIBEYEI
STEAK i

'7150
!

'*1

)
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Lbot

S

i

3-5 Lb.
Limit
Packs A
2
Family
Pack

NiftA111%w
//NW- -41111r
dipm
Boneless
Round Steak
lb. $1.59
Jennie-O-Festive (Tastes Like Ham Chunks)

Ab. $1.39

Cooked Turkey

ifilin*--.4erap9ro

Field Whole or Half

Kentuckian Ham

Lb. $2.6

$1.59

Tenn. Pride Heat 8 Eat 9.5 oz.

Sausage 6 Biscuit

uii.V iwI
Nq%
''imkd MiW ..dow-,,apit

Family Pack Fryer

49
Lb. $1.49

Leg Quarters

Lb.

Field's Sliced

Bologna

Whole
In
*ilk The Bag

U.S.
No. 1
Idaho

Kellogg's

CORN
FLAKES

SIRLOIN TIP

OF

2-3 Lb.
Family
Pack

Sliced
Free

TATOES

Fresh Green

Cabbage

Lb.

Yellow 3 Lb. Bag

Tenn. Pride Pork

$2.19
Lb. $4.49

Sausage

Onions

Lb.

Family Pack

T-Bone Steak

Nabisco Premium

SALTINES
All Varieties 1 Lb. Box

Minute Maid 1/2 Gal. Crt.

99'

Orange Juice

Ground Beef - 10 Pounds
Boneless Beef Stew - 5 Pounds
T-Bone Steak - 5 Pounds
Top Sirloin - 5 Pounds
Cube Steak - 5 Pounds
Bottom Round Steak -10 Pounds
40 Pounds Total
$1.78 Pound

Ground Beef - 5 Pounds
Boneless Cube Steak -5 Pounds
Boneless Shoulder Steak -5Pounds
Boneless Chuck Steak - 5 Pounds
Boneless Chuck Roast - 5 Pounds
25 Pounds Total
$1.42 Pound

Chicken of Sea
Water or Oil

Miracle Whip 32 ee.

Tuna

61/4 oz.

$199

Salad
Dressing

Washington State Red or Gold Delicious

Apples

25'

$1.19
lb. 79'

BUTTERMILK
1/2 Gallon

Charmin

Totino's

Pizzas

Tissue

9-10 oz. Box

4 Roll Pack

...ISIR %%NM RR
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a
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1GA Reg. or Buttermilk

Dial Asstd. Varieties

BATH SOAP BISCUITS
4 Pack 10 Ct. Can

3 Bar Pack

PEPSI, DIET P PSI,
MT, DEW, DIET MT. DEW

.•737:1

dip

Prairie Farms lerfliell

YOGURT

24 Pack 12 Oz. Cans

IGA
ORANGE JUICE
12 Oz. Can

Asstd. Flavors 1/2 Gal.
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Section B
Department
receives grant
Murray State University's department ofjournalism and radio-television has once again received a
travel/research grant from the Reader's Digest Foundation.
The $500 grant is to be used
during the 1994-95 school year for
defraying travel and research costs
of articles wriuen by journalism and
radio-TV students for submission to
magazines, according to Dr. Bob
McGaughey, department chairman.
Students in the program must
make a proposal for the travel/research which includes, the article
description and the magazines to
which they would like it submitted.
The awards will be granted up to
$100 for each project.
McGaughey said this was the
eighth time the department has
received a grant from the Reader's
Digest Foundation. "The first grant
we received was in 1969, when
chairman Dr. L.J. Hortin did the
initial contact with the foundation,"
McGaughey said. The seven grants
that Murray State has received since
then have valued either $1,000 or
$500.
According to McGaughey, the
foundation established the fund to
help students get first-hand experience in planning fieldwork, organizing and writing an article, and
going through the steps of trying to
get it published in a magazine.

rn
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Charmin

Bathroom Tissue

FOODS

2 liter bottle

IIII 5 6 7 8
10111111

Green Giant
Cream Style, Whole Kernel,
or Niblet

Turner

Whole Milk

Corn

MSU training
program awarded
$7,000 grant
Murray State University's department of educational leadership and
counseling has received a $7,000
grant, to be used for the principal
internship training program. The
grant project began July 1, 1994 and
will run through June 30, 1995.
According to Dr. Bobby Malone,
professor in the department of educational leadership and counseling,
the grant from the State Department
of Education in Kentucky, will be
used to train administrators to serve
as mentor principals and central
office personnel to serve in beginning introductory programs.
Malone said the Internship Training Program committees consist of
three people, a principal mentor; a
member of the central office personnel, who is the superintendent or
principal's designee; and an administratiOn educator,usuallyfrom the
university the student attended.
"The committee observes the principal during their first year and meet
three to four times yearly, giving
valuable feedback back to the principal," Malone said.
Under KERA,Kentucky's education reform, a principal must complete one year under the training
program before a continuing certificate will be issued.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, or Dr. Pepper

SI 97
.
gal

11oz. to
15 oz. can

Tide

Citrus Punch

Dog Food

Washing Powder

93C
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Split

Boneless

Fryer Breast

Chuck Roast

$1 27
Shoulder Roa
SI 57

Chicken Breast

Social Security
representative
to be in Murray

37

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday,Oct. 11,
10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. and
Tuesday, Oct. 25, 10:30 until 12:30
p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Bcfore getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
.When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65 even if
there are no plans for retirement.
•Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Lb

Ground Chuck

$128

Any Size
Pkg.

M.

Lb

Yellow Onions

bag

Bananas
3 Lb. For

VOLUNTEER'

Halloween Decorations
Pumpkins (All Sires), Gourds
Indian Corn

LbS

1-800-LUNG-USA
AMNICAN WPM AIIII0M11014,
4•••••••

.4••

Sunny Delight

Sunshine
Kracklin' Ration
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Small kitten rescued from sewer grate

PENNY
MPKIN PATCH

IA*
wr
ilL

Mums. Pumpkins. Gourds.
Indian Corn. Corn Shocks. Squash.
Straw. & Painted Pumpkins

3 mite from town
off Airport Rd.
FoLhav-ratis
OVAiERS Eton Act
ana Hume,&Nies

•Halloween Straw Maze
•U-Pick Patch (if desired)
•NEW THIS YEAR:
1.200 sq. ft. under roof area
with educational displays!

(Cooper
TIRE

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

"Head Over Heels. . . ."
"Perhaps it was meant to be. So
many things fell into place atjust the
right time," says Elaine Kinsey, who
was involved in the heartwarming
rescue of a small kitten recently.
Elaine, who lives in Gilbertsville
and drives for Federal Express,
sometimes works out at the YMCA
on North 12th Street in Murray
during her lunch hour. Sometimes
she jogs in the area instead.
On this particular day in early
August, she decided to go jogging,
but since it was a hot day, she tired
near the MSU tennis courts and
walked back. At the corner of
Payne and North 12th,she spotted a
fellow Fed Ex driver stopped in his
van at the intersection near St. Leo's.
She decided to walk over and talk
with him for a moment.
As they talked, she heard a faint
meow,and she said to her friend,"A
cat has crawled into your truck." As
they discussed how they might get it

(FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS)
JOIN THE
EXCITEMENT
ANNUAL
un
i
mT
tsi, 17TH
MARCHING
BAND
COMPETITION
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1994
STEWART STADIUM
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION TIME TABLE
School

Warm-up

CLASS A
1. Stewart Co. H.S.
2. Providence H.S.
3. Trigg Co. H.S.

9:30-10:00
9:45-10:15
10:00-10:30

CLASS AA
1. JeffSontown H.S.
2. Adair.d. H.S.
3. Davies Co. H.S.
4. Crockett Co. H.S.
5. Wayne Co. H.S.

10:15-10:45
10:30-11:00
10:45-11:15
11:00-11:30
11:15-11:45

Practice
Field
A
A

A
A

Prepare
to enter
North Gate

1-Min.
Warm-up

Perform

10:05
10:20
10:35

10:14
10:29
10:44

10:15
10:30
10:45

10:50
11:05
11:20
11:35
11:50

10:59
11:14
11:29
11:44
11:59

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00

12:50
1:05
1:20
1:35
1:50

12:59
1:14
1:29
1:44
1:59

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00

2:05
2:20
2:35
2:50
3:05
3:20

2:14
2:29
2:44
2:59
3:14
3:29

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30

12:15-1:00 JUDGES BREAK
CLASS AAA
1. Elizabethtown H.S. 12:15-12:45
12:30-1:00
2. Charleston H.S.
3. Calloway Co. H.S. 12:45-1:15
1:00-1:30
4. Hopkinsville H.S.
1:15-1:45
5. Ohio Co. H.S.
CLASS AAAA
1. Milan H.S.
2. Marshall Co. H.S.
3. Christian Co. H.S.
4. Lone Oak H.S.
5. Madisonville N.H.
6. Dunbar H.S.

1:45-2:15
1:45-2:15
2:00-2:15
2:15-2:45
2130-3:00
2:45-3:15

A
A
A

A
A
A

TEN FINALIST BANDS WILL BE ANNOUNCED FOLLOWING PRELIMINARY COMPETITION
FINALS BEGIN AT 6:30 P.M.
Adults & Children 12 & over
Pre- urns
Finals (Beginning at 6:30 p.m.)
Combination (pre-lims/finals)

-
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Children under 12
MSU STUDENTS WITH I.D.

$4.00
$4.00
$6.00

$2.00
$2.00
$4.00

Call For Large Group Rates
A Public Service Announcement of the Murray Ledger & Times

Humanely Speaking
bY the

Calloway Co. Humane Society
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"Snowball" relaxes in the arms of one of her rescuers, Alex Salazar, at
their home.
out without having it dart into
nearby traffic, she realized that the
sound was actually coming from a
sewer grate nearby. "If I had been
running, I never would have heard
it," she says. She looked down into
the semi-darkness and spotted two
bright eyes belonging to a tiny black
kitten. It seemed to be asking
desperately for help. Her friend had
to drive on, but she began to
struggle with the grate, which was
held in place by a chain.
At that moment, a truck belonging to Jeffy Humphreys' Heating &
Air Conditioning in Murray
stopped, and two husky young men
got out to sec what was going on and
offer assistance. They managed to
remove the grate, and one of them
got down into the hole below, which

was about five feet deep. There was
not enough room for him to bend
over far enough to retrieve the
kitten. When he reached for it, it
would scamper back to "safety."
Finally the two good samaritans had
to go on about their business, leaving Elaine alone to rescue the kitten.
In a few minutes, Kathy Salazar,
her six-year-old son Alex, and her
mother emerged from the nearby St.
Leo's Day Care Center and offered
their help. They decided a can of
tuna was needed to lure the kitten
out, and Mrs. Salazar soon returned
with one from the center. They
tossed some bits of tuna down to the,
kitten, who devoured them almost
instantly. Then they lowered Alex'
into the hole, but the kitten would
not cooperate.

Finally, they came up with a
winning strategy. Mrs. Salazar
went to get a blanket, which was put
down near the hole. She and her
mother knelt down on it and held
onto Elaine's ankles, lowering her
headfirst into the darkness. They
had smeared her hands with tuna.
After a few moments, the kitten
approached this strange creature
cautiously and began to lick the
food from her hands. She expected
it would put up a fuss, but it was so
weak that when she grabbed it, it
just collapsed into her hands, and
she was able to hold onto it.
Fortunately, her helpers above
were able to hold on to her ankles,
and she was dragged, still clutching
the kitty, to safety.
Now what? After a moment,
Mrs. Salazar said,"If you don't want
it, we'd love to have it." The idea
was obviously popular with Alex,
and they took it to their home in the
Hamlin community, where it is
doing nicely. It started to eat right
away,although the food was offered
in a rather unorthodox, upright
manner,and it is growing fast. Mrs.
Salazar's husband, who has a sense
of humor, has named the black
kitten "Snowball."
Elaine's eyes glow when she talks
about the kitten and its rescue.
"It was the neatest thing! Sometimes you feel like you can't do
anything very useful or significant,
and then something like this happens when everything falls into
place just right. If I hadn't decided
to go jogging that particular day; If
my my friend's truck hadn't stopped
right at that spot so I could hear the
faint meow; If others hadn't come
along to help--we wouldn't have
rescued the kitten."
"It was such a happy ending! I
could not have gone home that night
and gone to bed thinking about that
kitten down there, starving. Maybe
it would have drowned when it
rained. It was certainly a day
brightener--it made my day--my
week!"
Elaine's eyes glow when she talks
about her upside-down adventure
and the little life she rescued.

Annual fall foliage colors
can be seen from train
Each weekend until Oct. 30 pas- experience awaits all who come to
sengers on board the Hardin South- encounter living nostalgia.
This is not a museum recreation.
ern Railroad's popular Nostalgia
Train will be treated to a display of This is railroading as it once had
fall foliage as Western Kentucky's lived, when America was still dependent on passenger train service.
annual burst of color performs its
Animal life lives here in complete
ever changing exhibition at
harmony with modern times,just as
trackside.
it has since the rails were first laid
Viewed from out of the train's
more than a century ago in 1892 by
picture windows from the comf
.
ort
the pioneer Paducah Tennessee and
of reclining seats, rain or shine, no
Alabama Railroad. Operated for
matter the weather, the seasonal
most of its life by the South's own
show of changing hues provides a
dramatic highlight for this two-hour "Dixie Line," the Nashville Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, the
peaceful and nostalgic rail journey
Hardin Southern Railroad of today
through the heart of the Jackson
Purchase.
continues to serve the rail freight
service requirements of both- MarThe Hardin Southern Railroad
Nostalgia Train departs downtown
shall and Calloway counties, offerHardin, across from the library, ing connections to America's vast
each Saturday and Sunday at 1 p.m. railroad empire.
and 3:30 p.m. for a sentimental
The Nostalgia Train passenger
railroad journey back to another
service, inaugurated June 30, protime. This exciting excursion has
vides the public a rare and unique
returned rail travel to a century-old
opportunity to experience for two
route through the Clarks River Vat" delightful hours the pleasures of
ley.
3iesterday alive and preserved once
At Hardin a peaceful railroad
again in contemporary times.

sler Cirrus. Coming Soon.
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Shown pictured are Kimberly Pritchett, left, and Sandra Duncan.

Two attend
conference
Kimberly Pritchett, Operation
Open Arms president, and Sandra
Duncan, vice president, recently
attended the 1994 National Army
Family Action Program held in
Louisville.
Kentucky National Guard had the
honor of hosting the '94 conference
for all 50 states as well as Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands and Guam.
Pritchett's job includes acting as
liaison between the National Guard
and family members.
Issues adresscd this year included:
•Persian Gulf Veterans Health
Programs
member
retirement
•Guard
benefits
•Survivor benefits reduced by
Social Security
Other issues were also addressed
that were as equally important to
improving the quality of the Army
National Guard.

Hello
Stranger!

Sneak Peek at the Auto Show...
October 6, 7 & 8 • 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Each Day
West Ky. Expo Center, Murray

cainos*
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Searching for answers to all
those whoAvhatAvhere questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, It's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringiog you some useul
gifts. community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

1Ver*/(rsok.
Hamm KmArgn Ou4gn0 763-3070
Hosissa ingsborg King 492-0340

Am.

..10. 4.•
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Dr. VI Miller (right), dean of the Murrill
Education and Academic Outreach,
Cheryl Farello(left)and Paula Cathey.
University have received scholarship
received a Century Club Scholarship

Neighbor tri(
in attempt to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Lexington woman with nearly a
dozen adoptive and foster children faces a fight with a city zoning board to keep her oversized
family in her new home.
A neighbor and city officials
think Judy Harrison's childrearing amounts to a business that
disrupts life on a quiet cul-de-sac
and violates city zoning
ordinances.
Officials could force Harrison
to make a choice: Move out of
the house she bought five weeks
ago in Lexington's comfortable
Eastland Park or get rid of the
seven workers who help her care
for the children. The city Board
of Adjustments will hear the case
Nov. 18.
Neighbor Merle Morris, who
has lived on Curtis Court for 16
years, is disturbed by the activity
generated by the comings and
goings of the children, their relatives, various therapists and the
three full-time and four part-time
workers who help Harrison.
"We see delivery trucks. We
see physical therapists coming. It
creates traffic. Constantly," Morris said.
The Cabinet for Human
Resources pays Harrison $45 to
575 a day for each child. She
uses the money to pay the seven
people who help with round-theclock care seven days a week.
The state picks up medical costs
separately.
Harrison lived with the children in Rockcastle County until
she bought a house in 1989 in
Lexington's Marlboro subdivision. No complaints surfaced
until Harrison moved to Curtis
Court, which has only three other
houses.
Within a week of her arrival
Aug. 23, Morris had filed a written complaint with Urban County
Councilman Bobby Flynn about
the vehicle and foot traffic. Morris questioned whether Harrison
was violating city ordinances.
Flynn referred the question to
city building inspectors.
But the Cabinet for Human
Resources backs Harrison.
State Social Services Commissioner Peggy Wallace contends
that Harrison, a foster mother for
21 years, is doing exactly what
the state asks by providing a family life in a residential neighborhood for children who would
otherwise have to board at a hospital or a nursing home.
"This has just come up. We
have our attorneys looking at
this," Wallace said. "It's got
everybody so concerned. We
would hate to lose Judy. It's
remarkable the job she does."
Since 1976, the cabinet has
placed foster children who have
special needs or are considered
"medically fragile" in Harrison's home. Some are organ
transplant patients. Others contend with deformities or conditions requiring multiple surgeries.
Harrison, a registered nurse, has
adopted three of the children,
raised some since birth and
nursed others for months or years
until they could return to their
families.
She contends she has a foster
family, not a business. She will
move if she must, she said, but
she will not split up her family.
She rejected a suggestion from
the city that she accept no more
foster children if current children
leave her home.
"Are they saying that to be a
family you can have no one to
help you and you must have
given birth to them?" Harrison
said. "We're really no different
from any other family. We come
with a few more pieces of equipment, and we certainly take up a
lot of space."
A Sept. 14 opinion written by
city attorney Chris Westover said
the number of children and the
medical activities in the house
seem to fit the zoning ordinance
definition of a community resi-
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Cathey awarded two MSU scholarships
Paula Cathey, a family and consumer studies and child development major from Murray, has been
awarded two scholarships for the
1994-95 academic year at Murray
State University.
Cathey,a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High School, has been
awarded a $700 Dewey D. Crass
Memorial Scholarship and a $100
Calloway County Homemaker's
Award. The Homemaker's Award

Miller (right),dean of the Murray State University Center for Continuing
Mon and Academic Outreach, visits with Calloway County residents
Farelio(left)and Paula Cathey. The two adult students at Murray State
rsity have received scholarships for the 1994-95 academic year. Farelio
,ed a Century Club Scholarship and Cathey a Dewey Crass Scholarship.
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dence or rehabilitation home.
Those uses are not allowed in
areas such as Harrison's house.
Lexington Mayor Pam Miller
reviewed the case last week, said
spokeswoman Dottie Bean.
"She said the city would really
like to help these people out, but
they are in violation of the zoning ordinance and will have to go
before the board. She understands
their situation," Bean said.
Morris, the neighbor, said he
was upset that the street's population has grown from seven to
more than 20 overnight. "There
is no way this gathering of folks
is to be considered a family
unit," Morris wrote to Flynn.
Morris said his daughter, 11,
could not ride her bicycle in the
street anymore because of the
increased traffic.
"I know why people run a foster business," Morris said.
"They don't have another job,
and it's a good way to make a
living because there is a good
income from it."
Harrison said she works as an
on-call nurse and could get a fulltime job, but would not be able to
devote enough time to her
children.
"The statement has been made
that if they were my own flesh
and blood, it would be different," Harrison said. "I don't
think they understand that they
are my flesh and blood. I don't
think you necessarily have to
give birth and carry somebody
for them to be a part of you."
Harrison said she thinks the
complaint about parking too
many cars in front of the house is
valid, and she's willing to extend
her driveway to accommodate the
extra cars.

Groups begin
coat drive
The American Humanics program at Murray State University is
co-sponsoring a drive to collect
coats for needy individuals in the
Calloway County area.
"Hundreds of needy children,
adults, and senior citizens in our
community do not have adequate
outerwear for the winter months
ahead," according to Roger Weis,
director of the American Humanics
program at MSU. Other sponsors
include Boone Cleaners and the
Calloway County Family Resource
Center.
Coats can be dropped off at WalMart or at six MSU campus locations: Sparks Hall, Carr Health
Building, Wells Hall,Curtis Center,
Faculty Hall, and Waterfield Library. Boone Cleaners will clean the
coats which will be distributed at the
community fair on "Make a Difference Day," Saturday, Oct. 22, at
East Elementary School from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
The deadline to donate coats is
Oct. 20. For additional information,
call 762-3808.

is given to a student from Calloway
County who is majoring in the
department of family and consumer
studies. The recipient must be a
student who has completed all four
years of high school in a Calloway
County school. After graduation
from MSU, she plans to pursue a
cqemlip family services and prograTtailbt young children.
While at Murray State, Cathey
has served as co-chairperson of the
Advisory Council for the Calloway
County Family Resource Center,
Sunday School and Vacation Bible
School teacher, and member of the
Parent Teacher Organization at
North Elementary School. She has
also been involved in the Baptist
Young Women,the Site-Based Decision Making team, and has taught
for "Acteens," a mission organiza-

The Mid-America Remote Sensing Center at Murray State University will be hosting the Fall Meeting
of the Mid-South Region of the
American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
(ASPRS) this week.
Dr. Maury Nyquist, national
president of ASPRS and chief of the
data and applications branch of the
National Park Service, will give a
public lecture at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the Freed Curd
Auditorium of the Martha Lane
Collins l&T Center at MSU.
The lecture will focus on the role
of the newly established National
Biological
S urvey-Technology
Transfer Center (NBS-TTC) of the
U.S. Department of the Interior. The
lecture is open to the public and
sponsored by Sigma XI Research
Society, the American Society of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, and MSU's College of Science.

_
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Dear Editor:
The Center for Accessible Living extends a huge thank you of
appreciation to area businesses for their generous donations for the
recent picnic for our consumers.
Those providing donations included Knoth's Bar-B-Q, Piggly
Wiggly, Sammons, IGA, Super Wal-Mart, KFC — Murray, KFC —
Paris, Hardees — Murray and Shoney's.
A special thank you goes out to all those y.ho brought food and
games to share and who spent the day with us. We appreciate all the
hard work that went into organizing the picnic by consumers as well
as CAL staff members.
Jeanne M. Gallimore, Director
Center for Accessible Living
1304-U Chestnut St. Murray

WEST KY EXPO CENTER, COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY
Our consumer loan officers will be at the show ready to discuss
financing "on the spot"!
Come out and join us for free gifts, free door prizes and a good time
for all! Give us a chance to finance your next car,truck or van at the
best rate this year!

Bank of
.1,„,, ,e.Murray
, ,„,(4poralion
Bank
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Letter of Appreciation

October 6, 7, 8

RCA Pioneer • linachi • Carver • Uniden • Tostilba4DSS
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Center to host
fall meeting

* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
405. 5 5 & 5

Scholarships
are
presented
through the Murrto State University
Scholarship 0111e.

4

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *

U.'

tion for teenage girls. She is married
to John Cathey of Murray and has
two children.
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Main Office - lot

AUDIO/VIDEO
808 Coldwater Rd, Murray

602) 753-189; • Member Fltlt • Equal Ilotmng Lendcr
S. Fourth Si. • hinersiU Branch - Si S N 1.411 Si • S Manor Branrh - 611
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739-4835

Vs Tuesday Nkht.
The Doctor bin.
ONCOLOGY

Mehdi Ahmadi,M.D.
Medical Oncology
(502)759-4199
1-800-478-5885

DERMATOLOGY

John Bright. D.O.
Dermatology
(502)759-9800

NEUROLOGY * EAR, NOSE & THROAT * UROLOGY * GENERAL SURGERY

Jon Gustafson, M.D.
Neurology
(502)753-8656

0
Phillip Klepper, M.D.
Ear, Nose & Throat
15021759-4811

physician specialists have just made it easier to fit your
These
/schedule with theirs. They will see you any Tuesday evening
between 6 p.m.and 8 p.m. When your day is full ofcommitments,
call to schedule an evening appointment

Specializing in your convenience.

H.S.Jackson, M.D.
Urology
(502)753-9240
KY: 1-800-599-9240
1-800-755-1246

Steven Trevathan, M.D.
Urology
(502)753-7440

Partners re

Hecathca

Robert Williams, M.D.
General Surgery
(502)753-4614
1-800-755-6691

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street•Murray, Kentucky,42071 •(502)762-1100
.v
/WV
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CLASSIFIED
T°A,ngE CALL 753-1916

a

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12Liplot
$5.00 Colurnn InCh
40% Olicoure 2nd tun
60% Oloccouni 3rd Run.
g.413 Ads Mad An Mir•Dfl,Pealed)
$1 75 per caturivi inch edam kit
Tuesday (Th012Ping Guide).

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020

reader Ads

025

254 per word, $5.00 minimum
1st day.Sc per word per day for
each additionoi consecutive
day. $1.75 extra for Shopper
flues Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $200 extra for
blind box ads

030
040
050

rafsLigie $150 Precgia
A $2XXI See MI be required to make
any chcmgee to ad abet deadline.

0111

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
h Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
430
550

Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

(ii u

060
070
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chilacare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
340

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Pent
Bushess Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

080
233
250
293
533

Insurance

Exterminating
Eiusness Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

050

0l 0

Legal
Notice

SERVICES

flail

Lost
And Found

Legal
%Mies

CALLOWAY COUNTY EXTENSION DISTRICT BOARD
SLATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

LOST Blind, small black
male dog Lynn Grove
area 435-4559

-WANTED-

060
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994
REVENUES
Property Taxes
Interest Income
Total Revenues

lislp
Wanted
53,364.53
374.45
53,738.98

EXPENDITURES
36,339.00
4,359.59
9,506.34

Travel
()trice Rent
Office Supplies, Services,
and Equipment
Telephone
Custodial Services
Audi t i rig "

5,136.76
2,067.21
490.10
1,300.00

T,,".11 Expenditures

59,199.00

EXCE?4S ("F REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES (5,460.02)
FUND liAlAN('E, JULY 1, 1993

5,368.98

1.1"Ni) BALANCE, q/eficiti, JUNE 30, 1994

(91.04)

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home. No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation.
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to. Horizon, Dept FF, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804.

Substitute
city paper
carrier.
Call
759-1303
after
5 p.m..

NURSES Aide, 11-7 full- ANN'S Country Kitchen of
Murray Day & night cooks
time. Preferred exper& dishwashers Apply in
ienced nurses aide or CMA
person at 1906 Coldwater
but will provide training Rd 759-3136
Must enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmo- BUSY medicial office
sphere & good working needs full-time help in the
conditions. Apply in person business area. Experat: Fern Terrace Lodge, ienced preferred Send re1505 Stadium View Dr sume to PO Box 1040 H,
Murray, KY 42071.
EOE

See Accompanying Notes and Accountants' Report

MASSAGE TO YOU
• Swedish Massage
• Deep Muscle Therapy

020

LICENSED THERAPIST
7 DAYS A WEEK

IMAGES
•0 t/1••11,•11C. OOOOOO
job,
VI Mt. N 11101.1111111 •[LCOVID

ALLIANCE
••••+.4.4.;

3,,

aminigaE
Al
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N

Now Open 10-.5
Cidts & Rasl:ets
liriat & Formal Wear
Arrivirg Dadv
(ki Air Center • 753-41i4

• Energy Balancing
• Reflexology

753-3801

Notice

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

BY APPOINTMENT

10:00AM -10:00PM
Dave Estes

REUIXRT1ON•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF
Service to your home or hotel anywhere in the Purchase Area

Monthly income
available!
CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.

100% reinsured!

Mrs. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment

100% investment
grade assets!

NOW OPEN!!

Toote
rs
Snack Bar 8 Antique Mall
All New in Hazel

492-6111

Have Mop - Will Travel
Churches

Residential

Carpet
Upholstry
Bonded,
Owner

-

Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

1111.66.,

MURRAY State Billiards
Champion Brad Hutchens
to begin pool shooting instructions every Tuesday,
4:30pm-6:30pm,
6 45pm-8:45pm. Ladies
welcomed. Contact Breaktime Billiards, 759-9303 for
details
NOTICE
Those who desire
to bury your loved
ones in the Barnett
Cemetery in Calloway County should
contact Dale Campbell before selecting
your burial plot. The
burial plot fee is
$1(X).00 per grave.
The phone number
to call is: 753-7775

Beverly DeVries

Waxing
Etc.

502-436-2663
The Total Cleaning Service
TURNING AGE 65?
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PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 6.5V2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

.
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OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
0311

Card
at 'flanks

Thanks to all
the family and
friends for food
and flowers
sent to the
Juanita Smith
Family

Last
And Found

McConnell
Insurance Agency

FOUND white & brown
rabbit on S 8th St
753-5192

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

LOST last seen at Hazel
City Park on Hazel Day
Small block & ten puppy
Reward! No questions
asked 492 8155or
492-1706

120
130
140
150
155
160
1e5
170
180
195
203
210
220
240
260
393

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscal
Miscellaneous
T V & Rodo
Pets & Supplies

6FT
lent
best

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
450

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sale or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sale
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

060
Help
Wanted

Fulltime & Parttime
Deli Help Needed

Restaurant
Management
positions available in
Murray, Ky. Apply
by sending resume
to
P.O. Box 9225
Paducah, KY 42002

Apply hi Person

Pubic Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

Two full-time, 4 part time.
Pay based on experience.
Looking for persons with
good personalities that love
dealing with people.

Apply in person
Court Square, Murray
Between 9 a.m.-11 a.m. Mon.-Fri.

CORN-AUSTIN®
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

RN NEEDED
in
Dover, Tn. Office
Henry County Medical
Center
Home Health
Contact:
Debbie Sanders, Director
(901) 642-7600
(615) 232-4969

Employers:
Let professionals help you
find a qualified worker.
Job Seekers:
Let us help you find a job.
No fee to applicants.
• Job Placement - we have 25 years
experience matching workers to jobs.
• Consulting services to employers/farmers
•.EEO and ADA specialist
• Resumes
• Job counseling offered
• Nei. for ou without bureaucrac tie-uss

Murray Employment Agency

Southsith Shopping Center
Murray. KY
759-2150
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Computers

Went
To Buy

NEW letter quality color
printer still in box, $200.
Call 502-382-2318, after
4pm.

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles. 436-2578,
901-644-0679.
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ANTIQUES by the piece or 50 GALLON galvanized
(B) WANTED resident
collections 753-9433 day wateringy trough, $25.
supervisory staff for the
Wood stove with thermosor night.
Murray & Mayfield area.
tat & blower, $250. Salt
Applicants need to be mawater tank with stand and
ture adults and experience VEGAN Metals, Sedalia, CASH paid for good, used
lion fish, $75. Exercise
working with youth with KY. Jco ripening for exper- rifles, shotguns, and pisbike, $25. Bassinet with
challenging behaviors. ienced person in purchas- tols. Benson Sporting
skirt,$35. Fishe Price travel
Shift work-- evenings, ing
519
Goods,
S.
12th,
payroll.
&
bed. $50. Call 753-7083.
nights and weekends. High 502-328-8980, ask for Murray.
school diploma or GED re- Gina.
quired. Send resume to:
PO Box 322, Benton, KY WANTED: a baby sitter in
42025. Please reference my home. Missing Hillsthe area and position in Cypress Bay area. Days
753-2640, evenings
Tuesday's after 4:30 p.m. purchase any
which you are applying.
Gardenburger• or Boca Burger w/large
436-2508.
(C) WANTED resident as
fountain drink and receive second
WANTED
barmaids,
waitsistants and subs for the
burger for $1.49
resses
dancers,
&
$500
Murray & Mayfield area.
(Excludes Delivery)
Applicants need to be ma- plus weekly. Doll House
Margarita Chicken
Now
serving
ture adults with experience Cafe, Paris, TN.
every Wednesday
working with youth that 901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.
Purchase after 4:30 p.m. and receive
have challenging beha- WANTED part-time janitor
free small sundae.
viors. Shift work-- even- for evening and weekend
(Excludes Delivery)
ings, nights and weekends_ work. Possible full-time
High school diploma or work in the future.
Chestnut
1304
B
• Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Write to:
GED required. -Send re- PO Box 451, Murray, KY
753-0575
sume to: PO Box 322, Ben- 42071.
ton, KY 42025. Please reference the area and posi- WANTED resident manation in which you are gers. Couples to live in very
nice homes in Murray &
aPPIYing.
Mayfield area to care for
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
DO you need a GED? Do youth with challenging beyou need hope for the fu- haviors. High
school dipHrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
ture and help to get a solid loma or GED required.
career? We have 22 JOB Room and board, benefits,
Anytime
By Appointment A.
openings for people 16 thru competative salary and
21 that are not full time high training provided. Send reschool students_ Call sume to: PO Box 322, Ben753-9378 Five days a week ton, KY 42025. Please rebetween 8:00am-3:00pm. ference the area and posiThis project is funded by tion in which you are
the Job Training Partner- applying.
ship Act through the Kentucky Department for Em070
ployment Services and the
Domestic
West Kentucky Private In& CNIdcate
dustry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity prog- ABSOLUTELY clean! Exram. Auxiliary aids and ser- perienced cleaning service,
vices are available upon home or office, references
624 N. 4th Street (Old 641)• Section #2
request to individuals with available. Call Kim at
Murray, KY 42071
disabilities.
436-2569.
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Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices
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GARY'S ENGINE )
MACHINE SHOP

A FUN REWARDING
HOME-BASE BUSINESS
for successful career
minded people. Family flexibility, join Discovery Toys.
Manager Francie Ray,
759-4739.
HOUSEKEEPER needed.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 12pm-7pm.
Job duties include: cleaning, laundry, ironing, running errands & cooking
evening meal. Must be dependable with references.
435-4597 between
8pm-9pm
NANNY. Connecticut couple with 3 children under 7
seeks nanny for one year.
We enjoy swimming and
reading Join us on our trip
to England this winter Kate
800-755-4523.
NOW hiring assistant manager & attendants for Murray gas & convenient store.
Reply to: PO Box 1040 J,
Murray, KY 42071.

BABYSITTING in my home
Mon-Fri, also available.
Mother's Day out arrangements. 753-1869.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.
MOTHER of two will care
for children in my home.
753-1794.
MOTHER of 2yr old will
babysit your child of 12mos
to 3yrs in my home Mon-Fir.
Experience in Early Childhood Education. Call
753-7083
WILL babysit any hour.
$1/hr, have references
436-2903
WILL stay with elderly
753-4590 if no answer
leave message on machine I will return calls
Will sit with elderly Call
354-8813

E.O.E.

Murray Now Has Its Own
Private Employment Service

rock

tub,
753.

502-759-1333 , '

Corn Austin Now Hiring
Sales Associates

BOC
cave

Advertisers are requested to
check Itte Nat Ineedlan of
Pia ads lor any error. Mundy
Lodges ik ranee wil be 110sponibie lor only one Incorrect Ineettloa Any error
should be repotted immedldefy so corrections can be
made.
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GRILL cooks & all positions. Apply anytime in person: Christopher's, South
12th, Murray. No phone
calls please.
HELP wanted for furniture
delivery, set up & warehouse work. Get application at Wiggins Furniture,
Hwy 641 N. between
9am-5pm
HIRING morning maintenance, sandwich makers &
grillman for daytime only.
Must be able to work
weekends. Apply at
Wendy's, 1111 Chestnut
St, Murray Speak to a
manager.
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr, for exam and
application info call (219)
769-8301 est KY 535,
8arn-8pm, Sun-Fri

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
100

Business
Opportunity
FRANCHISE- Mayfield,
Paducah, Fulton, Benton,
Martin TN, Paris TN & Nationwide 753-1300
120
Computers
HIGH OUAUTY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT & ONSITE SERVICE. CALL
HAWKINS RESEARCH,
753-7001.

SECRETARY. Medical ofboa Computer experience
necessary. Call 753-0604

HOLLAND Personal Computer Consultation On-site
tutoring, virus protection.
software installation & purchasing advise 436-5321

SONIC Drive-In hiring fulltime day °Oak Sam-5pm
Apply in parson, Mon-Fn
between 9am-5pin

IBM PS1 Pro computer, Ep
son action printer $1.000
Price nogoliabte
753-4114 after 5 30pm

• ...sm.m..~81

Phone: 502-753-0593
CYLINDER BORING • CRANK GRINDING
ROD RECONDITIONING • HEADS RECONDITIONING
HOT TANK CLEANING • GLASS BEADING
PRESS WORK • LIFTER GRINDING
Gary Lewis, Owner & Operator
40 Years Experience

COMPUTER FOR SALE
Immediate Availability
Tandy 1000 RIA/HD Processor:
1 MB Ram
40 MB HD
VGA Monitor:
DMP 135 Dot Matrix Printer:
Keyboard:
6.2 DOS, Lots of Software.

ALL OF THE ABOVE
SACRIFICE PRICE $550.00
John A. Salter • 5021753-8849
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Anteies
For Sala
6FT drafting tal3413 excellent condition Will take
best offer 901 644 1014
ATTENTION gamers
Sega Genesis system plus
5 games plus 6 button
control, $200 753-0559
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BOGARD trucking and excavating inc We haul top
sod gravel NI dirt white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CEDAR chest, $50 3pc
bedroom suit with mattress,
$150 2 twin beds with
dresser, $140 Table 6
chairs. $150 Baby things,
Greco battery operated
swing Baby bouncer bath
tub, etc All in great shape
753-0199

:tr.

).

71

M.

KENMORE large capacity
dryer less than lyr old
Excellent condition For details call 753-0902 after
5pm or leave message
GAS range has piletiess
ignition GE dishwasher
Both are like new Hoover
vaccum 759 2051

&puttees!.
For Rad

For Rent
Or Lasso

Pulpit
Salo

14X70 31x 2 toattis central
am gas heat & stove re
higerator & dishwasher
Underpinning. wheels ax
els blocks, tie downs
10X 16 covered porch Must
seN! 753-0231

DUPLEX, quiet residential
area new university 2br
appliances lyr lease
S300/mo 753-8096 after
5pm

Just Opened

COMMUNITY
YARD SALE

1990 CLAYTON Coach
Estates G-4, $17,500
753-4261
1991 16X80 3br, 2 full
baths central tea For more
details 856-3963 after
4Prn

160
Homo
Fumishinas
COUNTRY blue 4 cushion
couch set of brass lamps
full size maple bed with
mattress & springs
492 8615

1993 14X60 GATEWAY
2br, 1 bath, central tea
deck with separate storage
building furnished inciud
ing washer & dryer A-6 Fox
Meadows Call 753-7907

GREY recliner, excellent
condition, $75 492-8865
COUNTRY JEANS 5 miles
94W 759-1062 Thur-Fn KING size waterbed, $150
Sat Queen size waterbed,
12pm-4pm
10arn-4pm 10% ott mens $150 Both have liner &
Lee, Guess & LA Gear heater & headboards
jeans 10% off ladies Lee 753 5467
leans $10 rack ladies QUEEN size sleeper sofa &
leans Carhart1 work matching chair Call after
clothes, sizes 38-50
6pm 753-5621
Coverall, overall, jackets
vests Western wear for QUEEN size waterbed,
men & ladies Wrangler. mirror, canopy, excellent
Brushpapper, Silver Lake. condition $500 753-1612
& Rocky Mountains
WOOD stove, blower, pipe
FAX MACHINE Tandy, Refrigerator, stove, washer
used 6mos, like new $250 & dryer, a/c 753-6211 after
5pm
489-2973 before 3pm
HARDWOOD cherry, oak.
walnut, maple, ash, bass.
cedar & cottonwood Furniture grade & hand crafts
Phone 753-2925
STEEL BLDGS. DEALS.
FACTORY
SAVE BIG ON 1200
THRU 12,000 SO. FT.
WILL DELIVER, CAN
PUT UP.
(502) 247-1745.

JACUZZI whirlpool bath
tub, 4'7-X5'11, 1,4 hp motor, $850 759-9749

rge

Mobilo
Howes For Sais

Appian,.

MASON Shoe Dealer
Wide variety of sizes, styles
& widths All American
made Quality & value For
Call
men & women
753-0790
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

NICE 12X65 2br, 2 tell
baths, w/d hook-up, deck,
hilly set up on 'I, acre
rented lot $3.750
753-6012
ONE of the area's largest
selections of quality built
energy efficient homes"
New 1995 models & 1994
carry overs. Our homes,
our set-up and our prices
equals VALUE" Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy 79
TN
Paris,
E,
1-800-642-4891
2l10
Moble
Homes For Ront

200
Sports
Equipment

2BR, no pets 753-9866
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

1
AMTRACKER dee
stand (ladder type), 13
overall New in box, never
used, $125 firm Call
753-0321 after 5 30pm

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

MOBILE Home Village, wa
ter furnished, $80/rno Col
eman RE, 753-9898

NEW' Tour Select, graphite shah golf clubs 1-3-5
woods 3 thru pw, $300
759-9874

NEW mobile home park
Concrete drives & parking.
$85/mo includes water &
garbage Newer model
homes only. 5 miles South
of Murray. 492-8488.

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse. $95/mo including all utilities. 753-1266.

Musical
2 8" MTX sub woofers in
factory band pass box &
cobalt 260 amp by Orion,
3mos old $400 firm
753-5789

NICE 3pc bedroom suite, PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk. 753-9600
$185 Short hair brown car
pet, approx 350sq ft, $50 UPRIGHT piano, antique
Womans 12 speed bike, green, good working condi$35 753-0062 after 5pm
tion $200 Call 759-9901
POTTED MUMS #1 Very
2,10
affordable *2 3 sizes #3
Over 31 colors & varieties
bliscallansous
*4 You don't have to dig
D&M Market, 403 Syca- GET STARTED IN THE
more 753-7483
COMPUTER MULTI-

CLASSIFIED

SX•••M
,
• `

Want
To Rent
WANT to rent 3BR home,
94 East area or 641 N
area, close to Hardin, LBL
employee, new to area
474-2241 Van Smith,
RM*8

1BR available now, nice
neighborhood, appliances
furnished, $210/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. 1" bath townhouse.
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances turn
ished
Coleman RE.
753-9898

'n'Sr

2BR, 1 bath 1906 A Westwood, nice duplex, central
ha Includes new washer &
dryer Dishwasher, refrigerator. stove BIG
ROOMS. Lease, deposit
$410/mo 753 8734

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Deere epen Et 6001

Knights of Columbus Hall

2BR apartment No pets
Near campus available
Oct 7th. $215/mo
753-5980

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
NONPROFIT ORGAPAZATION
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
753-0466 P0.Box 1033 Murray

2BR duplex gas heat, low
utilities. $325/mo, 1207
Poplar St 753-2339
2BR duplex 1707 Ridgew$300/mo
ood Dr
759 4406

Americas Second Car

Duckling
CAMIEZEC211
Locations Coast to Coast
er

2BR duplex available now
Appliances furnished central hia $350/reo coiernan
RE 753 9898

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

2BR, very nice, central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

5
1

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

3BR 2 bath low ublibea
with garege $550fmo
753-3293 after 6pm

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

=•1611,

•

LARGE nice lbr apartment Heat, sewer, water,
garbage pick-up furnished
Near university & hospital
Call 753-8756
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Bypass Mini
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10xt0
up to 20x20
753-2225
BARN Large air cured But
ley 753 1300 9am 6pm
489-2116 7pm lOpm
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905.
753-7536
t713
LWestock
& Supplies
FOR sale 3 bull calves
753 6636
HAY for sale Fescue &
Clover, $1 75 a bale Will
store for $2 a bale
436-2569

Pets
& Supplies
2 BEAGLES 4yrs. old, 1
male, 1 female 437-4829
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
IRISH & Golden Setter pup
pies for sale out of great
hunting dogs & ideal for
kids Call 437 4043 after
2pm

new appliances, $525/rno
1yr lease
No pets
753-8856
NEW 2br, duplex with garage, quiet neighborhood
Available end of September. Call 753-1323,
753-2168

NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up
Northwood No pets $375
plus deposit 753-1953
days, 753-0870 nights
NORTH WOOD duplex, 2br
with 1511 closets, central
h/a, new wall to wall carpeting, newly decorated, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, disposal, w/d
hook-up, new vinyl floor in
kitchen Separate 20X3Oft
storage building with overhead door No pets
$425/mo $425 security
753-3018.
NOW available' lbr furnished apartment with all
utilities included in tent No
pets Near downtown Deposit & lease required
$270/mo 436-2755
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br, 1 bath, w-d
hook-up, dishwasher, appliances, $375/mo deposit. 753-6132, 762-1120
before 3pm
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished,
central h/a. $425/mo 1
month deposit. lyr lease
No pets 753 2905
lan
Houses
For Rent
1517 GLENDALE New
paint, new carpet, new gas
central h/a $600/mo plus
deposit 554-3547
2BR brick with carport
Available now $425/mo
Coleman RE, 753 9898
2BR house near downtown
Murray 753-4109
3BR. 1'e bath house, car
port, appliances furnished
$475/mo 759-4406
APPROXIMATELY 3 miles
from Murray on Hwy 280
electric h/a, $300/mo &
$300 deposit 753 4498
NEWLY decorated 3br 2
bath, central h/a in Hazel
492-8526 after 5pm
SMALL lbr house on Miller
Ave. $180/mo 753 8767 or
759 1879

ROTTWEILER puppies no
papers, $50 ea 436-6083
410
Public
Sal*

Garage Sale
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
94E to 280 past MSU
Golf Course, 2nd road
to right, Ralph Wright
Road.
Washer, dryer. gas hot water heater, Flyer bike, dishes, clothes (boy's, gins,
women's small-plus size),
new crochet items. odds &
ends, small table w.2
chairs, humidifier, twin &
full headboards

Garage
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
Oct. 6 & 7
121 North turn right onto
299 (Kirksey Hwy.) to
Poor Farm Rd. 3rd house
on light.
First time this year Several
families All sizes of clothes
(men's, women's, children),
household linens, junk
teaks, new & old items

BIG
YARD SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
94 East to 280, 1/4
mile on left.
Sezylor round boat
motor
and trolling
(used once), clothes.
shoes dishes, furniture, heaters, riding
mower, push mower,
gas weedeater, much
more

HUGE
GARAGE SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
Oct 6 & 7
8 a m. tilt dark
2121 Southwest Dr., ofl
Gibbs Store Rd.(Southwest Villa)
Leftovers from yard sale.
plus new items, pillows.
woodcrafts, shells, pictures, boy's clothes sizes
14-16. pictures. lots of
household decorations,
men's neckties, old ash
trays and bottles, ladies
clothes, and figurines

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

2 ACRES Hwy 121 3 miles
S of New Concord 10011
well 2 old trailers $12 000
1-(313)-654 9117

Thurs, Fri., & Sat.
7 a.m. till ?
Al New Concord,
across from Postoffice
Tires, small tools. dishes ironware, quilt
pieces, blue jars, vegetables and produce,
clothing of all sizes
much more For more
info call 436-2350

BY OWNER 2br 1 bath
white frarne Eat .n kitchen
living room family room
New gas central h a new
outbuildingworkshop city
water/sewer Fenced back
yard $25 000 Hardin
437 4114

1965 MALIBU Chevelle
Super Sport 83 XXX miles
$3500 firm 7530371)

1974 VOLVO mint condi
lion, $2000 759 4421

510

Thurs. & Frl.
8 a.m. till ?
Northwind M.H.P.,
North 16th St.
Water bed, air compressor furniture, new
quilts, winter clothes
(all sizes), lots of stuff,
something for everyone Canceled if raining

1987 CHRYSLER 5th Av
&nue, silver, gray good
shape except for broken
grill & worn out tires
1 25.XXX miles would
make *good work car
759 1156 before 5pm

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
430
Real
Estate
89 ACRE tract on Donaldson Creek 71 acres suitable for hunting & 18 acres
cropland with flowing
creek $40,000 Call Pat
Carr (502)522-4699 day &
(502)522-5944 nights
Caldwell Banker Service
1st Realty
COUNTRY living made
convenient- 8 acre building
site, 2 miles from Murray on
nice blacktop off 121 South
Access to city water,
$32000 753-7210
HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502 489 2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAKEFRONT and lake
area properties ranging
from $18,000 to $499,000
Carr
Pat
Call
(502)522-4699 days or
(502)522-5944 nights
Caldwell Banker Service
1st Realty

BRICK 3br, 2 bath home in
Panarama Shores, only 10
miles from Murray Many
extras include fireplace,
deck, sun room. 2 car garage, plus 2 boat/car canopy, central h/a, shared
boat dock Offered in the
$80 s through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MLS*3000132
EXCELLENT view of lake
Shared dock. 3br, air, completely furnished, carpeted
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623

LOTS of lots priced a
55 000 & up City & county
Call Bob for details. Grey's
Properites, 759-2001
Home 753-2509
460

room with mirrored dress
ing suite & bath Family
room with cozy brick fire
place & wet bar area 3br &
office for the executive
Beautiful landscaped cor
ner lot Call today' Protes
sional Real Estate
759-1591
COUNTRY style home built
this year 2br, 2 bath, front
porch large open area with
cathedral ceiling designed
to add 2 car garage & 3rd
bedroom
$87,000
59 2571
FAMILY expanding/ Try
this new listing 'for size'
5br, 2 baths plus unfin
'shed bonus room above
garage Located on Quail
Creek Dr in Gatesborough
Subdivision Offered at
$139,900 Contact Kop
perud Realty. 753-1222
MLS#3000152

Shores 2br, 1 bath
kitchen family room utility
nice lot $34,000 negoti
able 554-5680, 442 3864
NEW 3br, 2 bath, LiV,P tub,
oak cabinets 1280sq ft liv
mg. garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67.500 753-5561

3BR 2 bath home on 8
acres with good road frontage on Hwy 94W has a
detached garage & a
42X48 metal shop
$79 500 753-5243,
435 4612
3BR brick on one acre lot
detached two car garage
with workroom Located
two miles west of Hardin
Hwy 80 437 4267

60 ACRES on East St Line
Rd Beautiful building site
with electricity 759 1588
approximately
West of Lynn
Grove Call 753 4761

HOUSE & acreage for sale
753 1300 9sm 6pm
489 2116 7pm tOpm

520
Boats
& Motors
1984 15, ft Alumacrah
40hp motor trolling motor
2 depth finders 2 batteries
753 4549 leave message
ALUMINUM Jon boat 1511
with motor, trailer & extras
492 8615
530
Sendai
Meted
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling
moving clean-up. odd jobs
tree trimming tree removal
yard mowing mulch haul
ing Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744

1987 OLDS Calais
Brougham excellent condi
lion $3 500 obo 759 9641
1987 PARK Avenue excel
lent condition, very nice
759 9413
1989 CHRYSLER 5th Avenue. 61K miles 4 XXX on
new Michelins excellent,
$6995 759-9522

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling tree
trimming tree removal &
cleaning out sheds attics
odd jobs & will haul &
spread mulch Free esti
mates 436 5744 Luke
Lamb

1989 OLDS Cutlass Sera
clean 489 2644, 489 2281
aner 5pm

1 1 1 1 1 HAULING tree
trimming mulch & dirt haul
ing clean out sheds &
bushhogging Free esti
Paul Lamb
mates
436-2102

1989 OLDS Cutlass International all options new
tires white with charcoal
interior. $6 500 obo
753 9514 753 2133

1 1 1 1 Tree removal, mow
mg. mulching raking
cleaning out sheds & haul
ing Joe 436-2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming hauling Mark
436-2528
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming. hauling Mark
436-2528
Al Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759- 16R.3

FORD Taurus 1988, new
transm!ss.on, $2,700
759 2385

1968 CHEVY swb proiec
Nick 35C-30011p new tires
Orr rally wheels, many high
performance parts, needs
finishing Must see $3,100
obo 492 8282, 489-2814

NEW 3br homes, 95-100°A,
financing- up to 30yrs fixed 1976 FORD, good shape,
$1 200 obo 436 2102
rate to qualified buyers Priced from $70's $80's
1983 FORD Ranger truck,
753-3672 after 5pm
good 84 XXX miles
436 2528 Mark
800
:1
5
.
NEW house for sale'
2400sq ft under roof. 1950 1985 FORD F-600 2sp
Irving sq ft, 3br. 2 bath axel 14tt steel Parklane
kitchen, family room, dining flatbed very good condi
room, utility, 2 car garage • ,:rm 56 000 obo 759 1894
gas heat, central air Great
buy' Call 753 7435 days 1986 CHEVY S 10 jaw, 4sp
$2 200 obo
-ans
753-3966 evenings
-53 8525
NEARING
NEW
COMPLETION 3tx, 2 bath 1988 FORD Lariat, long
house with formal dining hed w(th tool box V-8, auto,
room located in Campbell 1./ over drive excellent conEstates on Larkspur Drive -d tion loaded, 50,XXX
Extras include bay window mile 759 1565
in breakfast room, walk in '989 CHEVY, lwb p -s
closet hardwood in entry
t-,iakes & air 753 8856
and app 1100sq ft of attic
1993 FORD Explorer XLT
storage Priced to sell
:12 XXX miles excellent
759458€
$19 500
condition
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath, 615-232 8182 after 6pm
with great flowing lay out
beautiful kitchen, breakfast l93S 10 Tahoe V 6, 5sp
room, separate dining 9 300 miles $9,000
-53 5107
room Lots of extras coon
try club view Call for your '993 TOYOTA extended
appointment today
alp auto a-c, bedliner,
753-2905 753-7536
500 436 5321
UNDER CONSTRUC
TION spacious 2 story
brick house on Cut De Sac
in city subdivision
$193000 Workentin Pen
ner Homes 759 2571
435-4013 435 4040
470

2BR home with large
rooms, hardwood floors,
good closet space & all
appliances Located on
nice residential street near
downtown, it is ready to
meet your needs Just
$39,900 Contact KopPerud Realty, 753-1222
MLS#3000068

Campws
1969 AIRSTREAM 2911
rear bath new interior road
ready 753 0114

FOR sale by owner Brick
home with vinyl siding trim
1989 TOYOTA Celica, ex3br. 2 bath, enclosed tra clean red sunroof.
garage/shop Wired for 110 62 XXX miles excellent
& 220 12X12 out building condition
$ 7 1 00
with concrete floor Central 492 8865
ha, ceiling fans, dis
hwasher & self cleaning 1991 CHEVY Corsica,
tack, 4dr 60,XXX
oven, large deck, on
acre lot located in Kirksey $7500 obo 527-8167
Priced in low $70's Call 1991 EAGLE Summit auto
489 2716 weekends & after trans air excellent condi3 30pm Mon Fri
tion good gas mileage Call
LAKE home, Anderson 474 8384 after 5pm

Homes
For Salo
1 ACRE like new. 2b
home, fireplace, garage
shop, office new Iron
porch Call Bob for details
Grey's Properties
Home
759 2001
753-2509

1965 CHEVY swb 283 V 8
2sp power glide auto runs
& drives good excellent
truck for restoration Make
a reasonable otter
59 2051

1973 FORD Maverick
body rough runs excellent
$700 obo 753 3557

BY OWNER 3br 1/i bath
bock ranch Eat in kitchen, 1975 FORD Maverick, runs
formal dining room, loving good body good cold aic
room family room with 4 $800 489 2973 before
bay window Central gas 3pm
heat & air wall to wall car1979 PONTIAC Firebird
pet. ceiling tans Jacuzzi
Formula, original 301 auto
14x1411 storage bldg Lot
runs good, needs paint
75150 adiacient lot avail
Call 759 9637 &
able Walk to banks & shop- $750
ping Priced to sell mid leave message
$70s Call for appt
1980 AUDI 5000 local car
753-4359
sunroof am fm stereo, all
CANTERBURY delight tea leather, fuel injection
tures large master bed- $1950 753 8096

3BR brick, 1 bath 2 car
shop, 1 acre 8 miles East of
Murray Must sell to settle
estate Only $37,500
759 1882 leave message

FOR sale
CLASSIFIED 4',
acres

Kansa
For Saw

1

380

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1- 2br apartChow Chow puppies
ments. Apply in person NICE
6wks old
/ea
1:30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri, $75
753-6456
1409 Duigiud Dr
Grooming
NEW 2br, 2 bath triplex, PEG'S Dog
753-2915
garage,
1,200 plus sq toot

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat Lease No
pets 1821 Ridgewood,
$425/mo 753-7457

1BR apartment partially
furnished, water furnished
$265/mo.
No pets
$265/deposit 753-7953.

Call 753-1916 for details.

LARGE 2br, 2 bath 2
blocks from university, cen
tral h/a, w/d hook-up Partial utilities furnished No
lease required No pets
$335/mo 753-3949

SHOP on 280 $225/mo
Deposit 753-8848 before
9pm

1402 B Michelle 2br duplex, includes washer,
dryer, refrigerator, microwave, stove, central gas
heat, central electric air
$425/mo, lease, no pets
753-8734

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in
duded, rent based on in
come 55& older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888

NEW duplex, central air.
gas heat & water, appliances furnished, 2br,
$375/mo Call 753-0274 or
759-1503 days or
759-1594 nights

1 2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU. No
75 3- 1 25 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm

Business on
a Budget?

IN country, lbr deluxe,
completely furnished all
utilities paid has all accessories
$ 375 / m o
436-2722

RETAIL store on busy
121N at Coldwater. Older
home with lots of charm,
make great antique/craft
shop_ Reasonable
502-489-2266.

Apartments
For Rent

All New At Tooters in Hazel
492-6111

HAZEL Apartments Hazel.
KY now taking applications
You must be 62 handicapped,or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
527-8574 or 492-8721

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.

320

AVAILABLE TODAY...
ioxi0 Self Storage

EFFICIENCY apartment
$100/M0 No pets Near
aampus 753-5980

NEW 2br tri-plex apartments, gas heat w/d hookup, appliances furnished
no pets, available Oct 15th
$425/mo deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties

310

WOOD burning fireplace MEDIA REVOLUTION.
insert, some wood, $135 $99 CD-ROM DRIVE WITH
20" bike, $15 Kerosene FREE INSTALLATION.
heater, 22,600 BTU's, $65 HAWKINS RESEARCH,
502-753-7001.
753-3297

5B
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Motorcycl*s
1980 YAMAHA Exciter I
250cc street bike, excellent
condition. 2.500 miles. 2
helmets. $600 753 2495

A 1 CARPENTRY WORK.
New construction rem&
citing porches, decks Also
house plans drawn No job
too small Call J&C Con
struction 436 5398

a

A-1 carpenter for sheds
barns & porches, etc Paint
mg roots & siding Ask tor
Luke 436-2102
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699
ALL home repairs sheetrock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs experience Small jobs welcome
Licensed & insured
474-8377
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515

Did you need a
GT!? NI
yesterday? Ask us about our

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.
WOOD WORKS

6111('

753-2378

382-2306

1985 HONDA Shadow
16.XXX miles, $800
753-5467
1992 RM 125, performance
suspension, bills pipe &
silencer, excellent condi
bon $1.850 492 8727

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
cuSTOkil WOODWORKING
All Types Of

HONDA Elite. 265 actual
miles, like new $650
753-5738

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Yamaha 4 Wheeler
Moto-4 1987
Super Condition
52 700 00
753-2574
after 5 30 p m
1185

Auto
Parts
2 TRUCK tool boxes
$50/ea (4) 5 bar chrome
Craiger wheels $125
753-0062 after 5pm
MOPAR 1965 413 engine
165hp Would make good
ouilder, $400 Big block
Chrys 4sp • bell housing
$250 436 5084

• Drop by and see our showroom
4(11) SJNAURY

7
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MURRAY (Bohind Bunny Bread)

753 5940
•

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING &
Central Heating

ELECTRIC, Inc.

Cooling Service 4 Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant
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Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699
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Services
Offered

Services
Offered

i•

4..

,• 1.•

BACKHOE Service ROY EXPERIENCED drywall
PROFESSIONAL custom
HILL Septic system, drive- finishing References avail
painting Interiordexterior
ways, hauling, foundations, able 436-2060
residential Of commercial,
etc 759-4664
experience in new or older
EXPERT painting- Rem
homes
436-5070,
BACKHOE Service corn dental & commercial 25
436-2582
plete foundations, septic years experience No Job
systems R H Nesbitt Con too big or too small Free
ROCKY COLSON Home
struction Phone 4928516. estimates D&J Painting
Repair Roofing, siding,
pager 762-7221
painting, plumbing, con753-7040
crete Free estimates Call
BILL'S Window Cleaning. GERALD WALTERS
474-2307
Residential/Commercial Roofing vinyl siding paint753-5934
SEAMLESS
gutters ining Free estimates 18
stalled, residential or comBOB'S Plumbing Repair years experience Local remercial. Servall Gutter Co
Service All work guaran- ferences 753-2592
753-1134 or HIGH QUAUTY COMPU- 753-6433
teed
436-5832
TER EQUIPMENT 8 ON- SEWING machine repair.
CARPORTS for cars and SITE SERVICE. CALL Kenneth Barnhill,
trucks Special sizes for HAWKINS RESEARCH, 753-2674. Stella, KY.
motor home, boats RVs 753-7001.
SHEETROCK finishing,
and etc Excellent protectextured ceilings Larry
tion. high quality, excellent
Chrisman 492-8742.
value Roy Hill 759-4664 JIM'S Garden Service
SUREWAY
Tree & Stump
Gardens- breaking, disCHIM Chlm Chimney
king, tilling Lawns- seeding Removal Insured with full
Sweeps has 10% senior
line of equipment Free es& fertilizing new or existing
citizen discounts We sell
Blade work & bush - timates Day or night,
chimney caps and screens hogging
Reasonable 753-5484
435-4191
rates 753-3413
THE Gutter Co Seamless
COUNTERTOPS, custom KITCHEN CABINET RE- aluminum gutters, variety
Homes, trailers, offices FACING Make your old of colors Licensed, inWulft's Recovery, Murray. new again with Formica All sured Estimate available
436-5560
759-4690
colors, free estimates
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Wulff's Recovery Murray, VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
and Cooling Service Com- KY 436-5560
Service Center, cleaningplete installation and serLICENSED for electric and servicing $15, most repairs
vice
Call Gary at gas
$35. Free estimates Route
753-7203
759-4754
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- MOWING,$8 acre,$40 mitems, 354-8161 after 4pm nimum 753-0062 Mickey
Pierce
Horace Sholar
cn
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways, boats,
mobile homes. Fully insured & completely mobile.
759-4734.
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Funded by Operation Open Arms Family Support Program, children of
soliders from the Murray National Guard unit got a chance to see
equipment up close during Family Fun Days.

Family Fun Day success
Why June Young, customer service representalive at the Bank of Murray,
gives to the United Way: "By giving to United Way through payroll deduction,
I never even miss the money from my check, but United Way is able to use my
donation in their concentrated effort to help many different people with many
different needs."

Family Fun Day was held August
14 at the National Armory.
This event has been held each
summer for the past three years.
Special Guest was State Rep. Fred
Curd, local VFW members, and
438th M.P.G. retirees.
Lunch was served and there were
games and drawings. This year's

entertainment was the first Ms.
438th beauty contest. The winner
was presented with a crown, roses
and a case of motor oil, compliments of Kentucky Lake Oil.
The annual picnic is funded by
Operation Open Arms Family Support Program.

Free
Column
4 FREE kittens, all males,
3mos old, 1 black, 2 black &
gray, 1 yellow. Very lovable. 759-4467.

FREE kittens & mother.
PRO Builders- concrete, 489-2077
room additions, drywall,
roofing, vinyl siding, decks, MALE cat, neutered, delandscaping. 474-8411 clawed, with litter box & cat
carrier 435-4604
Kirk

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Second grader Jon Waite experiments with a new program on the computer after completing a class assignment at Murray Christian
Academy.

Anne Pickens, an eighth grader at Murray Middle School, has been
selected as Student of the Week. The daughter of Ruth and Jim Pickens, she enjoys cheerleading, tennis, rollerbiading and participating on
the Student Council.

HOROSCOPES*

753-1916

Call Us Today!

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Luck is a Friendly Enemy
Tomorrow: Good, better, best.
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•AQJ96
(11 6 3
•6 32
+743
WEST
EAST
+8732
4K4
Q 107
11,K 85 4
• 1098 7
•5 4
+.1 6
+K 1098 2
SOUTH
+ 105
A J 92
•AKQJ
+AQ5
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
14
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
The best approach to the play of
a hand is to rely on luck as little as
possible. Forexample,take this deal
where West led a diamond against
three notrump. Declarer won with
thejack and played the ten ofspades,
everyone following low. He then led
the five of spades and finessed the
jack, losing to East's king.
Back came the ten of clubs, won
by declarer with the queen,but South
had already run out of steam. His

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!
I NO AKUS
Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S. 13th St. Murray. KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

only winners were four diamonds,
two clubs, a spade and a heart, and
he went down one.
It is granted at once that East
made a super play by ducking the
ten of spades. Had he taken the ten
with the king, declarer would have
made at least four notrump.
But the fact remains that South
should have made the contract anyway. The best line of play is to overtake the ten of spades at trick two
with dummy's jack. Let's assume
that East ducks; otherwise, it's all
over but the shouting.
Declarer next plays a club from
dummy and finesses the queen.As it
happens,the finesse wins and South
has his ninth trick. Naturally, he
then eschews a second spade finesse,
since that could cost him the contract. And so, by following the suggested line of play, declarer winds
up with 12 tricks.
What is the advantage of playing
this way?The answer is that it gives
South a chance to make the contract
in two ways: if West was dealt the
king of spades or if East was dealt
the king of clubs. Declarer thus has
two ways to succeed instead of only
the one he has if he relies solely on
the location of the king ofspades.In
that way,he minimizes the element
of luck.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last

Main St.

753-4461

THURSDAY,OCTOBER 6, 1994

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope.'based on your own
date of birth. call I -900-988-t88. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE catch your fancy. A retiree begins a
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: lucrative second career..
Romance remains high on your list
N'IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: Use
of priorities. Loved ones, will be the healing power in your hands.
unusually supportive. Strong-willed Working in a garden or learning a
and adventurous, you welcome new craft w ill put you in touch with
intellectual challenges! Creative nature. Play it safe in financial matventures flourish in 1995. Others ters. Do not rush into romance. ,
will be eager to board your success
• LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Haptrain. Be more discriminating when pily. you and your co-workers are
socializing with work associates, on the same wavelength now. Team
Luck helps you improve your finan- efforts will spark increased profits.
cial standing.
Extra self-discipline will help you
CELEBRITIES BORN- ON reach a long-cherished goal.
THIS DATE: actress Stephanie Romance looks sublime!
Zimbalist. auto racer Mike
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
McLaughlin. baseball player Ruben Your hunches pay big dividends
Sierra. tennis great Helen Wilk.
today. Make better use of vour enerARIES (March 2I -April 19): gies. Catch up on a backlog of
You should be able to carry out paperwork and overdue phone calls,
most of your plans withOut opposi- Inviting a family member to dinner
tion today. Influential people are will lead to new rapport.
assessing your work. Contracts can
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee,
be signed. Avoid burning the candle 21 Put proposed projects on hold
while you complete business assignat both ends. Get more rest!
TAURUS April 20-May• 20): A ments already underway. Close
message from overseas brings good attention to detail is essential. A
news. Money could come from an longtime relationship May be less
unexpected source. Unsettled condi- than exciting now. Put some pizzazz
lions affect romance or your into it! Be romantic.
finances. Emphasize ethics and
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
morality in your business dealings. 191: Stay alert to what is going on
Tap into your artistic talents,
around vou. A letter of gift could
GEMINI (Ma\ 21 -June 201: contain a hidden message. Give
Adopt a confident. positive attitude mate a helping hand on the home
and business associates will jump on front. Expanding your social horiyour band w i4..on. Conventional ions boosts sour spirits.
methods will work best if vou are trv AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1}{):
ing to boost sales. Join the high-tech Do not let procrastination he your
generation — invest in a computer.
undoing. Buckle down to work!
CANCER (June 21-Juls 221: The Look for a was to earn money from
success of a business or personal a favorite hobby. Keep your enterplan depends on what you do next. [ailment plans simple. combining
Exercise caution. Partnerships could business with pleasure whenever
have their ups and downs. The object practicable.
of your affections may he having
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
second thoughts. Think positively!
Romance moves into high gear.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Put your Current financial trends will work in,
intellectual curiosity to ork, vour limit-. A former foe proves to
Acquiring more knowledge will put be a valuable new ally. Conduct
you on the culling edge of \cience. your own research before presenting
A radio or television program could a special plan to higher-ups.
TODAY'S CHILDREN will enjoy people but loathe crowds. Gentle
and peace-loving. these Libras are known for their ability to see both sides
of an Lssue. Even when angered. they will vs car a mild or neutral look.
Although highly. intelligent. they also can he incredibly naive. They must be
careful not to entrust their resources to people who might misuse them. Only.
their gullibility. stands between them and lasting financial security.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

CARPET k FLOOR COVERUNG

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Brand name, 1st quality CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia,
Aladdin, Ciboney Mills & many more. VINYL, TILE and HARDWOOD by: Bruce, Tarkett & Mannington.
Fro•
Estimates
Over 25 Years Installation Expenence We Stand Behind Our WO
Whom,

Ross Insurance Agency

Sales & Installation • 753-7728

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St

641 S. 11/3 M. to Tom Taylor Rd., right 1500 ft.

753-0489
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MSU photo by Sherry McClain

PAYING TRIBUTE — Murray State University honored three of its former
students with Golden Horseshoe awards during recent Founders Day
ceremonies. Recipients were (from left) Bill Cherry, who attended MSU
from 1947-49, Murray; Bailey Gore, who received degrees from MSU In
1951 and 1957, Murray; and Dr. Adron Doran, who holds MSU degrees
from 1932 and 1948, Lexington. They joined MSU President Kern Alexander In celebrating Murray State's 71st year of providing higher education to the region.

711,E94 WOO

wafe

arse Cafe

Breakfast** LIMEN-i-Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish, Chicken, Pork Chops
*Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials •Take Outs Available
Hours: Stiti..k....11450. 5:30-2; Tys.-Tbur. 5:30-7; Fri. & Sat. 5:30-8
Hwy.94E across from ''Happy Holidays,'L•,1Vi miles from Murray •759-9030

Has0. KY

• AP

•

Torn Ts
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0
Knight-8

Pictured are the 10 emergency personnel and mental health professionals from Calloway County that attended the Critical Incident Stress Debriefing Course at Murray State Univerisity Aug.
27-28. They are, from left: Ronnie Burkeen, chief, DES Rescue
Squad; Sherry Darnall, guidance counselor, Southwest Elementary School; Ann Boss, Department of Nursing, Murray State Univeisity; Dr. Nancy Nygaard, Department of Nursing, Murray
State University; Geneva Cooper, Department of Nursing, Murray
State University; Peggy Billington, director, Calloway County
Disaster and Emergency Services; Donna Herndon, Family
Resource Center, Calloway County Schools; Kathie Gentry, Needline Executive; Karen Guthrie, Youth Service Center CCMS;
Allen Jones, senior captain, DES Rescue Squad. Instructors for
the course were Dr. Joan Lanning, clinical director for the Southwest U.S. CISD Team and Ms. Cameron Brown, training co-chair
of the Southwest U.S. CISD Team and director of crisis management for the Fort Worth, Texas, Fire Department/Tarrant
County.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 5, the 278th day of 1994. There are 87
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 5, 1921, the World Series was broadcast on radio for the
first time, with sportswriter Grantland Rice describing the action
between the New York Yankees and the New York Giants (who won
the series).
On this date:
In 1813, the Battle of the Thames was fought in Upper Canada during the War of 1812. The British troops were soundly defeated, and
their Indian ally, Tecumseh, was killed.
In 1830, the 21st president of the United States, Chester Arthur,
was born in Fairfield, Vt.
In 1947, in the first televised White House address, President Truman asked Americans to refrain from eating meat on Tuesdays and
poultry on Thursdays to help stockpile grain for starving people in
Europe.
In 1953, Earl Warren was sworn in as the 14th chief justice of the
United States, succeeding Fred M. Vinson.
In 1962, the Beatles' first hit, "Love Me Do," was first released in
the United Kingdom.
In 1969, "Monty Python's Flying Circus" made its debut on BBC
Television.
In 1986, American Eugene Hasenfus was captured by Sandinista
soldiers after the weapons plane he was flying in was shot down over
southern Nicaragua.
Ten years ago: The space shuttle Challenger, carrying a crew of
five men and two women, blasted off from Cape Canaveral, Fla., on
an eight-day mission.
Five years ago: A jury in Charlotte, N.C., convicted former PTL
evangelist Jim Bakker of using his television show to defraud his followers. The Dalai Lama, the spiritual and temporal leader of Tibet,
was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
One year ago: Army Gen. John Shalikashvili was confirmed by the
Senate to head the Joint Chiefs of Staff. China set off an underground
nuclear blast, ignoring a plea from President Clinton not to do so.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Donald Pleasence is 75. Actress Glynis
Johns is 71. Comedian Bill Dana is 70. Singer-musician Steve Miller
is 51. Actress Karen Allen is 43. Rock singer and famine-relief organizer Bob Geldof is 40.
Thought for Today: "The usefulness of a meeting is in inverse
proportion to the attendance." — Lane Kirkland, AFL-CIO president.

Goshen United Methodist
Church will have a sesquicentennial celebration on Oct. 7. The
Rev. Julian Warren, former pastor, will be the speaker.
Bob (Frosty) Miller and Dan
McDaniel presented a program on
"Antiques: Buying at an Auction"
at the annual day meeting of Calloway County Homemakers held
at Pagliai's.
M.C. Garrou writes about Sue
Carmack and her encounter with
a poisonous snake in her kitchen
in his column,"Garrou's Galley."
David Jewell presented a program on "Fall Planting and Winterizing" at a meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
, Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. P:hillip Zacheretti, Sept. 18,

Twenty years ago

Robert K.
ector -1--Richart
Virginia McClure Lovins.
, escaped
borne
-Choral Activities at Murray State injury and death the night of Oct.
Forty years ago
University, has been elected pres- 4 as he was returning from Tulsa,
The fire siren on top of Murray
ident of the 11-Slate Southern Okla., in a rented light plane. He
City Hall will blow for one
District of American Choral crash landed just east of Lynn
minute each day this week to proDirectors Association for a four- Grove when his engine reportedly
claim Fire Preention Week,
year term to begin in 1975.
according to Murray Fire Chief
quit. Osborne is a cable splicer
Lynn Hewitt, daughter of Mr. with Alpha Construction Co.,
Flavil Robertson.
and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt, was which is now at work in CalloRecent births reported at Murcrowned as Homecoming Queen way County putting down underray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
at Murray High School at the ground telephone cables.
and Mrs. Elvin Baker and a hoy
MHS and Caldwell County footto Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Johnson.
The week-long membership
ball game. Her attendants were drive of Murray Civic Music
New officers of Woman's
Cindy Chrisman and Lisa Harrell. Association will get under way
Association of College PresbytePalestine United Methodist this evening with a kick off dinrian Church are Mrs. W.D. AcsChurch will hold its centennial ner at Murray Woman's Club
chbacher, Miss Retina Seiner,
celebration on Oct. 6. Pictured is House.
and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey Jr. who
an old picture of members in
were elected at a meeting at the
Mrs. T.A. Thacker of Murray
front of then church building in Memorial Baptist Church was
home of Mrs. T.H. Clack.
1900 and also of the present new elected president of WMU of
Rebecca Devine, regent of
church building. The Ed L. Southwestern Region at a meetCaptain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Crump Jr., superintendent of Par- ing held at First Baptist Church,
Daughters of American Revoluis District of Methodist Church, Paducah.
tion, attended the First District
will be the speaker.
Ed Lovins will be 96 on Oct.
meeting of Kentucky DAR held
Thirty years ago
16. He is pictured with wife, Mrs.
Sept. 27 at Henderson.

early the next morning when we
went to give him his bottle.
Our efforts to work with the Consumer Product Safety Commission
were fruitless. Evidently, manufacturing laws are expensive to fight
and next to impossible to change.
We were told that the bear was an
import, and therefore was one of the
millions of items sold in this country which are hard to regulate. We
were distressed to learn that the
same country that does so much to
save premature babies, handicapped children, etc. — at any cost
— would do so little to protect children from such a tragic death.
Please warn your readers that it
is up to them to check all toys they

••■••••...

purchase for their children, as well
DEAR HEARTBROKEN:
Thank you for your generosity
as gifts they may receive.
Our friends, and even our pedia- m warning other parents about
trician, were surprised that such a
the tragic accident that took
terrible thing could happen. They
your precious Adam. I have read
relayed their concern and told us about button
eyes on stuffed
that Adam's death made them
animals becoming detached and
"aware." We hope to reach as many posing a
danger to infants and
other people as possible. Although it toddlers, but
who would think
one
even
problem,
common
is not a
that a ribbon 6 inches long and
child is one too many to lose in such a quarter of an inch wide
would
a horrible and senseless way.
ball up and kill an infant?
We can never replace our son,
Your letter is a timely
but if this letter can prevent that reminder for parents to
examtragedy from happening again, we ine toys for anything
that could
will feel that Adam did not die in become detached and
obstruct
vain.
a windpipe, injure an eye or
HEARTBROKEN IN UTAH
break the skin.
* * *

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

WELL,FOLKS, I CAN'T LET'S
UN-ON, I OON'T
DO YOU
HAVE A COIN...
DECIDE FLIP A
WANT To
, COIN j I'LL HAVE TO GO
BUY ONE 9
GET ONE

WHAT'S
KEEPING
HIM ?

I'LL GO
AND SEE

DEAR ABBY: I was
those Ph.D.s who insisted ,1)
called "Doctor."
My father put the whole !wilier
in proper perspective \\ hc•ri I
became a corporate vice president
at a relatively early age.
He reminded me that the number of people who come to
fuMeral would probably depend on hor
hard it is raining at the time.
My wife was even more humbling — unintentionally, I'm sure
Upon leaving for the office (on iny
first day as a vice president. she
called out to me i loudly. "I)on't tiorget to take out the garbage, John''.
JOHN G. IN FLORIDA

By GARY LARSON

JEEZ, wi4AT COULD
OE TAKING SO
LONG'

f
•

Cf-

D

*

- WICKETS
CALVIN and HOBBES

1OURE ME
oNE

'14410
GOES To
WORK, AND
NOT MOM?

DEAR JOHN: Lucky you.
Between your father and your
wife, they will keep you humble.
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s(OUR tADIAS 30B HAD k LOT
VEIL, ICOR 14014 MO TO
QRD SHE SHOW)
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DR. GO7T
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I
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've smoked a
pack of cigarettes a day for about :to
years. I recently stopped smoking and
have noticed a shortness of breath Is
this normal while my lungs attempt to
adjust?

woo
_
Oh
"Well, it came from your division, Sanders, and as you
can see, it's covered with honey and molasses!...
You know what that makes this. Sanders?"

ro5
CATHY
AT 10 00, WE'LL HAVE A CLEANS- 1
WE'LL ADJOURN FOR A FAT- 'OUT OF orN
IN& CARROT JUICE BREAK, FOLFREE VEGGIE LUNCH, AND
satl, ELECTRA!
LOWED 84 AN INSPIRATIONAL
THEN SPEND THE AFTERNOON
I HAVE
READING fROni "THE STRESS DISCUSSING WAYS TO USE
WORK TO DO"
FREE OFFICE" AND A DErAONOUR TIME MORE EFFECTIVELY
STRATION Of WORK STATION
50 WE AN SO HoAtE AT 5:00,
RELAKATIGN TECHNIQUES.
REUIXE0 AND READ4 TO EN .„4
301/41 AN EVENING Of REAL
QUALITY TIME WITH LOVED ONES.

&Pop MORNING, STAFF
WE'U. BEGIN TODAY WITH A
LIGHT STRETCH'NSTEP CLASS
'0 ELEVATE CORPORATE SPIRIT
AND LOWER CORPORATE
, :1EALTH INSuRANCE Ciftint5.
_
ST5RTPCH

6,4;iy
41

RATS. SHE"A
HAD ANOTHER 8000
DAY AT
THE OFFICE.
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REFLECT

I,

1 Asian chief
5 Goddess of
healing
8 "Twin Peaks"
star
12 Verdi opera
13 Before
14 Machine part
15 Period of time
16 Harvests
18 Deposit
19 French article
20 Ache
21 Old pronoun
23 Earth
goddess
24 Flexible
26 Grind
together
2$ About
29 Flying insect
30 Airline info
32 Of India
(comb. form)
33 Of flying
(comb form)
34 Retain
35 Mellow
36 Cloth
measure

0
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
JOHN,C.C1 X-130yiou PICK
APRIL OF'FROM DRijc.PRE
THIS AFTEfZNOON '"?. I
HAVE A 3b8 INTERVIEW
AT 4 3
° z
\ AND
KNOW How 1.
r0„)
LONG I'LL
13E

AN INrERVIEW! I HAVEN'T
BEEN -TC) A Tos NtreFK
Vtew IN liEms
•

I NEED lb WOK WELLGMOMED,coNmeN1,1WEL:
IGENT,AND RELIABM AND

POLITt. AND FF-ie.teNT
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Kr'

LtN4

37 Army group
38 Ms. Periman
40 Amanda —
41 12 mos.
43 Lamour ID
44 Attorney
General
Janet —
45 Gold symbol
47 One
(German)
49 "—of a
Woman"
51 Joan Van —
52 Siamese
currency
54 Lair
55 Joint
56 Sound of
laughter
57 TV's Tarzan
58 Edible seeds
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7 Corded cloth
8 Metric weight
(abbr.)
9 Slangy
affirmative
10 Mirth
11 Art deco
illustrator
16 House (Sp)

1 Film critic
Pauline —
2 Mercenary
3 Dental grp
4 Sodium
symbol
5 Weird
6 Metal
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DEAR READER: Congratulations
on your decision to stop smoking
However, shortness of breath is not a
consequence of smoking cessation
More likely, you are inadvertentk
being more physically active and are
suffering a previously unrecognized
consequence of your heavy cigarette
consumption: namely. emphysema. 0
chronic lung disease marked hr an
inability to absorb enough (oxr gen
from the air. On that other hand. the
cigarettes may have left you %s oh
chronic bronchitis (inflammation of
the bronchial liningsi, this mar
improve with time.

CROSSWORDS
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8

)30
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78

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Since so many people read your column, I can't think
of a better way to get the word out.
Three years ago, we had a beautiful son. We named him Adam.
When he was about 7 months old. I
bought him a stuffed bear i about six
inches in size). It never entered my
mind that something so small, soft
and cuddly could be so deadly.
Somehow, during the night,
Ad'am removed the ribbon from
around the bear's neck the ribbon
was approximately 6 inches long
and a quarter of an inch wide), put
it in his mouth and suffocated. He
was unable to cry for help because
the ribbon apparently balled up and
rested on his larynx. We found him
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17 "Auld Lang
—"
20 Somewhat
(mus.)
22 Asner ID
25 Command
26 Neighbor of
Fr
27 Future plants
28 Espionage
org.
29 Barbara —
Geddes
31 Mimic
33 — — carte
34 Slugger's
special
36 Morays
37 "— Stop the
Music"
39 Uppermost
part (abbr.)
40 "Jake and the
Fatman" star
41 Another 9
Down
42 Ms. Hayworth
44 Virginia —
45 Region
46 Hawaiian
instruments
48 — degree
50 B-F linkup
51 Sue —
Langdon
53 Anton ID
55 Army term
(abbr )
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The most ominous possibility- is that,
your smoking has led to a pulnitinar
growth. A few weeks ago. I saw a
patient who had discontinued smiik
ing several years before He came to
me for shortness of breath A chest X
ray revealed a lung tumor
I'm not suggesting that this is your
problem, but in a smoker or ex smok
er). the risk of serious lung disorders.
including emphysema. is serr real
and very high Therefore. I urge you
to be examined by your family, doctor
who will probably X ray ynur lungs
and may schedule you for pulmonary
function studies, breathing tests that
diagnose emphysema
In most cases. the only adjustment
the lungs make to smoking cessation
is a sigh of relief Breathing gets bet
ter, maybe as much as 30 percent bet
ter. Equally important, the prow-es
sion of emphysema is arrested once a
person stops smoking Don't delav.
get to your doctor
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY IIIIIU
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT Is there a code (il
ethics or rules and regulations that
prohibit doctors from leaving their
prescription pads in an examining
room? Patients are usually left alone
while waiting for the doctor to arrive
and it's such a temptation
DEAR READER You bet it is And
it's more than a temptation for
addicts, who would just as soon steal a
prescription pad as shake your hand
Any physician who leaves his pre
scription pad in plain view is eventual
ly going to find that pad missing
because an unscrupulous "patient"
will forge a prescription to, obtain
drugs illegally.
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SAVE•A•LOT

Budget

10 Pound Meat Sale

FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8
Sun. 12 Noon-6 p.m.

Prairie
Tan=
Prairie Farms

Fluffy

2% or Homo

Sandwich

Milk

Bread

1/2 Gal. Ctn.

24 oz. Loaf

97

Hickory Smoked
Sliced Slab

Emge Fresh
Frozen

Bacon
10 Lb. Pkg.

Mixed

Fresh

$590

Farm Fresh
Fryer

49'

Ground
Beef

slipo

10 Lb. Pack

Pork

$490
10 Lb. Box

Old South

Potatoes

Apples

10 Lb. Pkg.

90
7
$
$590

Emge Pork

•

Emge

Fancy Bulk

Sliced

Pork

Corn

American

Feet
10 Lb. Pkg.

Dogs
10 Lb. Box

Cheese

$390

$990

$890

5 Lb. Pkg.

10 Lb Bag

$399

$499
Kirk's Saltine

Crackers

69

90
3
$

Kaskey's

Halstead Acres

Shelby's Grove

Tomato Soup

Northern Beans

Apple Sauce

16 oz. Box

103/4 oz. Can

15,/2 oz. Can

16 oz. Can

334

DAIRY FOODS

FROZEN FOODS
Libby's

Del Pino's Med. or Wide

Pineapple Juice

Noodles

SPECIALS
Blue Bonnet

Margarine

46 oz. Can

SPECIALS

12 oz. Pkg.

49
Gold Leaf

Cinnamon Rolls
9.5 oz. Can

Pkg.

Sausage
10 Lb. Pkg.

Neckbones

16 oz. Pkg.

gig

Quarters

Tenn. Red or Yellow
Delicious

Dal
vol
rvtce'

Chops

Leg

New Crop
Russet

50 Lb. Bag

Stretching

Pie Shells

$129
2 Ct. Pkg.

Borden

Cheese Singles
12 oz.

Kurtz Tomato

Kit Kat

Assorted Flavors

Banquet

Catsup

Candy

Hot Toppers

32 oz. Jar

6 Pack Bars
9 oz. Pkg.

Bubba
Cola

4 oz.

12-12 oz. Cans
Flour

Tortillas

69

17 oz. Pkg.

Imitation

O000h So Soft

Mozzarella Cheese

Bathroom

8

07

Tissue
4 ct. Pkg.

Pkg
Sunnylane

Vegetable Spread
3 Lb. Tub

"4.4 4- 4.

69' $189

99

Sparkle

Paper
Towels
Roll

Assorted Flavors Totinos

l'9

Pizzas
10.4 oz.

Sparkle Liquid

Farmers Select Reg. Cut

Bleach

Fries

Gallon Jug
5 Lb. Bag

774

69 59

1

99

Frozen Crisp

Orange Juice
12 oz. Can 7
9

SAVE•A•LOT

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

49

FOOD STORES

Ad Effective
Wed., Oct. 5
Thru
Tues., Oct. 11
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.

"Our Name Says It All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.
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